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Greenville, tat. Kineo, and Moosehead

this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
Address Agricultural
farmers and gardeners.
editor. Journal Office, Belfast Maine.]
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causes for revolutions in bus-

arc

in government, and
-acb causes arc alike periodical in their
Men are impulsive, and they
nature.
vliihit their impulsiveness in many and
In polities we see it by
arious ways.
he excited multitude following after a
new leader, or a new idea: in business,
> the way men rush into any new thing
which, for the time being, seems to bid
•air to enrich the pursuer.
Farmers are,
aobably, no more easily intiuenced than
aen of other occupations, indeed we are
iciined to count them less so, and yet
are

i-\

well

as

lacs'-

-mess

as
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The Sunrise Never Failed Us Yet,
And above all, don’t dispose of, by
“throwing away,” any sort of dangerous
BY CELIA TUAXTEB.
or mischievous thing.
If you have been
the sadness of tho sea,
Upon
using Paris green for the doryphora, or
The sunset broods regretfully :
From the far, lonely spaces, slow
corrosive sublimate for the lectularius, or
Withdraws the wistfull afterglow.
arsenic or strychnine or tartar-emetic for
So out of life the splendor dies :
rats, or any sort of poison for flies, —don’t
So darken all tho happy skies:
“throw away” what you have left, but
So gathers twilight, cold and stern.
destroy it altogether, out of human reach
But overhead the planets burn.
and knowledge. 1 >on’t leave any of these
And up the east another day
in
house
when
move
things
your
you
Shall chase the bitter dark away.
away ; it is a cowardly way of getting rid
What though our eyes with tears bo wot I
of rubbish.
A silly man in Philadelphia,
Tho sunrise nover failed us yet.
moving his family into a lately vacated
"The blush of dawn may yet restore
house, found on a cellar-shelf a bottle of
Our light and hope and joy once more ;
which
he
decided
white powder
to be
Sad soul, take comfort, nor forget
That sunrise never failod us yet.
cream of tartar baking-powder.
He delightedly exhibited the lucky tind to his
wife, and suggested that she use it for the
On the Edge of the World.
supper-biscuit. She, of course, had been
liV SOPHIE SWEPT
instructed as to the duty of obedience,
We hail gone up into the wilils of northand she obeyed. The consequence was,
ern Maine, equipped with snow-shoes and
a row of dead children before morning
and t«o grown persons as sick as they had rifles, in search of winter sport. Ned llalbeen silly the day previously.
The bottle lidav, my comrade, had a slight pretext
for the trip in the shape of business, his
contained white arsenic.
When you move out of a house, take father owning a large amount of land in
the Aroostook, which needed looking afyour rubbish with you, or destroy it utterI'he people who are to move in after ter. .My excuse for what seemed to strike
ly
friends as an eccentric pleasure trip
you do not hold you sufficiently dear to my
make them value your broken dishes, pa- to be taken in the dead of w inter, was
that my health had become impaired by
per-rags, leaky tinware and old shoes as
desirable mementoes. As every heart has the toils and trials of my profession
its own sorrows with w liich a stranger has which consisted principally of industrious
no right to meddle, so every family has
waiting for clients who never came.
Our journey had not been free from
its own rubbish, which a stranger is under
those obstacles which are supposed to
no bonds to
of
or
be
cumbered
dispose
by.
We were
You would not ask a stranger to spade give a zest to any pursuit.
your garden or kindle your tires without “snowed up” on the railroad until food
pay: and you have no better right to de- and fuel were exhausted; the stage,
mand that lie shall pick up your broken which appeared where the railroad ended,
dishes and cart oil' your coal-ashes for relieved the monotony of the proceedings
nothing. The fact that he and his wife several times by standing on its head in
happen to occupy a house next after you, a snow-drift; the driver, who was totally
does not make it right that they should insensible to the claims of the Maine law,
bear your burdens and clean up after your ended by imitating this acrobatic feat,
slovenliness,
lteside such tlagrant injus- and Ned and I reluctantly dug him out.
tice is likely to hurt your reputation, be- Hut when the horses were fired into noble
cause in sir'll case the new tenant will
rage to distinguish themselves in the

a new

unusual profits.
The breedof certain fancy animals, Durhams
ml Jersey cattle, Merino sheep or Berk-:; ri* hogs, the hen fever, and the exciteit over silk worms and mulberry trees,
w cl! remembered illustrations.
Again,
cause which creates a marked rise or
mm in prices ut any agricultural
pro: t, otters a strong
temptation to make
nl cal changes in one's business.
I)urhie War ut the Kebellion. wool, for a
ri time, rose higher in
proportion to
"t than dairy products. The soldiers
■d overcoats, but could get along
: m uch butter or cheese.
Dairying
depressed, while sheep raising
■\
ited. 1 lie result was, thousands
i them cow ,- and bought sheep.
The
w ere sold at low
prices, because, nowanted to bay, and sheep were
urn at high rates, because none were
to sell.
But those who made the
their folly, in most
go soon s..w
mr. by the time the cows were
:
slieepii.nl taken their places,
\i m down and dairy products bem
And now for a number of
ip
;
iiu '. business has been exeit1 >airv associations
,i
.v;,-'
t‘cer\ where, and eonven.mg
iioii- aavc been numerous
!
: m iv
In-el! m.eed In raise less
less 11;i
to market, and
ji
an!
the farm into
.: ii
forage •
•’
'duets .eidre sending it to inar:e.
f.ietorirs sprung up in every
lie followed by butter fac11
I lie cheese market
ie imeries.
■ ■ken
and now the butter
ei
;••]>!'-ssed. Tin* cities
di d .viili "..Ik aid allpartiesare
«>
"urse there is
i.e 1.
i.i! >!• and watering,
■:.» I e
I-,. ,,
:!i;it the cities are
mere milk, butter and
ig<-d a *;
-e
than they can . .nsunie or pay for.
••a
rears past the greatest effort
ins
in the direction of butter
"
Newspaper writers and agrial i- .'timers have set up hopes
could never, on a large scale, he
!.
When gold was worth from
two dollars premium, a few choice
■s of blitter, made
from cows that
uidivds of dollars apicee, found a
to a very limited extent at prices
iig from seventy-tive cents to a doled a <|iiarter per pound. These ex-

promise

_

_

..

walk

mile to tind out who was his untidy predecessor, and it is a fair punishment for you when the all'air is ventilated
all over the neighborhood, and you are
coldly spoken of by local householders,and
looked upon with disfavor by landlords.
Again don’t put into your ash barrel or
(lust-bin or trash-box. any poisonous
\ot
package or dangerous explosive.
long ago, some children in Brooklyn
found at a dumping-place a package of
poisoned food which had been prepared
for rats, of course they ate it children
will cat anything, away from the table
and died in agony.
If you have occasion
to use dynamite or giant powder or fulminate of any dangerous type, don't throw
away the residue, or put or leave it where
c.;>es were picked up largely by
it will be found by persons ignorant of its
is
in fancy cows, and heralded all
A short time ago three little girls
power.
;gh the country.
Farmers were
were playing with what they
supposed to
ue
to believe' that if they would purbe a small blacking-box on a vacant lot
iimported Jerseys, and adopt some in New \ork, when the box
a
system of butter making, tlieir ibr- burning them badlv about the exploded,
face and
o-.ild be almost insured.
At the bands.
The box contained a small quan.m entions we were told that the
tity ot the material of which railroad perlicit was short ami narrow, that the
are made,
and had been
"uld take all the milk within a cussion-caps
on the lot with a load of refuse.
dumped
that
the
and
West could never
Three or four such eases have happen•le e. iih Vermont. New York State,
ed within a short time.
In one case sevduo m butter making, for the want
eral children were killed, in another, two
g o.l pastures and pure water for their
were blinded and disligured for life.
Hut the West, or more likely the
Leave a clean track.
How sincerely
:.astern men who went West, were not
soever you may believe the fallacy that
;
to believe that statement.
They the world owes you a. living, do not for a
.pied the nine methods, bought the i moment he battered into believing that
kind of stock, and the result is. the
world is under bonds to be your
..I
converting tlieir -urn fodder, scavenger and general
clean-up. Almost
butti r and ehee.se, of
gras- iU'i grain int
ail useless rubbish can either be burned
;
..
and are ilooding the mar- or
high g
buried -it is a wise provision of nature.
kets. much to thei:
oy. but not more Let
everybody, like the old residents of
:hai. to
sorrow and disappointment.
Jerusalem, each keep his own door clean,
dairies
are
established
still
A ’■ a
g
and so the whole city, county and State
,._i:ig i.
prices, and considerable will be clean. Consume or
destroy
out1 e
bringing tair prices, but own smoke—take care of your own your
rubde;. lie.- b.-en rapidly downward,
bish, and don't dispose of anything by the
ii" tie
milk trade has too
common but highly improper method
"ii going down.
ot •‘throwing away." So shall your por.'her' in.il; was retailed a few years
tals shine with neatness, the aroma of
a pri es
uiging ii oin eight to twelve your tidiness go up like a sweet odor to
;
ill.
as
■;
just
good, and, prob- the nostrils of the health commissioners
; i::ik is now freely offered at
-when we get them—and ambitious and
to e ght cents, with the
supply appreciative tenants bid high for the
iio.v
vending the demand, on
privilege of occupying the premises which
.tnle. the farmers who supply the
have been sweetened and sanetilied bv
■. ,:h milk, seem to feel the
depres- your occupancy. Selah.
... sr
I
are
oil
located
severely
hey
priced land, ami where much grain
Gathering and Storing Apples.
chased for tlieir stock, and they are
In
gathering apples from trees to store
hug that the receipts barely cover the
:
the grain purchased. Many of away for winter use. provide yourself with
.'ter makers are far from the cities a strong, light ladder, some two feet wide
i
land is cheap or comparatively at the bottom and tapering to a point at
and where other branches of farm- top—the two ends to be beveled together
carried on in connection with the and pinned—this style of ladder being
Most of the grain is grown on the mueli more easy to handle and place
ii. and
where tin- labor bills are not among the top branches of a tree, than
the ones commonly used, and not so much
agant. there is still some profit,
A halfr apparent, in selling butter.
But danger of knocking oil' the fruit.
the milk farmer the ease seems bushel basket made of white oak splints,
di
slid "c are receiving frequent in- with a single handle extending from side
lie- by letter and otherwise, from to side, and a strong honk fastened therekm-n. asking <>nr advice about elrang- to to hang up b\ on the limbs, answers
In picking, take hold
litt'-i ln.iki ig. to all of which we the purpose best.
of the apple and by a gentle twist of the
stick.
[Mass. Ploughhand it will separate readily from the tree
;ii,an.
and still retain its stem.
It should be
Don’t ‘’Throw Kubbish Away.”
gently laid (not carelessly thrown) in the
basket, the contents of which, when full,
I mn't thro,', anything away.
That is should be
carefully emptied upon a table
'ivicc. not only from an economical fixed for the
purpose, the same to be
•it “I view, with which this item does covered with
a blanket or quilt to
preto deal,- -but from several
|
vent
bruising. This table should be
directions.
It is a too common rc- about six feet
long and three wide, and
e with people who are tired of anyhave a strip about two inches wide nailv. ■'!' who lind some article worn out,
ed all around the edges to
keep the apor unnecessary, “Oh,
throw it
ples from rolling off.
This leads to the endless aeHie assorting and packing may now
rations of tilth and rubbish in the
commence, in doing which it is better to
’■■•is. in hack yards, in vacant lots, in
make three grades of apples—the one of
'■ilars which yawn to tell where buildperfect fruit, another of rather inferior
h »ve been burned, ia the gutters, on
quality, and the third of such as arc lit
shed-roofs, hy the roadsides, and only for cider or to be fed to the stock.
twherc else.
Don’t throw your old In
placing the lirst two sorts in barrels,
out at the window -don't toss the
lay a single course on the bottom stems
ken saucer or stove-handle into the
downward, and so proceed until the bar■ct.
Don’t let the servant-girl make a rel is
full, except that the last course
I ewer of Silence” of the kitchen-roof
by should be placed with stems upward, takher
'■ing
used-up skeleton-skirts there ing care to shake the barrel well, a time
oe devoured by vultures.
Neither vul- or two,
during the process of filling. Too
"s nor buzzards devour skeletons anvmuch care cannot be taken in the above
il ere north of .Mason and Dixon’s line,
respects, for upon the careful observance
i *■ ■:,'t
deposit the emptied tomato-cans of them all success in the production of
he hack yard, or round the corner, or lirst-class fruit
depends, and without
g them over tlie hack fence into your
which a man had better sell his fruit for
ghbor’s garden. Don’t put the green what he can get rather than
attempt to
'i n-husks into the street, —not but that
keep it for a better market or more satis'•re are plenty of
prodigal sons there, factory prices.
unfortunately they are not often reThe barrels so Idled, may then be
el to husks in these days—they will headed
up and set away in some cool
cat 'em.
Don’t toss bean-pods and
until the approach of winter, when
place
1 -parings into the gutter; they do
they should be placed in a cellar, the
look well, even at tirst, and after a
temperature of which is never so cold as
'ic, they do not smell well. Do not to freeze.
your onion-and-potato-peelings to
If one wishes to put up a few barrels
Mich your neighbor’s flower-garden of choice
apples for sale, their preserva■ h
happens to abut on your kitcli- tion is not only greatly enhanced by wrapwindow these things must be comping each apple in paper as a further se-ted before they are beneficial as fercurity against bruising in case of transM.-iei's.
Coal-ashes, too, when thrown portation, but it gives them a more attrac"in a window over among your neiglitive appearance on being opened.
[Ital"|m scarlet-runners and cucumber
vines, timore Sun.
■’"■'ther improves their yield nor their
«■ ner's
opinion of you. Don’t drop your
Brighton Cattle Market.
iinana-skins on the sidewalk for people
Wednesday, Oct. 5.
Amount <>f stork :it market; Cattle, 22:1:1; sheep
lip up on. It is not well-bred to eat ami
lambs, 4200; swine. I t,ball; veals, (la; number
he street, anyway, Benjamin Frank- of western cattle,
lsil; northern amieastern cattle,
mi s
example to the country uotwith- a: 12.
Prices of beef rattle
ion It, live
extra
'anding. Don’t ipiote nor copy Benjamin quality, $0 B-1a 3" 2a; first, $7 77fi(, To;weight,
secom I,
I i .inklin in this
matter, and many others, 2.>£*o 02'2 ; third, $4 3i‘2g.j 12; poorest grades of
•'bat old sinner, notwithstanding all his coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 5o«4 25.
Brighton Hides, he ¥ tt>; Brighton Tallow,
MMimption, did a great many things 7 Vi*7?«c ¥ tt>; Country Hides, 7*£c 4? lb; Country
iiii'h are not lit examples for anybody Tallow, 4'i <i4l2('.¥ tb; Calf Skins, ll«12‘2e. ¥ tb;
Skins, 65c 3$ 1 each.
■!i" respects himself, or deserves the re- Northern Lamb
Working Oxen—We quote sales of
vet of anybody else. So don’t eat in the 1 pair girth «: ft., 7 inches, live weight 2<!00 tb,$125;
1
8
live weight 2800 tb, $140;
i
t
If you are hungry, ask the privi- 1 pair girth00 ft., 2 inches,
pair girth ft., inches, live weight 2200 tb, $00;
a'- of eating your biscuit in tiie
1 pair girth 0 ft, 8 inches, live weight 2070 tb, $127 00
shop
here you buy it. If you buy fruit and 1 pair girth 0 ft. 0 inches, live weight 2500 tb, $100.
store Cattle—Sales of 0 two-year Heifers at $20
liats, simply for the fun of eating, carry ¥ head; 0 two-year-old Heifers for $110 the lot; 2
them home and enjoy them and take care two-vear-old at $22 50 each.
Milch Cows—Extra cows sell well; we quote
'l tlie
skins, stones, cores, peelings, shells sales of 13 cows and calves at $30«50 each;
22
"r husks as the case
milch
cows and Calves at $45 ¥ head; 1
springer
may he, instead of
$40; 1 milch cow $50; 1 do $45; 1 do $35; 1 springdevouring your goodies on the road like I erf42.
Swine—Store Bigs—'Trade for them has been dull,
■Miuadruped, and leaving the debris to small
selling at $2 5o«5 50 ¥ head, or from 7«
'lidigure and litter the streets, or trip up I 10c r pigs
lt», live weight. Fat hogs cost landed at the
'our neighbor.
| slaughter houses 7ft7,;<* b* lb, live weight.
a
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way, we concluded to abandon the
whole eccentric establishment to its own
devices, and struck across the country on
our snow shoes. Just as we were becoming thoroughly tired, we overtook an oxteam, and on this primitive conveyance,
drawn by two beasts in whom the phlegmatic temperament of their kind was abnormally developed, we rode ten miles
with the thermometer at twenty degrees
below zero. Our driver was a large,
loose-jointed youth, with an astonishingly prominent Adam’s apple, and a bony
grin. He was loquacious but non committal. after the fashion of the rural New
l'.nglander. The first time that he committed himself to a decided opinion was
when he declared that “them critters
hav’n’t a two-forty gait,” and that “riding on an ox-team isn’t goin’ lickettvsplit. the best way you can fix it.” W hich
statements could not be said to afford opportunity for argument.
Continued inquiries respecting the game
in the woods only elicited the information
that it “wa’n’t so sl-mrse as it was some
winters, but skurser than it was some
others.”
He reluctantly admitted that his Christian name was Leaudcr, but seemed to
be possessed of a stern determination
never to be so fool-hardy as to reveal his
surname.
He asked us two hundred and
seventy-nine questions (Ned counted
them,) in a peculiarly indirect manner,
they being invariably prefaced by the announcement that he didn't “calkilate"
that it was so.
Having exhausted the subjects of our
aims and destination, occupations and
family history, style and cost of our
clothing, political, religious and temperance opinions, price of wool and provisions “our way,” probable future progress
of the potato bug, and the reconstruction
policy, he remarked that lie didn’t “'calkilate” that we “set no great by a hunk
of raw salt pork.”
\\ e assured him that his calculation
was quite correct, and waited for an explanation without manifesting any undue

iting old rocking chairs stood before the
tire, and there was a comfortable looking
chintz covered lounge in the corner.
There were festoons of dried apples over
the chimney piece.
In one corner stood
a tall and
very ancient-looking clock,
which had a loud and jolly tick, as if it
were asserting its
juvenility in spite of
appearances. This little place looked
very tempting and homelike in contrast
with the dismal ugliness of the other side
of the room, but our host laid a detaining
s

j
|

same

j

niece, Mirandy,”

resting-place.

Leandcr seemed to derive a sense of
from being within the precincts
of his own village, and expressed himself
with much greater freedom.
1 am convinced that if he had not been interrupted by our arrival at the “tarvern,” he
would have revealed to us the state of his
own sympathies on the “buryin’-ground
and anti-buryin’ ground” question.
The “tarvern” was a small farm house
with a large barn overshadowing it, and
a tall (line tree standing sentinel at its
front gate. There was no sign signifying
that it afforded entertainment for travellers, but, relying upon Leander’s assurance that “Uncle ’Rijali Jones” would
“eat us and sleep us,” we walked boldly
up to the door. An old man. his head
haloed by tobacco smoke, opened the
door. His manner was very much like
Leander’s on short acquaintance—inquisitive but wary.
Ruin’s sage counsel seemed to lie the
policy of Jonesville:

security

“Conceal yoursel as weel's ye can
Frao critical dissection ;
But look thro' every other man.
Wi' sharpen'd alee inspection.’’
< >ur inquiry whether this house was a

tavern, seemed to plunge lum into prolie took his pipe out
found perplexity.
of his mouth and kuocked it meditatively
against the door before he replied :
“Well, folks, kind o’calkilate tliat’t is.
We do put ’em up some, to obleege ’em.”
We signified that lie would “obleege”
us

extremely by “putting

us

up.”

“Mebbe you’d better step in and talk
to Mis’ Jones. Mis’ Jones, she don’t like
to hev folks come unbeknownst.”
“Hut can’t we see Mr. Jones, the proprietor ?” asked Ned impatiently. Standing in the teeth of the north wind, with
the marrow freezing in one's bones, the
very indecisive Jonesville manner is trying to the patience.
“I’m Mr. Jones, but Mis’ Jones she—
she—she’s terrible smart.” Mr. Jones
had evidently been on tlie point of acknowledging that Mis’Jones was the proprietor, but had remembered his dignity
just in time.
In his embarrassment he forgot to delay
us longer, and ushered us irt once into a
large room, in one end of which was a
blazing wood lire, in the other end ail unsightly air-tight stove. Two or three in-

an

angular young

wo-

with a profusion of corkscrew ringlets, favored us with coquet ish smiles, evidently with a view to disturbing the
schoolmaster's peace; and we saw with
alarm that Mis’ Jones observed this, and
that the spark in her eye grew livelier
as she
regarded us steadfastly— poor,
guiltless creatures who h; d not the least
intention of flirting with Mirandy. As
we rose from the table, the little, witchlike old woman beckoned me towards
her with a mysterious air.
“Wishin" and doin', the Lord he reckons 'em jest the same, and drowned folks
never come up 1” she said.
Alter supper, Air. Jones approached us
with an air of importance.
“If you wouldn’t take it unkindly, and
haint no particular objections. Aliss Jones
she’d be obleeged to ye if ye would set in
the common folks’ eend to-night.
You
see, the schoolmaster, lie’s kind of edgin’
round Aliraudy, and it would be pooty
considerable of a spec for Aliraudy to git
him.
Mis’ Jones, she's high-minded, and
she’s set her heart on Alirandy's gittin’ a
minister, or a schoolmaster, and she’s
terrible anxious.
When they're just beginning to edge round they're seairt off
terrible easy, you know. They’ve been
a doin’ their courtin' in the company eend,
and there haint no other place : you know,
yourselves, that it's terrible kind of flusterin’ and upsettin’ to hev folks round a
starin’ and a gawkin’ where there's courtin' goin’ on.
It's flusterin’ business anyhow, courtin’ is. I got so worked up a
doin’ mine, that 1 haint never been exactly clear in my mind about who spoke
the word, .Mis’ Jones or me. I should not
want you to mention it to her, but I've
always run of an idee that she helped me
along considerable.”
We assured him that his confidence
was sacred, and expressed our sense of
the propriety of having the “company
eend” strictly devoted to courting.
w e stole but one sly glance towards
the “company eend” in the course of the
evening. That revealed to us the ringlets
of .Miss .Mirandy in close proximity to the
schoolmaster’s coat collar—from which
we inferred that .Mis’ Jones “high-minded” hopes were destined to fulfilment.
i >ur hostess
hoped that we would excuse her. as there was to be a neighborhood “piayer meetin’ to Deacon Jones’”
and she felt it to be both a duty and a
privilege to go. As “Bijah” didn’t seem
to feel a “call to go,” he would entertain
man

curiosity.
After a pensive silence of some minutes
he explained that it was the staple article
of diet in the logging camps, and it would
therefore be prudent for us to provide
ourselves with crackers and “canned
stuff’ before venturing out to the camp,
lie was kind enough to further explain
that these luxuries might be obtained in
his father’s store at Jonesville.
It was joyful news when Leandcr “ealkilated” that at the top of the next hill
Jonesville would “heave in sighta
cheerful sight to see the lights from its
windows twinkling through the gathering
darkness.
It was not a thickly settled village.
’’
“Scatterin’, the adjective which Leandcr
to
applied
it, was appropriate. It seemed
to be clinging to the forest primeval, and
was sheltered by it from the north wind;
under the shadow of the mighty pines,
and half buried in snow-drifts, the houses
looked as if they must be'inhabited by
pigmies. The school house—which Leandcr facetiously called the “education
shop”—with one tall hemlock standing
directly in front of it, looked as if it had
come out of a toy village. The graveyard,
on the slope of a steep hill upon which
the last, cold, pale yellow sunset rays
cast a weird light, gave us an uneasy impression that the sleepers were lying in
very uncomfortable positions. With an
abundance of level or gently sloping land
on all sides, we wondered why the dead
had been given this apparently uneasy

hand upon us as we turned towards it.
“You just set down in the company
eend. Mis’ Jones, she’d be terrible put
out if 1 let you sit down in the common
folks's eend. Mirandy, she takes on because we don’t give
up the fire-place, bein' it's so ougenteel, and hov another
stove; but Gram she wouldn’t feel to
home without the tiro-place, and she’s
kind o’ gittiu’ along in years, (tram is.
She's ninety nine—will be one hundred
come spring—and Mis’ Jones feels as if
we'ii oughter humor her.
We had espied a tiny old woman almost
hidden in the depthsof a cushioned rocking-chair. She wore a kind of skull cap
of black silk only partially covering the
head, which was entirely guiltless of hair,
and looked as if it were polished bone. A
pair of little, sharp black eyes peered at
us from a yellow,
bony face. She looked
like nothing so much as the witches
which children make for fairs with a walnut for the head.
.Mis’ Jones” presently made her appearance —not the woman outwardly that
oir fancy had pictured: she was little
and light-haired, and mild of aspect, but
before long we espied a spark in the
depths of her light blue eyes, that reminded us of the tang that lurks in a certain mild sweet wine.
She showed us to our rooms, bleak and
bare regions where lives were evidently
unknown, and mountainous feather beds
piled one above another were the only
signs of an attempt at comfort.
Hut her manner was as soil as her
leather beds, and she had been a pretty
woman once, and still showed tie hcaur
regies, and Ned declared that if she tyrannized over old Jones, it was without
doubt because he deserved it.
When we went down stairs, wo found
the supper table set midway between the
•■company eend" and the “common folks’
eend," with strict impartiality. < >ur seats
were at the “company eend,” and we
shared this distinction with an affable
and assured young man whom Mis’ Jones
introduced as the schoolmaster.
“My

i

us.

.Mr. Jones’ spirits seemed to rise with
tlie departure of his better half; he lost
his air of indecision and timidity, and became brisk and voluble,
lie produced a
convivial-looking brown pitcher, representing a jolly Dutchman with a capacious stomach, and announced that it
contained cider which didn’t “taste no
great of rotten apples, nor yit of the—”
which was the Jonesville non-commital
way of saying that it was a nectar lit for
the gods. A dish of great, smooth-cheeked, mellow apples, streaked with carmine
and gold, he brought forward next, and
remarked that they were “not what you
could call gnurly apples,” and he guessed
“the sun hadn’t had no spite agin ’em.”
“Gram,” in a corner of the fireplace,
alternately slept and clicked her knitting needles like mad. Every time that
she awoke, she bent her keen little black
eyes upon me, summoned me near by an
imperious wave of her knitting needle,
and repeated her mysterious communication in a monotonous tone, as if it were a
formula that she had learned by heart.
“Wishin’ and doin’, the Lord reckons
’em just the same, and drowned folks
never come

up
“1 don’t understand,” I said once, curious to discover what was working in that
old brain that had lent itself to dreams
and realities for so many years, until, at
last, the two had become hopelessly intermingled ; and it occurred to me that
perhaps she was not so very different
from many of us in that respect.”
“rnderstandf
Of course you don’t
understand. Nobody understands! Some
folks say’t was more than wishin’ ’t was
doin’.
Maybe't was. ’Taint so long ago
that I’ve forgot, and I gue-s the Lord
hasn’t forgot.”
We asked several leading questions,
but she seemed suddenly to remember
herself, looked suspiciously at us, and was
silent, arousing herself after a moment
and asking, in a rational way, if it was
“thickly settled” where we “came from,”
and saying she supposed we “enjoy great

priv ileges.”

W e understood that
privileges referred
to religious things, but before we

wholly

had time to answer, Gram had dozed
off again. Mr. Jones remarked medita-

tively :
“There’s

so

much religion agoin’

now-

that I don’t seem to get hold of
When I was young there wa’n’t
none.
but two kinds; if you wa’n’t a’lectioner
you was free grace, an’ that was all there
was on’t; and free grace
only come round
once a year, when there was a caiup
meet’u down to Sehooteague. You see,
in them days we was livin’, as you might
say, on the edge of the world. There
didn’t seem to be nothing beyond us.
Even alter the military road was built,
folks seemed to run of an idea that it

adays

went clear off into space artcr it got by
here. They called this the jumpin’ off
place of all creation. Of course folks
knew the Provinces was beyond us, but
the Provinces are furrin’ parts, as you
might say, and they haiut of much account: they’re Packard in education and
behind the times generally, lint we haint
always been what we air now. Things
is considerable more stirrin' here than
they was when I was a boy; and when
my father settled here, seventy-live years
ago there wa’n’t nobody here, but lumbermen and Injins.
But being on the
river so, ’twas favorable for loggin’, and
the sile is pooty middlin’, and when folks
begun to come others followed. Sometimes there’d be two houses built in a
year, and when a place grows as fast as
that, what we’ve come to ain’t surprisin’.’’
<)ur host evidently regarded Jonesville
as a centre of commerce and
“edecation,’’
and expected us to be amazed as its small

beginnings.

“Deacon Jones, he says there's great

danger in our worldly prosperity. He’s
afeared folks will give their hearts to it.
He’s always a tollin’ that the pleasures of
the world is all vender grass.”
“Vender grass ?” we repeated in bewilderment.
“Don’t you know, when you’re a-mowin’ poor grass, the grass beyond always
looks a dretful sight better, but when you
git there it’s all of a poorness 1 The deacan, he says the pleasures of the world is
all jest so deceiving, and ruebbe they be.
I hain’t so pious as I’d ought to be. 'Mis’
Jones, she’s so terrible pious that I don’t
seem to

get

no

chance.”

The mention of Mis’ Jones always drove
her husband to the cider mug. When he
emerged, he went on ia a more cheerful
tone:
‘■As I was a-sayin’, folks here in them
old times used to take comfort, and to
hev about as much goin’ on, as if they
lived in the thickest of the world, instead
of on the edge. on’t.
■Tve lieerd my father tell of funny doin's amongst ’em —and of some that wa’n’t
so funny.
When a feller come amongst
’em that hadn’t the right stuff in him, or
was too high minded and hankered al ter
a tooth-brush and scented soap,
them
lumbermen didn’t handle him as if he was
There was Orlando Terry—I’ve
eggs.
lieerd my father tell how they served him.
He was a slick little chap from down river,
and his father was a judge; he’d been
considerable wild and they sent him up
here to git him out of mischief, lie wore
store close, and iled his hair, and was as
pretty-spoken as a school-master. Them
tilings mebbe tliey could a’ stood; but
when lie stuck an eye-glass onto his nose
and courted Tatty Hutchins, them two
things was too much to bear. Tatty
Hutchins, she was the prettiest and the
smartest girl in Number Eight—there
wa’n’t no towns up here then, you know ;
they was all deestriets, and went by their
numbers -and the fellers, they didn’t like
the idee of heviu’ her kerried off by a
stranger and a little kid glove of a chap
inter the bargain.
He was a terrible
hard drinker and given to gamblin', but
his slickness and his store close went a
long ways with the gals, as they’re apt to
with women folks.
1'he fellers, they played considerable
many tricks on him, without seemin’ to
take him down a mite, till one day when
he set on the deacon’s seat up in one of
the loggin' camps a playin' keerds. Them
loggin' camps has a. smoke-hole as big as
all out doors, and an ash tree growed so
nigh this one that they tied a rope outer
the eernl of the branches and let it down
thro' the smoke hole.
It was young and
soople, the branch was, and then while
Orlando had his mind sot on the keerds
so't he didn't notice nothin’ they contrived to fasten the rope ’round him under
his arms ; and then let go, and kerslap he
went, yanked clear’n out thro’ the smoke
hole and a danglin’ in the air. And they
kep him danglin’ there till he’d agree to
sign the pledge and quit courtin’ Tatty
Hutchins. He kep’ his word, and lit1 didn’t
stay long arter that. Hut there 1 mebbe
’twould a’ been better if he had.
If Tatty Hutchins had a’ married him perhaps
it wouldn’t a’ been no worse.”
Mr. Jones had the important air of one
who has a marvelous story to tell, but
waits to be urged.
“Tell us all about Tatty Hutchins,”
we said encouragingly.
—“Sh!”—Mebbe I hadn’t better," he
replied with an uneasy glance at Gram,
who was stirring in her sleep.
“Gram,
she might wake, and she’s apt to git
worked up about them old stories. Hut
mebbe I can think to speak low, and if
you wont mention it to Mis’ Jones—"
Being assured that nothing would induce
us to reveal it to Mis’ Jones, our host
moved his chair nearer to us and began':
As 1 was a’ savin’ Fatty Hutchins
was the
poottiest gal in the deestrict;
she wa’n’t bigger’n a pint of cider, but
she was red and white complected, and
her feturs was as havusome as a doll's,
and she had black eyes that would
look you clea’n thro’ to your backbone,
and I've often heered 'em tell how
she used to dance. She was jest as light
as a humniin’ bird and you couldn’t tire
her out.
“Of course she had h er pick among the
fellers, and folks was kind of 'sprised
when she picked out Saul Eldridge.
For
Saul had the name of being terrible odd.
He was a great big six-footer and lie
could lick his weight in wild cats; mebbe
you’ve noticed that the female heart
seems to set by size and heft in a man.
And his bigness done Saul another good
turn too: folks didn’t dare to chaff him
much about his odd freaks to his face;
but they done all the more of it, behind
his back. Saul wa’n’t sociable, in a gineral way he was fond of his own company, and he’d set.and play on his fiddle by
the hour, and they did say that he used
to play so's to draw tears from folks’ eyes.
“lie set a sight by that fiddle, and
some on ’em said he used to talk to it as
if’t was a livin’ creetur. But when folks
begins to talk about anybody, they like
to tell as good a story as they can, and
mebbe that wa’ut so.
But Saul was odd
and no mistake.
He thought more of
dumb animals and little young ones than
he did of folks. They said that he only
jest had to call the birds and they'd come
a Ilyin’ round him and even light on his
head and shoulders; and he tamed some
bear cubs so they followed him round
like dogs.
He couldn’t bear to kill nothing ; he never went huntin’ and some says
that lie never ate no meat; but 1 ain’t
sure about that.
'•Hut for all his queerness ho was as
brave and manly a feller as there was
’round.
Hut nobody ever thought of his
takin’ a shine to a gal, ho was so kind of
unsociable. He acted as if be was afraid
on ’em and lie wouldn’t go to no
parties
where they was.
Hut Patty Hutchins
she cooked his goose for him ! The fust
time he see her he was possessed arter
her. Folks reckoned she wouldn’t hev
him, but reckonin’ on women folks is
mighty onsartain business. And I run
of an idee that they’re dretful apt to set
by a mail that’s got a w eak spot.
“Anyhow, Patty loved him like a house
a-fire; she gin him her promise, and they
was like two turkle doves—till one day
Saul run a-foul of a little Injin baby. It
appeared that ’t was a baby that hadn’t
no mother, and there didn’t seem to be
nobody in pertikler to look arter it, and
what is ginorally looked arter hain’t apt
to be looked arter at all.
The baby must
have been lavin’ in a snow bank nigh
upon two days and nights when Saul
If it had been a white
come acrosst it.
baby, or a baby that anybody set by, ’t
would a’ been dead long before; but bein’
’twas a little Injin that nobody didn’t
want, it wa’nt hurt a mite. ’Twas all
•■

up

so

a

wonder it hadn’t

smothered.

laughed up in Saul's face when lie
picked it up, and kind of clutched at his
whiskers, playful. Saul, lie fetched it to
the loggin’ camp,—that was all the home
“It

ho lied,—and fed it and tended it as gentle as a woman, never mindin’ nothin’
about the men’s jokin.’ A great jokin’
they kep’ up, and so did the "hull settlement.
They thought he’d ought to kerry
it to some poor-house, or ’sylum down
river, hut he wouldn’t. Then alter a
spell, some Injins down to Oldtown offered to take it, but be wouldn’t agree to
that.
You see he was tender-hearted,
and the little thing kind of clung to him
and he got to settin’ by it. ’Twas a little
gai and goin’ on two years old when he
found her. ‘Twan't a harnsome child;
’t was as black as your shoe aud it favored
a monkey.
But Saul seemed to take to
anything that was kind of helpless and
dingin’, aud that little Injin she learned
to be terrible fond of him, as was nateral.
“Patty Hutchins, she was in a terrible
takin’.
Patty was high-minded and she
couldn’t bear to hev folks crack their
jokes at Saul, and she was kind of jealous
tempered too. She was afeared the little
Injin was a weanin’ Saul’s affections
away from her. She said she wa’n't goin' to hev no little Injin ’round in her
house, and Saul must take his ck’ice
at ween her and it.
“
Saul, he was drotful worked up. He
set his life by Patty, but that little young
one kind of confided in him, and be sot
by her too.
“When Patty see that he wa’n't agoin’
to give the young one up, even for her
sake, she was pooty mad, and she said he
need n’t never come nigh her agin. Put
arter a spell she kind of come round a
little. Saul he coaxed and coaxed, and
she’d found out that it wa’n’t quite so
easy for her to give him up. She wa’n't
the kind that has their hearts all ready
for any man that comes along. She’d gin
her’n to Saul, and she didn’t seem to know
how to take it back again, but she hated
that little Injin like pison ! Saul used to
bring the young one ’long of him when
he come out to the river with logs, because there wa’n’t nobody to take care of
it in camp, but he used to leave it to one
of the neighbors when lie went to see
Patty ; she wouldn’t hev it in the house.
And she wouldn't marry him, tho’ he
kept a coaxin’ on her to name the day.
She said she’d wait till he got red of that
little Injin. So it went along for a year
and more, and the little Injin was three
year old, and Saul seemed to set more and
more by it every day; but he was terrible
in love with Patty too, and 1 expect the
poor feller had a struggle at ween ’em.
“When it come along spring there was
a terrible freshet.
We’re pooty apt to
hev a freshet up here along in the spring,
but seclr a one as they tell of that year
It had been a dretful cold
ain’t common.
winter, and the ice in the river was uncommon thick, and when it went out it
The
was a sight to see, they all said.
great blocks was a leapin’ and tumblin’
over each other as if they was a wrastlin’
and they was hove up onto the shore
mountain-high in some places. Sawmills was kerried off, and the lumbermen
had hard work to save any of the logs
that they'd piled upon the shore, ready to
drive down when the river opened.
“They was all there on the shore, a
workin' to save what they could, and the
hull settlement was there too, the day
that the ice went out.
“Saul’s little Injin was all by herself,
Saul bein’ too busy to look arter her, and
folks in gineral lievinga kind of a prejerdice agin’ her. She was a humbly little
eretur, and they didn't set by Injuns no
how. And what did the young one do
but go where Patty was standin’ with a
parcel of gals, and cling holt of her
skirts.
“Patty, she shook her off and told her
to clear out, but jest then Saul he sung
out and asked Patty if she wouldn’t look
arter her a little, soein' he was in sech
trouble.
Patty hesitated a little and
then she said she would.
“The gals was standin' pooty dost to
the river, and the little Injin she was a
standin’ on a block of ice. They was
a-watchin’ the lumbermen m in' to save
the logs, and, the fust thing they knew,
there was that block of ice with the young
one on it, a-lioatin'out into the river, and
she a-yellin’ and a screechin’ to Saul to
come and git her.
“Some thought she’d been a-jumpin’ on
it and kind of made it slip down into the
river; some thought the water must a’
washed tip without their noticin’ and
kerried it off; and some on ’em looked
askance at Tatty, and thought she might
a’ pushed it.
“Anyhow, there was the block with the
poor little Injin on it, a-being pushed and
sure to be swallered up before many minutes.
“Patty, she stood like a stun, whilst
the others was all a-runnin’ and a screechin’.
He
Saul he didn’t stop for nothin’.
jumped onto the blocks of limitin' ice, fust
The current was
one and then another.
a kerrvin' out the block that the little Injin stood on pooty fast, but lie all but
fetched it—all but ! There came a great
pile of ice and logs a-swoopiug down on
him, and knocked him oil' into the water
as if he hadn’t been no inoro’n a feather !
The little Injun she went too, and the
great heap of ice went over ’em, and they
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subject or be similarly impressed by the
objects or scenery, whether in art or nature.

now

if you knew as much as a minister.
But then I’ve asked them, and they don’t
know. They say that wishin’ ain't doin’
and if for one minute—only think ! jest
one little minute,—’t was more than wishin', that may turn this world black, but
it can’t turn the other—because the Lord
is forgivin’. I know lie is.
But I want
to take it ail bad;!
What I want to know
is—can all Kternity make things jest as if
Gram’s voice
they hadn't never been
sunk to an impressive whisper at that

steamer

in just then, with two or
three cronies from the prayer meeting
who had ‘stopped to get warm. They
brought a pleasant bustle and an out-ofdoor freshness with them, which made us
feel its if our host’s story of the old time
dwellers “on the edge of the world," and
Gram's mysterious question that fitted so
curiously into it, were all a dream. They
mingled with our dreams that night. We
saw Gram’s keen eyes peering into the
darkness, and her worn voice asked us
questions that no man could answer.
We were glad to be off in the morning
before Gram was astir.
“Wo found good sport and novel experience, and pushed on “over the border"
into Canada.
When we came back to be again, “eaten and slept’’ at Mr. Jones “tavern” on
our home ward way, six Weeks hail
gone
by. Spring was abroad in the lands.
The river had opened two weeks before.
.Mr. Jones was as voluble, “Mis’ Jones"
as mild and gracious, as before.
Miranda and the schoolmaster had departed on
their wedding tour, to see “his folks."
But the tiny witlierei figure was gone
from the great chair bes.de the tire-place.
A new shining plate was added to the
row which ornamented the mantel
piece
at the “company eend.”
On it was inscribed: “Tatty ilutehins Jones, !>!»; ears
and 11 months.”
“Gram got cold a-goin' down to the
river to see the ice go out,” said Mr.
Jones.
“She was always terrible sot upon seein’ the ice go.
And it is a hand-
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the way, romotnberiug. of course, that no
two persons will liavo exactly the same ideas upon
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question.
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at my dis-

Maine it may interest your readers to learn hew a
is impressed with its boasted attractions.

NUMBER 41.
’twas

day

llio

stranger

Aud

wropped

Having

posal 1 concluded to improve it by taking a tripup
thelakoioMt. kineo. And as this is becoming
one of the most celebrated summer resorts in

same

proof against entering
which, for the time being, seems

not

Lake.
EiiitoK JotatXAL

we

as

will make

we

a

seated upon the trim little
sho lies at her moorings,

are

“Twilight,”

as

few notes ol (ireenville.

We lind this to be
at

a snug littlo village, situated
the foot of the lake and eontaimug about two

hundred inhabitants.
school with two

has

one

There

are

It

grades.

church and
two

a

hotels, the

“Eveleth” and the “Lake House." The lirst

objoct

that attracts the attention of the stranger ns he
drives up to the latter is the appearance of three
moose-heads apparently looking out of loop holes
in the w.d.s and presentiug a very life like appear
anee.

came

T1 eso hotels
are

are

of

good

size aud well

kept.

two steam mills that cut considerable

lumber and

employ quite a

number of men

There

four or live stores, but the principal business
is done by three firms. It is claimed, however,
that more business is done here than in any place
are

of its size in the State. The

supplies

tor the visit-

up the lake iu summer, aud for the lumbermen
in winter all pass
through (ireenville. Quite a
number of the men tiud employment during the

ors

guides
prefer to

for the listing and bunting par
camp out. The wages paid to
guides is from one to three dollars per day aud
board they to furnish the camp kit. Hut as we

summer as

ties who

write the last whistle has blown, the whole party
board, aud wo start for our sail up the lake,

is on

which is said to bo

length,

and about half

by
irregular.

us see

what sort of

six

miles

in

a

as

craft

we are

on,

as

the ••Twi-

fair sample of the seven steamers plying
these waters during the past season We find that

light"
she

is

or

many in width, although
no means uniform, as the eoas*
As wo leave the mooring, let

is very

the distance is

thirty-five

was

a

built in Bath in ‘S7U, is of U -JO 100 tons

burden, is licensed to carry forty persons, is com
manded by Capt Uhas. Robinson, and is owned by

Aimer Coburn and others. We notice that
captains sister, Miss llattie, takes her place at
the wheel and retains it during the most of the
trip. And no v as we are fairly on our way wo
ilou.

the

will look about

pleasant

and

us

the

The morning opened fair and
hillsides, which are cover

rugged

ed for miles with almost unbroken forests, present
a beautiful appearance, tinged as they are with
tiio richly variegated tints ol autumn, and glittering like fairy robes in the beams of the bright
morning sun The scenery is both beautiful and

for the shore is indented with numer
bays, with minor capes and promontories projecting into the water, while islands,
large and small, are scattered over the lake The

picturesque,

sight.”

inlets and

Gram had gone to find out whether
“all Eternity" could “make things jest as
if they liad’nt never been."
| Good t om-

ous

pauy.

lirst of any
ze is Moose Island, and then we
pass between Deer and Sugar Islands. At Deer
Island is a hotel and a wharf where the boat-;
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ARTHUR'S Sl’KEi

II

TO

HIE REPoli

touch

1 ERS.

Here and there the forest is broken by

The intelligence of President Arthur's intended some farm house and a small clearing, but the cultivated farms are few.
In a shoit time after leavvisit to Nun York last week, was hard!'- rece:ved
at the metropolis, before reporters were sent out
Hroenville we notice a nice farm with tine
ing
to board the train, see who was with him. and to
buildings in a beautiful situation upon a hillside
note every movement of the President and those
around him, for the purpose of giving to every overlooking the lake. Upon inquiry we tied it
circumstance a political signiticauce. The New
belongs to Mr. McFarland, formerly of New York,
York newspapers, it seems, have followed this
whose matched cattle and splendid horses we saw
business tor mouths. Kver since the tragedy ot
the second of July, reporters have camped upon at the fair in Monson the other day.
it is called
General Arthur's door step, sauntered upon ins the
nicest farm in this vicinity. As we go up the
sidewalk, rested upon the curbstone and peered
lake we notice on our left tiio long range of broken
into the face of every caller.
Thursday night four disconsolate reporteis sat hills known as Snow mountains, while to the right,
on the President’s doorstep, after the last caller
standing out from many smaller ones,
had disappeared. The harvest during the evening prominently
had been very unsatisfactory, and their delight was can be seen lie spencer mountains, and in the
distance looms up Katahdin. its crest covered with
all the greater when Aleck, the colored servant,
unexpectedly threw open the door, saying. ‘Gen lleecy clouds, while its sides show the white
tlerneu the President would like to see y ui. Will
streaks visible as far as the mountain can be seen,
you walk up stairs
which are the result of some convulsion of nature
Here was something worth while. The President undoubtedly was about to give them the m the centuries
loug ago. After a pleasant sail ot
composition of his new cabinet, define his foreign j two hours we
arrived at ••Kineo." This mountain
policy, let them into the secret of political changes j
in New York, and lay before them his whole plan
presents a striking appearance as we approach from
of administration for the next four years.
the south. It is a perpendicular wall of rugged rock,
Aleck showed them up to General Arthur's
library, served wine at the General's order, and rc- of the variety known as hornstone, and rises over
The General invited them to sit down, and eight hundred feet above the level of the lake,and is
I tired.
|
carefully shut the doors. Then he made this lit ; •JU*|) feet above the level of the sea. It is situated
tie speech ; at least, u is imputed to him, though
upon a peninsular which abounds with natural
none of the gentlemen present saw lit io pi in*, it
Now. gentlemen, what I am going to say to you
objects of interest Uiff' Beach and Pebble Beach,
i do not want published. I want to have a conti
are two places much resorted to
by those who have
dential talk with you about various matters, and !
1 want a pledge of each and every one of you that not strengtli or time for more extended excursions
It is estimated that over two thousand persons
you will not print a line of what I say. nor anything about this interview.
have visited this resort the past season. Many ot
One after another gave his individual promise,
them camp out making head quarters at the K i
and General Arthur proceeded to present his views
ueo House" which has one hundred and
quite fully. He said:
seventy
Gentlemen. 1 can go to Washington and remain
five rooms and accommodations for over three
in my house without having even- aperture around
hundred guests. This house is fitted up with mod
it guarded by newspaper men.’ I
a.no back to
A
New York on private busiuess and 1 cannot move eru conveniences, has a telegraph office, etc.
about the city, call at any hotel, do any business,
large store is run in connection with the house,
blit what reporters witch every footstep. They
and furnishes supplies to those who camp out.
see everybody that calls and publish their name’s
The terms for boarders at the house during the
to the world
If a man who has ever been in any
sense of the word a politician comes, it is immeseason is from twelve to llfteen dollars per week.
diately interpreted to mean that that man has been A carry of only two miles from the head
the
called in, cither to take a place in my cabinet or
lake takes us to the waters of the Penobscot where
to advise me as to its composition.
Now. let me assure, you, gentlemen, that poli
one may launch a canoe and ffoat down the river
ties have not been talked in this house to-night. 1
to Penobscot Bay and safely land at the wharf in
cauio <<n private business because it is necessary
Belfast. The traditional birch canoe abounds
for me to return to Washington and remain there,
and I could not have my private affairs settled up
here, and both ladies and gentlemen become exhero without attending to them personally. 1
perts in its use. Accidents, however, are not uncame on for that purpose.
common. and recentiv a gentleman and his wife
General Sharpe has called here during tile evening. Is there anything strange in that Has not from New York were drowned while out but
he a right to come hero it he wants to as much now
a little distance from the shore. Tiio
negro servant
as before I was elected or even nominated as Vice
swam ashore.
These canoes are unsafe except for
President .' lie has been one of my most intimate
friends for years, and when he and 1 have both experts. But as both time and
space are limited we
been in town he has seen me on more than halt
"ill close this nasty sketch. This is undoubtedly
the evenings for half a dozen years
iNow,
there anything improper in bis calling at this
becoming a favorite resort, and ; eople tr ue the
time l If you think so let mo toll you that poli
crowded cities are annually gaming health and
tics were not alluded to by us to-night. He simple
happiness from its quiet haunts. Still except for
called as a friend to inquire after my health, and
the change it affords to dwellers t. the sea coast,
we conversed about personal and family matters
entirely, and he withdrew early because 1 was we cannot see wherein it excels our own North
weary. Others have called this evening lor the
port and Belfast with their own beautiful bay,
same purpose and no other.
Now you saw a lady and gentleman drive up
lovely islands, healthy Seabreeze, rustic haunts
here, come in and stay awhile and go away again
and mountain scenery. Maine is fast becoming
You did not find out who they were. You tried
the haven to which thousands crowd during the
the coachman and you tried Aleck, and still you
heated summer months, and it is worthy of the
did not ascertain their identity. Now 1 am going
to tell you just who they were, but 1 want you to
fame it has acquired.
Bnrsori:
it
keep private. That was my niece and her bus
band. Lie has been away to Kurope lor some
How Women Answer Questions,
months, and I have not seen him. 11«* arrived
yesterday, and 1 sent a telegram asking him to
In
a talk which followed our definitions. 1 called
call
He is going to come up here again to-mor
row.
Wo did not talk polities. He did not ask
the attention of
r friends to a marked
peculiar!t}
me for a place in my cabinet.
He did not want a
in wiinuiij s way of answering questions : a peer,:
in
the
New
custom
York
house,
and
he
did
place
not suggest whom 1 should appoint to any ot the
larity winch even Air. Howells the tiuest, keen
high offices of the land l did not suppose there est and gentlest modern observer of feminine
traits—has never noted, so far as I am aware.
It
was anything improper in having them call.
It 1
is the constant habit of women when asked t
had 1 would have consulted you about it before.
never come up.
Have another glass of wine, gentlemen
question to make no direct response, but to reply
1 must
by another question suggested by what thov tie
you good night, i am tired and am going to
“Patty Hutchins, she took on like a bid
lieve their interlocutor's intent or wish.
1 noted
bed
You can go back and tell them, the manwild cretur; some thought she really was agers of
live times yesterday in talking with your
this
your papers that 1 assure them upon my
a little teched, and wouldn’t never be
honor that there is going to be uo news from this aunt, who, saving your presence. Clara, is the most
herself agin.
There was considerable house to-night. There are to be no more callers. intelligent woman 1 ever knew. And you shall
have all live,
in the morning 1 said.
rsula. do
am going to shut up the house, and Aleck and I
whisperin’ and most folks believed that 1will
To which she re
both retire and there won’t be any need of you think it looks like rain
she’d gin that ice block a little hist: she
do
think
of
Good night.
plied, "Why.
you
inviting me to
your coming again until tomorrow
did hate that little Injun so like pison!
drive''' Soon after I asked her if she though:
Miss Wimlemcro was as old as twenty, and she re
But of course there wa’n't never nothin’
Tho .Lump in His Side
spooded by inquiring if 1 thought the girl too
done about it. She shot herself up, and
young to lie engaged. A little later I wanted tc
she wouldn’t hev nothin’ to say to anyA man long noted for intemperate habits, was
know if we had any brandy in the house; and she
induced by Rev. John Abbott to sign the pledge in asked me where 1 felt sick. Towards
till
arter
ten
or
more.
Then
body
years
evening, as
his own way, which he did in these words : “I pledge
I was dressing for dinner, i interrogated her as to
she up and merited a widerer with seven
to
driuk
no
more
drinks
for
the number of handkerchiefs I owned in the
myself
intoxicating
children. Folks was surprised, but you one
year." Few believed ho could keep it, but
world, ami she replied, "Why. Paul, can't yotltiud
near the end of tho year he again appeared at a
see, her father and mother was dead, and
a clean one in your
upper drawer!" Finally 1
temperance meeting without once touching a drop. asked her if she bail over been really confident of
she hadn’t no home.
“Are you not going to sign again
asked Mr. Abthe President's recovery, and with -a tone of lion
“1 don’t mind telliu’ you that 'tvvas my
bott. ‘‘Yes," replied he, “if 1 can do it my own
est anxiety .she answered, "Oil, is the last news
father that she meriied,” added Jones way," and accordingly he wrote
“l sign this
bad f This trait sometimes occasions, I remarked,
lowering his voice. “I hain’t nothin' to pledge (or nine hundred and ninety nine years, ami great inconvenience to the more simple masculine
if l live to that time. I intend to take out a life
mind. Hut on the whole it is charming and charm
say agin’ her. She wa'n’t never what you lease!" A few
days after ho called upon the tir.- ingly feminine, showing as it does, the quick
could call fond of children, and she was era
who
welcomed
back
to
his
him
old
ot the sox and their consequent desire
keeper,
kind of gloomy by spells, but she done haunt. “Oh! landlord,"said he, as if ill pain, “1 sympathy
to avoid uunccessarv processes and get
directly at
her duty pooty well by us. She’d always have such a lump on my left side." “That's be
the
They generally guess right, too.
Vour aunt did, three times out of the aforesaid
seem to be a-broodin’ over things, per- causoyou stoppeddrinking,'' said the landlord, “you
won’t live long if you keep on." “Will drink take
five.
It is when a
is in a hurry and reallv
tikerly when it got along towards spring, tho lump away i" “Yes, and if you don't you'll wants the informationtnan
ho asks for that ho finds the
and the ice was a-goiu’ out of the river. soon have a lump on the other side. Come, let's habit a httlo
exasperating [Summer Letters in
She’d always go and set on the bank and drink together.” And ho poured out two glasses Boston Advertiser.
watch it a-goin.’ Seems as if any body of whiskey. “L guess 1 won’t drink," said the former
‘‘especially if keeping the pledge
would kind of forgit, after years and years will inebriate,
Governor and Council.
produce another lump, for it isn't very hard to
but some folks don’t seem to; but when bear alter all," and with this he drew the lump, a
Tho
Eastern
Argus and Boston Globe print do
they git on-common long in years, they roll of greenbacks, from his side pocket, and walkfrom Augusta containing a repetition of
do get kind of mixed, and they’re apt to ed oli', leaving the landlord to his own rejections. spatches
their old game of misrepresentation of relations
I
between Governor Plaisted and the Council. They
say kind of queer things to folks.
to
President
Arthur.
state
that the Council, at its meeting on tho *J0th
Temperance
Appeal
wouldn’t hev you mention it to Mis’ Jones
ult., acknowledged the illegality of their session
fer she’s terrible high-minded, Mis’ Jones
The Board of Managers of tho National Temper
of Aug. 10th, by advising the Governor to draw his
is— but—”
warrant for *3000 in favor of the Reform School,
ante Society has presented to President Arthur
Our host interrupted himself, by throwetc.
tho following appeal:
The simple facts are: At the last meeting the
ing some spruce boughs upon the lire;
To President Arthur: The managers of the Na
Council advised the Governor to draw his
they snapped and cracked and filled the tional Tetnperaneo Society groet you with cordial for $“000, being the balance of the *0000warrant
appro
room with spicy, woody odors, and then
sympathy and invoke for you Divine guidance in priated by the legislature for the Reform School.
blazed up in graceful and fantastic shapes. tlio discharge of tho important and responsible du- At the “so called” meeting of the 10th of August,
ties devolved upon you as President of the United
The flames danced in Gram’s face and
they authorized him to draw his warrant for $3000
States. In behalf of a large body of your constitu- of tho £0000, and also
£00,000 in favor of tho State
awoke her.
ents. Christian men and women’in all parts of the
Treasurer, and have not receded from their position
Her little keen black eyes searched our laud, we most earnestly pray that as chief ex ecu
that the Aug. 10th session was legal. Tliev did
faces. The room had grown very quiet; five, in dispensing official hospitality at the White not report their authoiization for either the $3000
in your appointments to public service,
House,
or
tho $00 000 given on Aug. 10th. All they did
Mr. Jones, apparently exhausted by his
civil, military and naval, and iu your official re
was to advise the warrant for the $J000 on which
efforts as a story-teller, had leaned back commendations to Congress concerning the rove
no action was had on Aug. 10th.
At their last
in his chair and closed his eyes; even the lino and other legislation involving tho manufac
session they proceeded entirely upon tho ground
low murmur of voices in the “company turo and sale of intoxicating beverages you will so that the former meeting was legal.
use your opportunity as to discourage all injurious
As to the (ling that the Governor cavalierly in
eend” had died away.
social drinking usages, to lessen tho great and
formed the Council that when ho wished their ser
“1 want Parnely to come and put me to threatening evil of intemperauco and to promoto vices ho would inform
them, it is as dishonorable
bed.
1 always have to wait,” Gram tho ultimate suppression of the wasteful and de- and untrue as the above statements. After mutual
structive
alcholic
traffic.
liquor
and
courteous
broke out querulously.
coiisultation.it was agreed between
“Fve waited a
Albeut G. Sawyek,
the Governor and Council that, in the
(Signed)
terrible many years to find out things,
uncertainty
Chairman pro tern.
which exists as to when business would require a
that’s the hardest kind of waiting!”
session, it should bo left for the Governor and
We murmured an assent sympatheti‘•Mr. Kngineer, is your boiler safe ('
“Yes, Council to determine when it would be advisable
ma'am."
“Are you sure.'’’
“Yes, ma’am; we for tho Governor to call a session. Governor
cally.
never had a boiler explode under six weeks' use,
Plaisted, himself, should be the tirst to refute the
“Maybe you can tell me the things I and this ere one hasn't boon in hut little over a untrue
and discourteous implications of the Globe
want to know,” she went on.
“Von look month."
and Argus. [Augusta Journal.
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THE »'AIN MVR1>KR TRIAL,
i ins trial began at Rockland, on tin* 4th inst.
The proceedings on the
opening day were pub
lished last week
Un the ‘>th examination of
government witnesses was begun
Robert Cain
lather ot W illie. was t he first witness He testified
that W illie. who was ten years old last March,
was <i timid child and would not
go alone to the
pasture for cows. He last saw him alive oil Tucs
1
*Jtli
at
a
of
one.
and tirst missed
day. July
quarter
him at quarter past six
He had Jl cents that
morning, un that day was at work m view of the
road which Willie would
naturally have taken if
he had gone to the place where the body was
toiind. Other witnesses testilied to seeing Willie
Cain going to the pond or in the
vicinity with
Richards and Dross, ami to seeing the
prisoners
returning alone
l>r. H B Baton. Jr. one of
those who went for Richards, testified that Rich
aids said on the way to the
pond that Willie Cain
wanted to go across the pond in the boat with
him and Dross, and they came back and got him
and took the money from him. and in doing so
pushed him over board The witness also testiti-d to going for Dross, who first denied all knowledge ot M illie (Jain, but afterwards told tlie same
Dory as Richards. Witness described the eondi
tioii ot the
body when found, which had no abra
sions
except a hole back of the right knee, that
uiig.it have been caused by a hook : though the
,(.*dy could not have been long where it was found.
(,.i the nth three bo\ s testified to
bathing in the
Dream in that vminitv between tin
day of Willie
< am s death ami
the discovery ot the body, some
nI them
quite near and within sight <*:' the spot
whore the body w is found and did not see or
smell it
Other testimony was given in support
<»i the
theory that the body ha l been remov
•d from the pond and
put in tne place where
was found
After some further testimony on

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
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strong terms to tlie tend r years and : umble circumstances of ii is clients, and to tho intimidations
practiced upon them A rope had been put about
the neck ot Dross by -•iti/cnsof
Rockport. and Richards was intimidated ami threatened with death it
be did not confess on the
evening «*t \\ illie Cains
disappearance at the pond, and ah<> when the eiti
Mins Lad failed to find the
body in one part of the
pond, they would intimidate the b ps until they
minced them to name a new
place None M’ these
'•oufessions un-re trim He should "how
was iui
possible tor Richards to have been at the pond
i!ter half past ten. and should show that Wn
( am was not at
tliepoml that at tern* >on. The pm •.
w-i< searched most
thoroughly, and it the body
■'a- there u must have nee a toumi
It was not
-'.range \\ lilic went to (loose river because his
MLici was w.
king in that vicinity, in the pock
« t .*( \\ illie-s
at was a paper c< liar, the condition
-! which shows it could not have been under wa
'' 1 in the
He would show the pocket book
poml
to have been m auother
boy's possession at the
time m Uulie's death, and that M'illie could not
-wmi. and
undoubtedly was drowned in the stream
1 here was water
enough to if.at the bodv. there
as m* hole m the
pants as would have been if the
bmp had been Invoked
.p. an l the lime in the
clothes can be accounted tor. The whole c.i.-e of
c prosecution
Langs on the confessions, and in
lin.idatiousto i*e proved will rule that out
M:s Susan !! Richard" mother of.the elder
pris
i'T testified :.i threats
having been used to make
-r smi tell what ho did. and to
giving licit two ten
ej.t pieces ami a live i«*
buy medicine in the uiornug
Bert ha! three k.ives in July, and a mass
handled pile
Witness th* ugLt B it lid m*t admit
ciul M illie at the
po: d till lie i.ad been threaten
*
Du cross examination, witness admitted that
elore the coroner’s
inquest she testified .-1 did
m-t hear
any threats at the poml. aiso that "lie
asked Bert on the way home why Le did not tell
mi the
am boy was drowned, aud lie said
M'ha’
iv
dd be tin use
Diibert Richards. fatiier ot
the older prisoner, and Jonathan Dross. fatL-.-r of
the younger, testified to threats
having been used
to make the
boys admit having commit ted t lie
crime.
Other witnesses totitied as to mtmiida-on. ami evidence was introduced to <!mw that
Hie » un boy was not at the
p -ml with the R c iiii'ds and Dross bows.
B
Richards
the o'ab r «*t the two boys ar
ihilph
rested for the murder of Willi.-1 aim was exam in mi
.■Saturday at great length, the court room being
rowded to hear the story of the young prisoner
He reiterated lbs former testimonv. in w m-h ho
claimed that he was frig! tei.ed ml-- < onT-s-mg the
crime because of the threats made t«* tar aud
feather him and drag him across the p uni with a
A searching cross ex
rope a-.tached to his neck.
aminatiou failed to impeach the prisoner's testi
i
tie other witioses w!.< were cailed to
mony
the stand threw no new light
iq **n the manner in
which the Tain !>«>v «.st Li- life
T'm.* •» ounger
Monday. IMuntrd Freeman
tiie two prisoners, eleven y ears of am-, was called
to tiie stand and examined at great length
lie
'ili'-d to being at the pend with Hicnarus and
others .Inly FJth, corroborating Hi •hard- : was at
the pond in tiie afternoon about time -•'-•'• >••!: with
«
barley PlulbrooU and the Leavi;; !my : licit
Hichards was not there then; didn't m‘,. Willie
< tin that afternoon
He said lie La I e mfesed t
the drowning through tear. On cross examination
*aid he told the l\ uiity Attorney that lie tol i !...lather about tin* drowning of VTiHieGam. wlien
out lisbing. in the presence of his lather who
didn't deny it: had to tell them something to get
nd ot them did not tell his father that in tlie boat
At Mrs .Morey's house the witness' mother be
sought, him to tell her tl-e truth and he told her
Belt Hichards pushed W.bii owrboard : this was
!adore the rope was pat o; :ry neck.
Several
other witnesses were « :• amined. and then the Government otfered some ^-stimonv in rebuttal.
Tiles-.lay morning testimony tor the .state in r<Luilal was heard
and al b o'clock L M. Staples
began lii argument tor the defence, lie was to
onelmle his argument yesterday morning, when
•fudge Gilbert was to argue iiie ease tor the prose
t ion.
The ease was expected to be given to the
ury }■ > ter day. Wednesday.
••

Airiinns'

i;>i i\ .\!.s.

1 he North Kennebec Agricultural and ilorti
ultural Society’s at nual lair was inaugurated i:t
Watervillc Uet lth. by an exhibition at lie- town
ball of large quantities and varieties of downs,
fruits, vegetables and grain, the hall being beauti
fully decorated with the handy-work of tanners
wives ami daughters
The show of live stock at
tiie lair grounds m the afternoon was m .;•! more
extensive and valuable than had been seen thentor many year.-.
The intense cold and high winds
caused the bur to be closed on the.Mb ami the
Dotting was adjourned to some future day
The exhibition of the old Kennebec Agncultu
nil Society which began at Augusta. Oct 111;, drew
a
The day was devoted
very large attendance
eh oily to the exhibition of cattle ami the drawing
match
Thu number of cattle exhibited w is i-on-l-ierably larger than tiie number at the Slate fair,
mostly bbaided stock and remarkably line The
exhibition continued Wednesday and Thuisdav
! he examination ot hor es took
place Tiiursdav.
1 lie semi centennial •>; the
society was celebrated
;<u that. day. and the eustomarv Iiorse trot took

place.

Tiie cold lessened tl;e attendance at the Kennc
e e County
Fair in W liitbrop Gel Nth.
The ex
hibition of horses was good ami the show m the
ball was v.-ry tine
In the three year old race
*»rants stallion *1 Want Him." won. time three
lii mutes
1 ae two titty «•; ass was won bv Grant's
Napoleon, time two bitty two Thursday the at
tendance was large
Judge Bean of Headiivld. de
livered the semi eeutennial address.
The
4»»
class w.is w«»n by David Pateheu : time b .bo

Sweepstakes
time.

was

won

-ai

by Jepson's King Phillip:

Piseataq lis <lentrai Agricultural Societ v betheir dsth annual exliioitioi- at their grounds
m Foxcroft Get
lth The exhibits and attendance
uere greatly diminished by the severe weather.
The fair closed Thursday with trotting.
H A!
Hollis Lady Hamilton, won ;h-.* three minute race.
G. ii Palmer's Franklin won the two
forty race
and the same iiorse also won the sweepstake race:
no time was given in any of the races.
The Bndgton and Harrison Fair held in Bndg
ton Oct. -b au l n, was an immense success
There
was a very large attendance ami a creditable dis
play of stock, fruit and lauev articles
The Grouo Horticultural Society had a very sue
ecssful exhibition in the town hall las. week The
displays ot fruit, bowers and vegetables was good,
though not up to the standard of former vears
The Bluehili down Fair was hel l last Friday.
There was a good display of cattle and colts, and
au unusually line show of apples,
enough to prove
that it only needs care and time to rai-c as good
there
as
apples
anywhere.
I be

gan
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of the boilers of the Judson Tarr's fish
at Pomaquid burst Oct dd
nearly destroyed the building Most of the
••ui'h'ves had been temporarily discharged and
the few remaining happened to be out. or many
lives would have been lost
uarles \V P Smith was arraigned in the Su
preme Judicial Pourt. Dockland, Oct. bth. for the
murder of his infant sou
He said when called to
plead that he was guilty of shooting his wife, but
knows nothing about the shooting of the child,
and ,i plea of not guilt} was entered
Tuesday
Smith was brought into court, retracted his plea
of not guilty and pleaded guilty of killing his in
He was to be sentenced yesterday.
hint son
The <hxford Pounty Musical Association assembled at Norway Oct 1th tor a four days’ festival.
The president is Dr. A. S. Ilersey, secretary ami
treasurer. F. A
Thayer.
Eighty persons were
present in the lirst chorus. Several members of
the Haydn Association of Portland were present
•iml a large delegation from Lewiston and Auburn.
The musical director is Hermann Kotzschmar
Patents have been issued as follows
Owen YV
Davis. Bangor, and P. D Colby, katahdin Iron
YV.trks. roasting and calcining furnace. P P Mai
let and /. T Furbush. Augusta, screw driver.
JoJiu N. Pay lor, Portland, automatic step ladder
brace rod
Edward K Swett, Biddeford. tire
escape.
Blame
is one of the executive com
Secretary
mittee tor establishing at Washington hy subscription.
Garfield Memorial Hospital
The Portland (Ireenback News says that the
Greenback State committee appointed by the re
cent convention at Lewiston, is the
only true
Greenback State committee in Maine.
It charges
that whatever lias been done in the name of the
committee which has been masquerading ns Greenback the past year, "has emanated from Hon. F.
W. Hill, whom the Argus styles a Democrat, and.
that it is a little singular that nearly all of that
committee were originally' Democrats, from the
chairman down
The News adds: “Is it possible
that those men are laboring to make a Democratic
rather
than
a
Greenback party H
party
John U Haie. an intoxicated peddler, was rob
b»*u of over three hundred dollars in money and a
vahiab'c watch and chain in one of the dens on
th<Point." Rockland, Thursday night.
The
persons suspected have left town
The dry house of Winslow B Marston’s match
fu tr.r
Waterville, caught lire and burned Friday
right. Loss >1.000 ; no insurance.
lion Hannibal Hamlin and wife expect to visit
Pan- m Oxford county, this week, to take leave of
tricnd>. before their departure for Spain. Mr. Ham
'•’i having accepted the
appointment of minister
made the day President (iartield was shot.
The Kennebec Journal says that an aged farmer
on Church Hill mourns his
young wife, whom he
married last spring, and who has left home taking
which
lie
settled
>•>,000
upon her. She writes him
from Boston that she “will return and
explain
one

canning establishment
a

d

everything."

The trustees of the Insane Hospital have voted
that on and after November 1st visitors shall be
admitted to the hospital on Tuesday and Thursday'
of each week.
'Phis order is not to apply' to rela
tives of the patients or municipal officers, but
only
to people who visit the hospital
simply out of cur

iosity.

Seventeen persons were convicted of violating
the liquor law at the late term of the superior court
in Kennebec county, and were heavily lined or im
prisoned. Sixteen persons charged with liquor
selling are now in Kennebec county jail.
W Ai.uoiioKo. Oct 11. Ambrose Hall and Edward
Brackett, both of Waldoboro, fell from the stern
staging of a vessel being built by William Fisk, a
distance of twenty live feet striking on the rocks
below
Hall is dangerously injured and will not
probably live through the night, and Brackett is
bruised
about the hips, but his injuries
severely
are not considered fatal.
Hon. W:.i T. Johnston, Cashier of the Granite
Bank, Augusta, a well known and much esteemed
citizen of that place, died very suddenly Tuesday,
of paralysis of the heart, aged (Hi years
Six buildings including the shoe factory were
burned in South Paris. Monday
Loss$20,000 The
lire originated in the upper story of the shoe factory. cause unknown.
The bodies of Mr. and Mrs Harris, drowned in
Moosehead lake by the oversetting of their canoe,
have been embalmed and enclosed in metallic cas
kets, and sent to Providence, R 1 in charge of
relatives.
The main part of the new mill at Waterville is now
nearly or quite roofed in, and windows are being
put in in some parts of the mill.

convention which met in
the 1th inst. was largely attended.
The animal election of olli
was helo in i!>»•
morning and resulted at follows: President. F. T.
ila/elwood. of Baugor: Vice President. Kev. .!.
MeWliinnie, Portland: Corresponding Secretary.
Kev .1 Kicker. Augusta: Recording Secretary
W. C. Barrows. Rockland: Treasurer. Prof..!. B.
Foster Waterville; a board of forty trustees was
appointed. In the evening the Maiuc Baptist Char
.table Society held its annual meeting The object
i- to aid indigent
Baptist ministers and their widows.
The Treasurer’s report shows a permanent
fuml of >1,700
Three beneficiaries have b< *u
aided this year. The following oliieers were elect
••d
Pereival Bonney. President: Rev II. ('. Estes,
\ i, t. president: Rev. 11. S. Burrage.
Secretary : ,1.
C. Phoenix, Treasurer: Revs MeWliinnie. Bake
man and Merrill. Executive Committee.
Wed lies
The Guiteau Indictment.
day afternoon, 5th inst. the meeting of the Maine
Baptist Educational Society was addressed by
In Washington on Saturday last at I J
the
President MeWliinnie : also i.ddress by Rev. Alva'h
Grand
entered the Criminal Court ami pre
ilovey. 1). I) President of Newton Theological sented .Jury
the indictment against Guiteau, endorsed
Institution. The election ot officers resulted as
a true bill, and signed
by Caleb Churchman, forefollows : Rev. A. R. Crane. Wintlirop. President:
man.
The
indictment embraces eleven counts
Rev. W. II Spencer, Waterville, Vice President:
and is drawn with great minuteness. The fifth
Rev. W O Ayer. Skow began. S -Cretan : Rev. S
and sixth counts are the ones upon which it is said
P. Merrill, Biddetord. Treasurer. The meeting of
the prosecution will mainly rely.
They describe
the Woman's Missionary Society, was addressed by
tin* shooting as having been done at the Baltimore
Rev. W. II S. Haskell, the returned missionary i
A
Potomac
with
malice afore
Depot, Washington,
from Burmali. and Mrs Fred Eveleth. a returned !
thought, with a pistol of the value of five dollars,
missionary, 'fhe following officers were elected 1
a
Mrs J. C. Philbriek, Waterville. President: Miss inflicting mortal wound of the depth of six inches
and breath of one inch, of which said mortal
Sallie ('urtis, Hampden. Secretary. Sermons and
wound said James A. Garfield, until the 19th day
addresses were delivered during the convention by
of September, as well at and in the county of
distinguished clergymen and great interest pre
Washington and District of Columbia, as at and in
vailed.
the county of Monmouth, State New Jersey, did
IN GENERAL.
languish and languishing did live and ultimately
did die. The next count formally repeats the charge
Mr. C. F. Coburn, of Greene, left at the Lewis
that
Guiteau in the manner and by the means deton .Journal ollice a limb cut from a Vicar of
Winktield pear tree that basin the space of live scribed, feloniously, willfully and of his own malice
inches twenty one pears.
aforethought did Kill and murder, against the form
of the statute iu such case made and provided and
Senator Frye believes that the new administration will he characterized by ability and breadth.
against the peace and government of the Cuited
States
Mrs. Sarah Small, of Bowdoinham, will, in November, complete the one hundreth year of her
life. The aged lady is in good health physically
Mr. Blaine's letter accepting the position of Sec
and mentally, and the completion of her century
of State under President Garliold. now first
retary
of life will be properly observed by the family and
published, does e^ual credit to the writer’s head
friends
The Lewiston Journal says late apples are beginand heart. It is au admirable production.
ning to come into the markets. Buyers are paying
i * per barrel lor Baldwins Gravensteins are very
The Yorktown celebration begins to day and an
popular for a late fall apple aud are fully St cents elaborate programme for this week and next has
per barrel above the market
Twenty ounce pip
been arranged.
Cornwallis surrendered on the
pins are another favorite variety ot apples. Hold
ers of potatoes decline to sell at
present market 19th of October, 1781.
rates.
Governor Plaisted has notified the Yorktown
Mr. S. J. Tilden appears to always have one or
authorities that he will bo present with his stall',
more law suits on hand.
Just now he is involved
hut that owing to the failure of the Legislature to
appropriate funds no military bodies from Maine in litigation respecting investments iu iron miuiug
will be present
in Michigan
1

-kowhegan

on

Baptist

plume
of

and make the Journal the medium

his slanders and

Journal does

not

of in this way,

innuendoes.

propose

to be made use

to allow

nor

Flic j

Fax

Payer”

any
else,
grind
in its columns.
Those w ho want to
or

their little

to

one

axes
cre-

dissensions in the llepublican party
to further their own private ends, and to
advocate schemes contrary to the princiate

ples of that party, and
public interest, will have
elsewhere.
The allusion
the Journal

adverse to the
to seek

an

organ

to the “senior editor" of

presumably

refers to the late

who retired from the management
of the paper more than a year ago a

editor,

fact of which "Tax Payer" is

no

doubt

aware, and which makes his reference to
the athiirs of a private individual in
a

discussion of this

discourteous,

sort uncalled

for and

to say the least.

A meeting of the Cabinet, lasting about
one hour and a
quarter, was held Tuesday at the residence of Senator Join's. It

Farmers’

Fairs.

Agricultural

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

sTA'IE

points prosecution stopped.
Mr. Staple> opened for the defence,
alluding in

It is estimated that 000,000 sticks, or 10,000.000 I
feet of lumber, have been driven down the Kennebec river this summer. Lumbermen anticipate a
long winter in the woods. Sawmills are unable to
BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1:5, 1881.
keep pace with their orders, and Alaiue is ship
ping an enormous amount ot lumber to other states.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
The annual report of the Odd Fellows' Alutual
Relief Association ot Maine shows that the Association lias now been iu existence eight years, and
has a membership of thirty live hundred. During
its existence it has paid in benetits to the families
CHARLES A. 1’ILSLU'liV.KMTOH.
of deceased Odd Fellows Si63,30**2. The total number of deaths is 111
The average membership is
BUSSELL G.
*2*233. and the death rate has been one for every 100
members or .*>3-100 | er cent. The average cost of
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
insurance in the Association thus far has been
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration n‘f the
^7 02 per annum for every one thousand dollars of
year, $3.00.
insurance.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
The Commercial says in regard to the Chadof length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents
for each subsequent insertion. A traction of
that
bournes, the Parkman murderers: “It is said
a square charged as a full one.
at every >ppor.unity the father, mother and son
Wallace have made threatening signs to the mute,
intending to frighten him. and that, in consequence
The followingare authorized agents for the .Jour
he has been driven at times insane lately."
nal.
Horace Fabyan of Bradford, one of the oldest
S. It. Niles, No. 253 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 1 & 8, Tremont Temple,
and most widely known hotel men in New Fngland,
Boston.
died iu Bradford, Vt
Oct. f>
He was born in
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, ami
Portland, iu January. IS06, commenced hotel life
37 Park Row, X. Y.
in the old American House. Rutland, and followed
Horace I)odd, 235 Washington St., Boston.
this employment until his death. He founded the
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., lo Sprucest.. New York.
Fabyan House at the White mountains
.J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
lion. Rufus Prince, who is visiting friends in
Illinois, writes to the Lewiston Journal: “Please
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or dc.-dring to
have the ad<lress of papers changed, must state the
say to Maiue fruit growers not to be iu haste to
sell late keeping fruit, as there is none in the West.
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as w 4*11
1 haw paid as high as live cents each for apples as the office to which it is to go.
here. Of course they were large
Saw potatoes
Subscribers arc requcste4l t<» take mtticc of the
sold at wholesale at SI per bushel a day or two
date on tin* cohiro4l slip attached t<» the paper. It
since. Watermelons are all the green things 1
is
the 4»nly form of receipt lmw used. F4>r instam e,
have seen in the West but they are higher here
15 May 81, means that the subscription is paid to
than m Lewiston
There are any number of orthat date. When a new payment isnimh', the 4late
chards in Androscoggin county in which there are
will be <*liangC4l to correspoml, and .SUBSCRIBmore apples than 1 have seen since I left Maine."
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
The crops in Alaine along the line of the Grand
DATES ARE CORREC T. Subscribers in arrears
are requested t4> forward the sums 4iue.
Trunk are reported as generally good
Miss Susie K Rogers of South Anson, a self
has
a
ot
made
Secretaught artist,
crayon portrait
Gov. Foster Re-elected in Otno
tary Blaine, which the Somerset Reporter pro
;.ounces an excellent likeness.
The returns leeeived from the State
Dr. Daniel Harwood, who died at his residence
in Dorchester district. Boston, Oct
1st. aged so election in Ohio on Tuesday last are meayears, was the oldest past master mason in Alassa
but the indications are that Goverehusetts
Dr. H. was for many years a resident of gre.
Machias and was largely interested iu the Alachias
nor Foster has been re-elected by s.niiti
Water Power and AllII Po
He ranked among the
first dentists in the country.
majority. The complexion of the LegisThe Hotel St. Sauveur, at Bar Harbor, owned
lature is unknown, owing to the heavy
and occluded by Mr Fred J. Alley, was burned to
the ground Get 1
Loss probably $1‘-J,000 to $ir».
scratching on local tickets. There was
otto.
Insured for $*8000.
a falling oil'in the total vote, as was exP.
Plough, of Blue Hill, began to set out an
orchard nine years ago and this year he expects to
pected.
loot)
bushels of apples.
gather
A storm has delayed the returns from
Blaine
to
has
returned
Seerefary
Washington.
Pole's circus tout was blown down in Waterville
Iowa.
*t h iust
The Penobscot Musical Association, at its see
“Tax Payer's" communication in last
sion in
Bangor, last week elected the following
officers
Presideut.fi. W Merril; Vice President,
week's Prog. Age abounds in misstate
<> Stickney ; Secretary, K F. Dureu. Auditor. H
<i
Hanson.
ments and groundless insinuations.
An advisory committee of eighteen
So
was chosen
far as the controversy in our columns beThe Journal says there is a sort of epizootic pie
valent among orses in Augusta
It all'ects them
tween ‘‘Fair Play" and "Tax Payer is
u the way of a severe cold, and while owners are
no favor was shown to one
concerned,
lot particularly anxious concerning the disease,
yd it is quite difficult to deal with.
that was not granted to the other: and
deports from all parts of Androscoggin county
show a Pil'd frec/e the night of the Ith inst. All
it was not until “Tax Payer" resorted to
tender vegetables were killed
Most crops were
personal abuse, after Inning been worst'•ut <
Fruit has been blown off by
danger.
the heavy wind prevailing and will be injured
ed in argument, that we closed our col'■m.ow .-•; :all Wednesday afternoon, the bth. Snow
This is a matter wholly
•a.s.i fell in the morning in
Bangor and Kllsworth. umns to him.
The race at Biddeford. Oct b between Frank F
within the discretion of the editor, and
Biddeford. and Dandy J., of Lewiston, for a
“Tax Payer" was not deprived of any
wager <>! >|oo a side, was won by Frank F
Best
time,
right by this decision. \ newspaper is “a
Hutchins’ Hotel at fteadtield.was burned Oct bth.
together with all the buildings, twenty five tons of private and purely business enterprise,"
hay and ,i large part of the furniture. Pause proba
and “the public has no right to theticwsb!v a defective chimney. Loss *.’#000; Insured
>-'■ »'"> m the IL'Wie, New York. Air. Hutchins
paperexcept what they pay for." What
ha.' kept betel there thirty five years.
"
Fax Payer'’ by courtesy he
lion. (Ho S Peters, of Kllsworth. brother of was granted
Ju lge Peters, died last week
Deceased was one
forfeited by the use of objectionable and
of the most prominent citizens of Hancock < ouut;.
was
formerly Judge of the Municipal Peart of libelous language.
K!lsworth, and was most highly esteemed, for his
“Tax Payer's" last letter was not, as
His 'age was fifty-live
many sterling qualities.
he asserts, “outrageously mutilated."
years and four months. His death was the result
of dropsy
The words stricken out bore no more reThe Bowdoin correspondent of the Portland
Press says that the fall term of the college lias lation to
refunding or the railroad iptesopened under very favorable auspices The fresh
tion than they did to the discovery of
man class contains fifty three members, forty six
of whom are now present. Besides the members
America.
It was simply abuse of some
of the freshman class there have been several additions to the upper classes from different colleges
one assumed to be the writer of the comMrs Kliz.u Allen, of Biddeford. who. it was al
munications signed “Fair Play"
abuse
h-ged some months ago pushed her mother in law
fi >m the piazza of their house, from which fall she
that “Fax Payer" would not ha\e pubdied in a few hours, was indicted at the present
lished over his own signature. Hut he
term of court for assault and battery, to which she
pleaded nolo contendere, and paid in fine and cost was willing to hide behind a nom dc

That tbi.s season's agricultural fairs
generally successful is duo

have not been
in

neighborhood

to

degree

some

dissen-

sions and in part to a falling oil'of interest which seriously diminished the ex-

The

hibits.

been

offered that this has

excuse

had year for

agricultural products
can hardly be accepted as valid.
I'ears
and plums have not been so abundant
and

a

line for many years, and no failure
is reported save in the potato crop.
Had
so

every farmer contributed the best from
bis farm, orchard and garden, the exhibi-

undoubtedly have

tions would

been of

a

But they did not do so, save
exceptional localities. The most con-

high order.
in

Houlton fair,
whereas judging from the agricultural resources of the surrounding country, it
failure

spicuous

have been

should

the

was

the most successful.

The Pioneer says
This failure is charged to those who n piie
some change of tactics; some new feature to ere

enthusiasm and revive that interest which lies
dormant. There is no scarcity of material; what
we want is something to bring it out.
The Score
tary, Mr. Holland, has labored hard to preserve
the reputation of the society, but it seems tube a
It farmers can employ their time
thankless task.
to botteradvantage, and feel that it is not protita
hie to spend a day at the dose of the busy season,
after the crops are gathered and housed, to exhibit
with neighbors and co workers in the vineyard the
fruits of their labor, they must not be censured,
1 he farmers of
as they alone are the best judges.
this county are prospering, and will no doubt cam
tinue to do so. regardless of cattle shows and fairs.
TIht can learn from the best agricultural journals
and their own experience what they most need to
produce the best results. They have a productive
soil and ready market tor their surplus
What
more need the Aroostook farmers t<» make them
solves happy !
ate

We

certainly nut disposed to censure fanners for failing to contribute to
their local fairs, although we believe it to
are

be for their interest to do
should be

glad

and

so;

we

to see the causes of their

dissatisfaction removed.

This is

a

mat

ter to which fair managers might turn
their attention with profit to themselves

and to the

is

It

community.

no

doubt

true that our fairs have followed old nils
so

long

decline of

gradual

to cause a

as

methods, in accord
with the progressive spirit of the times,
are demanded.
The practical fanners,
interest and that

those

new

their

by tilling tlie s-iil, fee! that
interests are neglected, while the

fancy

farmer and stock raiser and

w

ho live

the

factories carry off all the premiums and
the honors.
I’liemen whose capital enables them to
in

to invest

and

indulge in experiments
costly machinery, and

who

bring blooded stock into the country, arc
certainly entitled to encouragement, an 1
fill an important place in our agricultural
system,

working

lint the great majority ol hardfarmers, whose working capital

is their head and hands, should not he
l’lie comments of

ignored,
men on
were

ly

of these

the recent State Fair in Lew iston

that it

was

given

farmer received
This

perennial

over

almost entire

and that the small

racing,

to horse

ever.

one

consideration what-

no

of horse raeinv is

question

and it would he idle to d'scits:,

The arguments Id, and against
it have been published hundreds of times
it

now.

and it still remains

a

vexed question.

The system of giving money premiums
is a good one. and should he followed it
lint

possible,

believe

we

successful and
w

ithout such

profitable
premiums. The

does not receive
in

visiting
keep

a

cannot

fair may be
to exhibitors

a

new

fanner who

and valuable ideas

first (lass agricultural fair
his eyes and ears open, and

in most instances he will he pretty cernew customers for his prod

tain to find
The

nets.

opportunity

advertising,
portation to

is atforded him of

free of cost, save i:i transthe fair, whatever he may

have to sell.

In the

World's lairs and

the industrial exhibitions this
is

much prized,

taken

by

and

exhibitors.

opportunity
space is eagerly

In these great fairs

money premiums are rarely given: yet
Ymerican manufacturers have found it to
their benelit to contribute to fairs held in

Paris, London. Y'ieuna, Malanzas. and i.i
Australia and New Zealand.
The New I Ingland Farmer is in favor
of having competitors the judges upon

unimportant, the time being chieily their own exhibits, and makes a strong
devoted to an exchange of views on the argument in support of its position.
It
political situation. It is said that both says—
With the adoption of such a system, judging
Secretary Windoni and Attorney (tenoral
would no longer he considered a burden
In case
are
desirous
of
MeVeagh,
being relieved of a failure to agree, the competitors should them
from their present duties. The Washing- selves have power to choose one outside party to
act as a judge, one being better than a large mini
ton correspondents appear to have agt eed her, instead
of having the selection h-'t to otlicers
of
the society, who may be entirely incompetent
upon the following slate for the new
for the work, or to that worst ot all methods, noui
Cabinet: Theodore Frelinghuy sen of New ination at large.
Jersey, Secretary of State; Judge ('harles
While we are not altogether convinced
J. Foster of New York, Secretary of the on this
point we heartily endorse what
JTeasury : Robert T. Lincoln. Secretary the Farmer says concerning the present
of war; A. A. Sargent of California, Post- method of
making awards
master (ienerai : Timothy <>. Howe, of
The msuuigcmcnt at the eciitcimhil exhibition
was a long stride in advance in
in
Wisconsin, Secretary of the Interior: K\- tin*Philadelphia.
matter of awards, although there was. d-mbt
(Jovernor Rice of .Massachusetts, SecreWhat
less, imperfect work done by tin* judges
we refer to specially, was the rejection of the .-id
of
the
tary
Navy: Benjamin F. Brew- method of giving prizes for tirst, second, and third
ster of Pennsylvania, Attorney (leneral. best exhibits, without designating the special
of the cum
merits which
the
was

President Arthur is yet to be heard from.
The

Senate

met in

extra session

on

Monday last, all the members present except one Republican and one Democrat,
who were paired.
The Democrats refused to admit the. three
-Miller and

Lnpham

new

Senators

of New York and

Aldrich of Rhode Island

until

a

Presi-

dent of the Senate should be

elected, and
proceeded to elect Senator Bayard to that
position by a party vote. Mr. Bayard
took the chair and the Senate then ad

jourued.

Tuesday, Senators Aldrich of
Rhode Island and Lapham and .Miller of
New York were admitted, and a committee appointed to wait upon the President
which reported later that the President
would communicate in writing with the
Senate Wednesday.
“Young
nal, who

Farmer” of the Boston .Jourvisited

a

neither tlie trotters

fast,

country lair where
spectators were

nor

says:

reminded of the story of the young man
surprised by the minister while he was
attempting to pla> the violin, and who anxiously
asked the reverend gentleman if he thought there
was any harm in playing dancing tunes :
‘Why,
no," said Id*, “not uuless you can play them better
than you do now."
Not much harm in a trial of speed between two
or three horses at an agricultural fair when
they
can't get out anything faster than three minutes
1

was

who

was

The l’hiladelphia J’ress says of (ieorge
Bliss, one of the attorneys retained for tlie
prosecution of the star route plunderers:
“lie has the scent of a hound and the grip
of a bull dog.” There is a chance here
for a pun on the lawyer's name, but we
I'orbear.
Senator Voorhees, of Indiana, hitherto
known us a free trader, declared himself
for protection in his speed) at the opening of the Atlanta cotton exposition. Dan
evidently does not intend to get left by
remaining on the wrong side.
The Portland

governed

judgment

better satisfaction than the present
It is worth trying, at all events.

harmonious and nominated

response.

generous

plan.

Swanville,

numerous

Republican State convention, held
week, was anti-machine,

Colliding

was

not present.

a

good ticket.

\
C

>teor Calves—5. \V.

MeKennev, Monroe. Willard Ellis, Monroe, :5d.
Heifer Calve**- (. A. MeKennev, Monroe, 1st
prem.
111**r«m.irnt*i-4MI ( attic
Thoroughbred I>tirli:iiu
with slock, F. <
West. Frankfort, 1st preni.
Thoroughbred Hereford < ow with ''lock (.'. A.
M Kenney. Monroe, l-| and Jd prem.
Thoroughbred Jersey, one year old Heifer -Fli
(
West, Frankfort, l-t prem.
Thoroughbred Jersey Calves W. It. Ferguson,
Dixmont, 1st prem.
Thoroughbred It ill Is 1 nirham.Fli < West, Frankfort, l-t prem
Hereford, C. \. McKenney, Monroe, 1st prem.; Jersey, W. It. Ferguson, Dixmont,
l-t prem.. tirade, i. yrus Dollot)', Dixmont, 1st
prem.: It. M. Harden, Hampden, Jd, A ( onant,
\\ iuterport. .'id : «. ride I till I ('alves, John Hood win,
M

1

niroe.

-I

Matehed

prem
H n

loliu

Cowan,

lb mum;

F C.
Wal-

ar-p-ni. M prem.: J C. Littlefield,
do. Jd, A. \\ Fletcher, Dixmont, :td.
Hor.-eM. f. liartett, .la< k
Famil. cmi
"ii. i;. .t.
March, Winterport, 1st prem.; C. F.
Bari"\v .lie npden: \.J. M udgett, Jackson Henrv
< onant, >1 <‘iir«•«
Henry Hah;, Monroe; \. M.
Sewell, Newburgh. Jd: John I’erkins, Monroe;
Charles < ales, Wiuterport: F.K. I’arks, Seaisport,
I’arks.

>,

Meven Mmlgctt, Dix
Farm -Iallioii w ith Stock
moot, l-t prem. : Fe\i Rich, Jaekson, Jd; I. A.
I,
ant. .'Id.
IIra\
<
C.
irri i.'c ‘-tallioiis with Mo. k
McKenney,
Monroe, l-t prem.: C. F. R'J'ilt *n. Newburgh, Jd.
•VYiuticld Filibuster
Four \e.ar old MillionK ii"X, l-t premium.
T. \
11 nut. Cnity, l-t
Tiirc
car old Stallions
prem.: >. M. Mean-. So. Ftna.Jd.
Five year- old st 11 lions— F II. C imphel! Plymouth
1-1 prem.: 11. F. Harding, Fast Troy, Jd.
Breeding Mari's with Mock F. K. t.rant, W'interport. l-t prem.; Rufus West, Frankfort, Jd: ArI hm* ( roxford, New luirgli, Jd.
I- i; r u ir- "M (ohI.ineoln Ui-p, Newburgh,
I-'
: Fairlield Finery, Monroe, Jd: Lincoln
Rich, New luirgli, '- I.
.1
ear- --Id CopThree
Mlldgett, J.aekson,
I -t prem. : F. It. (.rant. Winter).art, Jd.
V. J. M udgett. Jackson, l-t
Tw o year-"Id ColtsF. M udgett. Ncwburg, Jl; W. F. Hamilprem.;
t an s,v,iiu ipe. J. I; I
Harden, Newburgh.
*
< hie
oar -Id ( MlF. liragg. So, Levant, l-t
Kendall,
prem.. F. K. Hr.tnt, Wiiitcrport, Jd ; \.l
Jack-on. I.
\. J. Mudgett. Jackson, 1st and
1'rained ( "ItJd prem-.
I H. Reynolds, llrook-.
Mock >!i. .• a aii 111i• *k
!-t prem.
l!uck(.ra
1. '• R"\nolds, llrook-, l-l and Jd

preim

preni-.
Flock I noroiigiibr- d
b rport, l-t prem.
Thormighbred Buck

''beep
I.C.

Lyman

(

UeynohN,

swine --nt t i wls.
Nathaniel I.itlleliehl.
lioai
prem.; N athauiel Littlefield.

lark, WinI,rooks, l-t

<

Bros,.cel, "Ul'olk, l-t
INo.sju*et, Berkshire,

I.. <
i;nu "o\\
liitehie. Monroe, l-t prem.
I. Bickford, I >i\nmnt, l-t prem..
of fowld. B. keui-lon, I »i\m.»nt. 2d.
I. Biekford, Dix
Brown and White Leghorn
d. B K< nistou. Dixmont.
l.
\u at. I ; prem
I. Biekford, Dixmont, 1st prem ;
Bl vm-mt h le-ek
1 i’ keiiistim, Dixment, 2d.
B ll.-a <.r< \- —l-’ranei- Moody. W interport, 1st
pr a. : I B. Keni -ton. Dixmoi (, 21
". 1
I•.t.
Mansur, Monroe, 2d prem.
I. B. keni-ton, Dixmont, l-t prem.
I tirkeys
D *ii .tv and Chase, four W. F.
1>
k- Old (it■■
i!. '-pani-li hen-.
Fruii
('•.li-efi.ia
truit, twenty kinds, Henry
>.
NY
M mroe, N; prem.; d. 1*. kenistou,
I >i\nnne .id.
I ali varietN
\. M.< ‘lark, Winter^ n t, l-t prem;
I!. -. We’-!..
Monroe. 2d.
\. M. Clark, Winterport, 2d
Wint.-r \ari tie
prem.; B. Webber, Monroe, l-t; d. 1*. kenistou,
Dixmont, :M.
d. 1*. keni-ton, Dixmont, 1st proms, on Duehess
of ( Mdenlnir--. (b'lden Un-set, Northern spy, Bare
Liml) (■l eiiing, (d eiiatiug ; Bell Flowers, B. Webber. Monroe, l~t prem.; Uhode Island Creenings,
<.. W
"anl'orn, .Monroe, l-t prem.. < atheads, H. s.
Webber. Monroe. 1 -1 prem.. Bare Limb Creenings,
II.". NVebber, Monr-'e, l-t prem; Baldwin.-, das.
Uiekford. Dixmont. tir-t prem ; Ceorge Sanborn,
Monro-. 21. D. D. Could. daek-on, ad; Northern
spy, 11. s. Webber, Monroe, 1st prem.; 1 >. 1>. Could,
daekson, id; varieties erab apples, d. B. kenistou,
Dixmont, I -! prem.: varieties pears. Levi Uieh,
d. I*, keni-ton, Dixmont, 2d,
da< k-on. L-t prem
collection of -rape-. D. NY. Mansur, Monroe, 1st
prem.; da-. Bickford. Dixmont, 2d: dohn Moore.
•>-!.
Monr*■
IN Mold. Di xmont, I-I prem.; S. F.
Win at
Li
F. II. t .rommy. I lampden, :M.
Man tie, M on roe. 2d
t'. F. siaph^. Monroe, l-t prem.; II. York,
(>at
Bret

•-•

■

Frankfort. 2d.

< orn,
NY. B. C.lwiu, Monroe, l-t
Bowed
prem.; M. L. Bartlett, daekson; * >. Dow, Monroe;
F. 11. Cregory, Hampden, 2<i; Ceo. Brassbridge,
New burgh, 'Id.
Corn, 12 Bowed dolm Ceodwin. Monroe, 1st
prem.; I -aa Dearborn, Newburgli, 2d.
Bean-—''. F. Man-ur, Monroe, 1st prem.: L. II.
< iregorv. I lampden, 2 1.
Be
L. 11 Cregory, Ilampdt n, L-t prem.
B tatoe1.. U. crant, NYinterpiirt, L-t prem.
Turnip- dohn Coodwin. Monroe, Nt prem.; F.
H. «.rant. Wint« rport, 2d.
l-'lin i.noilwin, Monnie, Nt prem.;
title Beets
M L. Bartlett.da k-on. 2 I: II. York, Frankfort, :ld.
Beets—L»liu
i’abie
Coodwin, Monroe, Nt prem.;
II. >. NVebber, Monroe, 2d.
dohn bondwin, Monroe, l-t prem.; II.
()ni"ii-

NVebber. Monroe, 2d.
plash —U. Blummer, Winterporl, Ntprem.; F.
II.ii regor\. I lampden, 2d ; A. 11. Co mini, Monroe,
da
Biekford, Dixmont, 1th.
Bumpkin---da-. Biekford', Dixmont, 1st prem.;
". I
Man-ur, Monroe,2d ; N. II. < onant, Monroe, :*d.
Honey II. s. NVebber. .Monroe, Nt prem.; \. B.
Uieh, Dixmont. 2d.
Butter —Mary
('roxl'ord, < armel, Nt prem.
( hee.-c
Dixmont faelorv, l-t prem.
Harness—1.
Carriage
MeKnrghton, Newburgh,

>.

>

Nt prom ; F. C. Young. NYinterport, 2 1.
-dame- Biekford, Dixmont, Borter
Cratuitie
e
and U u
apple-. F. II (Gregory, Hampden, live;
dohn W. Waterman. Belfast, Com Clothes Dryer;
D. D. Could, daekson, Fameii-e Apple-; dolm NY.
NValerman, Belfast, Victor NVa-hing Machine; C. V.
Mekemiev, Monro, trace pop eorn : Isaac D. Carbon. Newburgli, trace pop eorn; C. NN
Sanborn,
Monroe, two dishes of fall apple-.
i. \ i»11:

s

in.ru: t mix. r.

Mr-.
olleetion of ( nt FlowerMonroe: Mr-. Levi Uieh, daekson;
*

(

11.
M

Nealley,
Sarah

Nealley, Monroe.

Mis- Amanda Dur
olleetion id' Bot Fewerham. Monroe.
specimen- of NYu-lcd N\ m*k in I- lowers -Delia
imm l < ole, NV"inti*rporl.
dunes, Brook-: Mr-.
Specimen Worsted Neeille NN’ork—Sidney Lowe,
N. searspnri ; < apt. Ira D. Staples, N. Searsport ;
Mi-- (!arrte Lewi-, Newburgh; Mr-. S. Mitchell,
Dixmont ; Mi-- I..mi-a Blummer, NVinterport.
speeimen of Fanev NeedU* Work. Cotton or
i.im n
Mi
lara t .rant, Mmiroe.
Mi-s K.
II. dohns-m
sp •eimeu 11 lit* NN >rk
( armel.
Toil.-! >etMi-s -alonie Bailee, daek-"ii; .Mrs.
Su-ie York, Monroe;
MiD lull, Dixmont; MiMi
s. Beniameu. < armel.
Tidier,- Mr-. All*.it < >natil, Winterporl, Mrs.
Sarah Uug'.do-,< -inn••! : l-.mmie'I’iiompson, Winterport; Mi-s \11:! Miller. NVinterporl; Miss Louise
Blummer. Winterport; Llleu M. West, Frankfort;
Mi
Waller Twomldy, Nloiiror.
Lamp Mats Mi-- Susie York, Monroe; Miss
Loui-e Blutmner. NVinterporl.
d. N. llarri
<>i! BaiiitineMi
Freedom; Miss
I oiii.-e Blumm* i. NVinterporl
< rayon
B. NV. Harding, I lamp
Drawing Mr
den.
.Mr-. NValter Twom
Mottoes or NVor-ted Bielurebly; Mrs. B. N\ Harding. Hampden; Miss Mary
Fred Barker, Monroe;
Howe-, N. >car-p >rl; Mr
s-u-ie York, Monroe.
Mr
s. Mi ••hell, Monroe : Mi
Feather Flower——Mrs. J.. I
Huberts, Waldo.
Specimens Scroll NVork—dohn B. Neallev, Mon
roe; 1;«ldie B. V-alley, Monroe; Callie II. Nealley,
Monroe.
Mi-- Louise Blummer,
Yarn Bug, Home Made
<

IT IK

HACKS.

lUOTTINti,

,T YKAIt

COLTS.

Hunt, Fuity, blk. s. Castle Dare.1
Henry Leonard, Newburgh,M». m. Retl Bell. ...4
A. Aludgelt, Jackson,
—, h. g.3
Frank Bowden, Newburgh, s. m. Bell B.2
Time, 1 .*20, 1.31, 1.31.

(L A.

TltOlTINO KOI'll

YKAIt

3
4 3
1 I
2 4

COLTS.

Morton, I’nitv, b. m. FUen AI.1 2 I 1
(ietnge Sweetser, Newburgh, h. g. Belle.2 I 2 '2
.). A. Shaw, Carmel, l>. g. Feainaught.3 3 3 3
Time. 3.13, 3.in. 3.In.
TTiomas

1
0
2
3
4
'»

1
2
3
4
3
.5

s.

Aroostook

Boy.3
C. Hall, Portland, b. s. Black Arthur. .2
F. Roberson, Newburgh, g.s. Grav Dan..l
Time, 2.37, 2.30'.,, 2.37, *2 37'4,2.40*. 2.3.VL.

1 2 32 2
2 3 1 11
3 1 2 3 3

Shi 1*1*1 N<i
Bath

month- old,
oxen,years old, o ft., o in., 1 calf
girth 4 ft., S in., 1 Clydesdale stallion, t years old,
weighs 10a0 lhs; Uussell Cross, l yoke oxen, Syearold, girth 7 ft., 7 in., 1 yoke steer calve.-,
months
old, girth 4 ft.,
in.; C. I. Whitcomb, I cow. Dm
ham, 1 null i year old, girth .’> ft., f>. in., 1 heifer '■>
years old; Anson Leonard, I \oke oxen 4 years
old, C» M., Jin 1 yoke 2 years old, girth U ft., Jin.,
( has. Hatch, 1
row; Wm. 1C Cooper, 1 yoke oxen .*>
old, 7 ft., 2 in., 1 yoke 1 year old, ft., 2 in. ;
years
IC Paul, 1 yokeyears old, girth (J ft., (> in.; Win.
Flanders, I yoke 7 'years old, girth 7 ft
Alfred
Sheldon, I yoke 2 years old doer-; ilosea li.
1
d
7
ft.
Daniel Me
Thomas, yoke years old, girth
servey, 1 yoke 4 years <*1.1, girth n ft., 7 in., 1 yoke
calves, girth 4 1.' ft.. James Higgins, brood inaiv
ami
colt; W. Ldmini.-ter, Clydesdale -tallion,
weighs 1200; F. A. Dra\ exhibited a coop of \\ hit%*
Leghorn hens, and \. .). Woodbury a coop of Ham
burgs; Daniel Dutton a litter of pigs-lierk-liire
ami Chester.

There

one

F

Amos A S

In

Fletcher W. Harper, of thetirmot Harper Broth
New York, died last week aged 33 years.

The negro iu the South is said to be making rape:
progress in every branch of skilled workmanship
Dr. W
has been

Bradstroet estimates a large tailing otl m tl,.
ami wheat crops for 1881, as compared uni

corn

1*80.

Reports
cn*ps

three

a

Don

four hun-

.>1

that the number of lighthouses now aggregates
including about 800 lights distributed along

fh" telegraph >) stem lias made but little bean
way m China, hut its growth in Japan has
very nipid

Francis Murphy ami his son Kdward arc w
hard i.i tin* ause oMiospel temperam
London

mg

The estimates

rivers

nut

am

to

parties

for -I

who will

Tlo‘ project is again mooted by Atnerieai.s
l.oinhui t * * build a ehtirch in memory "f th hi
President «*arlield.
i ar field boys
but Harry is
his sIndies at once.
The

by

built at Bath

.The

o

was

Mrs

(

Knight,

nil

painting:

b■ *r:i

>
give hr the u one of the mart) re 1 Ibesi
She is of b .s tons, carpenter's measurement
cost- between S'2'»,0<M and S2«bodd, a id is primu

San Crancisco and Sacramento have been lb <■
ed with finely executed counterfeit gold eagh
f wo arn >:s 1 t\ e been made on suspicion

Fish

au

11>I\ >k-s.

t

She is the last l<»

•

vessels owned in that
in

it salmon

the

wa>

The Clench guests ..t tile Tinted Slates who
attend the Yorkfowu celebration reached New
ri emvet!
-"*tii am! were appr-piuti>
York

ar

wit

to

a

the Bank

ut

ion.... The

River

greater than has ever hen; know
fishermen -m the Pavilh- toast
limed this

The 11arheld Memorial Hospital in Washmgb
The t^neen t Kngbu
promises to be a success
will probably head the list of subscriptions.

in

Lee,

Is',

arrive
sect

Saenunento

has

isC ot the rivers a
the Northwest is
A 1 eavy
p *rted. and mueh hay and wood washed aw
Tinners are sutl'eriiig seriously in eonse pienee

inn
e»

...

*.usly h\
quantity

piv.
the

fhe New > urk Convention. Oet ■> was harm,
Den
Joseph Darter was renominated
Secretary of State. The result was anti Donkli

is in the neighborhood ot PJO.ouo eases Last \ wir
the total (|iiautity canned on the Sacramento

Butler says that these are two good reus,
m*t defend Duiteau
Une is that D
prisoner has no money, and the other, lie has
(ien

why lie will

It is *-xj»* eted that when
River was «b! 000 eases.
the full returns for this year are in they will show
that the salmon canning industry has within six

cast1.

l lie Massachusetts Democratic convention Del
nominated < diaries A Thompson lor governor i.
11
aileton of Haverhill, tor lieutcia:
Jam

years increase 1 nearly f-oo per cent....«ire at dis
tress prevails among the inhahHants of
th** failure of the fisheries.... 11 is

owing to

1

governor

attendants ill the late President
Ui.e of ta
sick room, it is said, makes ailidav.t that his men
tal faculties wn- not under his control from ah.
\ ugust 1 111.

e>:

about three mi'ims ..f bushd- of

that

peeled

oysters will he taken from the Virginia waters
Last
this \ ear... .The Dainarisc.t fa Herald ;i>
v/eek

a

small

fishing

vessel did

netting bass in the coves oil
barrels were taken in near tin*
llermon L

y.i’e

our
v

Several

illuge....Seh<>.

Babson of Lioueester

<-f

The first article made Irotn California gold
believed to be ,i rosary, the metal ot which w
It is on exhibition
mined thirty nine years ago.
iu i.-e Angeles

business

a

invcr

t•..•

tier

iiu*.*i:

Minister Moiton writes to the Department
that the halves m Trance this year wiii
inferior to that of iast, but in advance ot the tho•

land licet, absent four months has returned with

State

pounds lh*tcliel halibut which, witli
quantity ot oilier lish, wore sold tor ill.idli'.O
This is high line-The Dreaduaught sailed from

yeais previous.
fhe public debt of Die I'nited Mates is Ds
uf tiiv..1
ead: of Spam gI >! of Trance. *1 do
: Canada, s
ot Mexico, Sfo
Britain. >1 D
Switzerland. S'.’
l

Rutland after mackerel the other night, was gone
barrels.
one hours and returned with

<

twenty
\
on a

new

Xo

Postmaster D.-nernl James says l*! '".dent Art:,
hits 1 lie same right to Select Ills .-a : private -.
from Iriends, and in hr- o.vn u ay that
has to select a wife.

The Fairlieid .loi.ru.d put
dress last week and looks as neat as a pin

Kwsinvi’Kii

I KS.

Massachusetts Ploughman bus cut.-red
\s an ag’.neuit ural pa[*er
npoh its i Jnd volume
it ploughs a straight I arrow
.The Brunswick
Telegraph has been enlarged ami we trust it wb
rejoice m an enlarged prosperity If deserves it
....The busy little Richmond Bee issued a supple
Is the editor ot the Bee
incut last week.
Query

visers

....The

Ilctirv

sting

I

Raj.

Broadway. New York.

ot

As woik-

ait

Mr-. F.

banjo, s tu tied king ti-her and water turkey; .Mr
(iranvillc (.’arlcton, several oil painling-, A* There
were a large number of other articles we are unable to note. The Moral displav was never better.

s

Mr. S. R Niles, for
the 1<

of

a

a

gentleman

who possesses the eonlidcuee and respect of both
the press and public, has recently transfern d liis

Washington

partment liberal contribution- of anei,mt relies
and rare foreign and home curiosities. The follow
ing were the stock entriellonsr.s VND Coi.l s.
Koht. D. Mil obb, I. reed ill”
mare and colt ; Alvin M- Fain, pair matched Irn-i
A. P. ( orthell, breeding liimv ami coir, I sucking
colt and 2 stallions; I .arkin Thormlike, .5 y ears -Id
colt; F/.okiel Vinal, driv ing horse. II. F. Shepard,
5 years old colt; \. K. Dunlon. -addle and driving
pouv; F. F. Moody, roll; Osgood Plake, family
horse, ICo«*n C. Oxton.l amilv hor-c I leury Kniglit
gentleman’s driving Inn-e ; l-aac W illiam-, J yearold stallion; F. F. Prow n, 2 years old •»!i ; c. I
(build, gentleman’s driving hor-e, I. II. (build,

taken tins opportunity to wish him conlinm d >uv
The Journal wants to he
cess in his new location

street.

liis hosts

Little. Brown A ('<».

f

Boston,

Win-bun was interviewed in IL-m-:
<m the stringei
y ol the ui un y
ket. ae.d was asked the cause* ot if He said,
tbe lemedy
asked
speculation.’ and oji being
Secretary

Licmls Pave

svvered,

London

comments on

the New 'i <»rk Rt publican
that the majority

ever

in favor of President

platform, especially

swiNi;. W
\. F. Kam-on, ^ ork-hire
and pig-; I. 15. Melvin, ewe sheep; o. |).
Powers, Mock of -beep and litter oi pig-. T. p.
Fernnld, luiek; James Walden, lh-k oi -beep,
Spanish Merino luiek undo lamb-, c. \. Carleton,
southdown] buck and ( iie-ter boar; F. W. (build,

as

regards i'i\il

t

birth Id's

Ser.iee

Re

Since reading some western papus, given lam
by bis brother in law Luit- an is * ml to have ■•bet-n
sutleiiug tlie torments ot the damned.
hadn't been supplied with western papers

Pity lie
sooner.

(aunuiissioner Luring is said to have iulused

new

lire into every branch of the Agricultural Impart

The wave ot sympathy vvitli \ meric has roll.-.
completely around the vvoild, the last notable
King Kahtkai.c
pressioii being from .1 a pun

the Hawaiian Islands was here in person to coinhis own respec ts, the globe has been cireumnav
g.i'e I by messages of’condolence*

meeting of the leaders ol the tireenh tek p u
certain Democratic managers lias been h -I t
New York to consult with a view to bringing ibo
a fusion in the hop* of electing the speaker of fh
j next House Mr Abram Hewitt for the Democratof the (ireenlutekers
j declined the proposition
A
and

The portrait of Mrs Hayes, presented by
temperance association to tin* While House
which hung in the east room for some time afu-i
Pre sident iLirlields inaugurati.ui. i> expect. u
be returned there this month, it hav aiu man s-i
to Paris that a steel engraving might be mu'
from it-

t

W ater-Logged
STUKM\

KXPKlilKNt'K OK A V KSSIrl 8 « KKU
(>l
111 K M HOONKK KOVAL OAK

l.'»SS

The lirst if last week the schooner lb>\al Oak id

7

m e

The life and public set vies of Deuelal Bur im.1
Mr L-;
be* written by Ben Perley Poore
is
minently titled tor tin* work, and tin* pul in
value
Senate
can expect a volume of literary
Anthunv it is -.ml has consented to write an i,
trodiietion to tin* work

K'::»<siM<»: was
The Vtlanta, »b*orgta, r dto
\sim- pant enter
successfully opened last week
prise of Northeru and Southern imu it must put
another bridge across the hlo->d\ chasm, whin tm
^\
industrial exhibits testily to the pi
spirit
oft he new tv m tli.

men

:

will

torm

hiw

Chester sow and pig-; J. W. (>:ier, -o\v and pig-:
11. F. shepard, Perk-hire boar. K. D. Kent, 'south
down and Liccester Mock of sheep of In.
W.O. Vdams, Mock of thoroughbred
I’ouaia
Hamluirgs; Mr-. James Walden, lloek of gee-eaml
lloek of guineas; A. J. Tolmaii, lloek of ducks,
A. (. arlcton, lloek of turkeys,
thoroughbred; »
J. 15. Crane, trio
trio and lloek of Plymouth lloek
of Prowm Leghorns and irioof silver Hamluirgs;
A. 15. ami II. \. (build, lloek of bronze turkey-;
Wm. Melvin, lloek of Light Prahm.u-; John Dunn,
lloek of drakes.
\Y. A. L. Kaw-oii,
Jl£KSK\ C«>WS AND 11 Kl l-'KWS.
grade Jersey eow, same heifer; J. 15. Melvin, :>
grades Jersey heifer-: Wm. Powers, 2 grade Jer
sev heifers; Alex. Thorndike, grade Jersey cow ;
o.L. Fuller, eow and 2 Jersey heifer-; D. F. Pur
gess, 2 grade Jersey eow and 2 grade Jer-ev year
ling-: J. W. Ogier, Jersey heifer: Charle.- Drake,
Jersey heifer. Oris Plake, Jersey row■; \llie Cleveland,.*ferse\ calf: Ferdinand Han-on,Jer-' v heifer:
II. 1’. Josselyn, Jersey heifer; John Dunn. 2 grade

speculation.

Hie Miuuesota Democratic convention pie.hr*
ill party to the honorable payment of all ob’og
lions resting on the State, expivs-ed griel at :
cleat!i ot toirlielcl. and reatlinned ihe principles
tin* las* Democratic National convention

tiarliehl's ideas. The late Presidents ill
ness and death have given stimulus lo public m
ten-st in American questions, wh.eh shows itself

upheld

stronger than

‘dess

Mrs <
Mu istianev divorce ease.
In tile
tialiey s lather testitied that site vv as of a live
affectionate disposition, and that before sin
Mr fhiistianev -tie had r -c-ived ".■> otters ot
iiage. allot’which she rclused

(’onventioii show satisfaction

horse.
SilKl-a* VND

.»t

Wednesdfiy

over

included among his well wishers

family

llKKl*s. W. .1. Bobbin*, cows; J. B. ( raise, cows.
ItKEF Stock. J. F. Wiley, pair "1 oxen. II. I’.
.Josselyn, cow 1110 lbs : J. I*. Backard,cow.
N \'ii v i; ('mvsAMi 11 kikkks. J. B. Meh in, hei
ei ; Alito Manstield, heifer; Francis Fletcher, cn\\
and
J. Tolman, full blood Ayrshire .heifer and
heifer; C. A. (’arlcton. 2 cows; D. I*,. Ingraham,
heifer. John 11. Marshall, cow; .1 Tolman. Ayrshire heifer; John Dunn, 2 calves.
Oxf.n and stkkks. J. B. Melvin, matched Jersey oxen; T. B. Fernahl, s *teer ealves, l heifer:
Hiram Brewster, I pair steers; J. T. I’olman, pair
steers; A. J. Cilley, pair steers 1 yearlings, pair
trained ealves; Larkin Thorndike. I pair working
oxen: H. L. Shepard, l pair oxen; Otis Tolman,
pair matched oxen; Isaac Blake, pair matched
steers; Wyman Drinkwater, pair steers; Winfield
Ingraham, pair trained steer* and calves. \. I>.
Dardncr, pair steers; A. Ingraham, pair matched
Hereford oxen ; ( >. D. DrilUn, pair matched steers;
Abner Heal, pair of matched *tcers Fisk A ( ran
don, 2 pairs of matched steers.
Bn.i.s. Hon. Moses Webster, 1 Jersey; T B.
Fernald, 1 Holstein; Hiram Brewster, I: A. J.
Cilley, 1 Hereford, 1 Durham; Jeremiah Tolman,
full blood Ayrshire; Fish A (randon, I calf; J. K.
Kellar, calf.
Dkawinc Houses ani»o.xkn. Herbert M. Howe,
j pair oxen, C. A. Carlcton, 1 drawing hor*e. Fi<k
it ( randon, 1 pair of Oxen, F. V t imer. 1 horse;
W. (’urrier. pair of
H. D. Collins, pair of horses; <
horses; II. L. Sheperd, yoke of oxen: Bodwell
(iranite Co., pair of horses; Wm. !.. t imer, pair
of horses; Deo Ingraham, pair of horse*; Alvin
McLain, pair of horses; (i. !.. Farrand, pair of
horses; Wm. Eaton, pair of horse*; J. W. Ingraham, pair of oxen.
SWKEFSTAKKS.
(ieorge AY. Ingraham, pair of
horses; Wm. N. t imer, pair of horses; Bodwell
(iranite Co., pair of horses and oxen ; Fish & ( Tandon, pair of oxen; Fred Thorndike, pair of oxen;
Charles Brewster, pair of oxen
Baby Show.
As usual a lively interest was
manifested in the baby show. There were 23 on
Willard C. Howe, Ella Maud,
follows—Mrs.
tries,as
mos., 17lbs; Mrs. (ieo. E. Hollins, Olive lionise,
II mos., 2*> lbs.. Mrs. Hannah Walden, Bertha <>., 17
mos., 23 lbs.; Mrs. Luke Allen, T. Atwick, lu:.
mos., 22 lbs.; Mrs. Ambrose t pham, Ambers J., (I
mos., 2u lbs.; Mrs. (ieorge Tiftany', Draco Mabel, is
mos., 27'4 lbs.; Mrs. A. Maxev, Morris, It mos.,
21*4 lbs., Mrs. Otis Tolman, daughters (no other
record); Mrs. Thomlts Heal, Aubrey, II mos., 20
lbs.; Mrs. Thomas Barrett, Marian Helen, s mos.,
131* lbs. ; Mrs. Frank t.. Day, Ethel Olive,-I mos.,
20lbs.; Mrs. Chas. Cain, Emma Louise, a mos., 1ST.
lbs.; Mrs. J. W. Bottle, Maud, 7 mos., Is1., II*'.;
Mr
Mrs. C. York, Mabel. 7 mos., l * 1 ? lb
Henry

.’.igH >0

Mr. Arthur is the sixth President win* goes u
His prtjdeeess.s
less into the W lute House
\ an L ie
tills respect were JcOersoii .lacks..!
the
ha.-he->r Bn
all
but
l»*r
and
Buchanan,
T\
an in having been widowers

than tw'i*nly ye.o one
»■
of tli
min
a

his business, and

master o!

thorough

more

ling advertising agents

dtlice to No

oven.

us

franking privilege.

arlcton, fan; Mrs. Church, amarv Ili-and line diplay of other Mowers. There were also in this de

Camden. 7 pair hor-e-:

partner

Templar.
j

(

Tka.ms.

iaw

•"

ties.

Miss Lottie Amc-bury exhibited a bompin oi cut
Mowers; Susie Ogier, a table of rut Mower-: Mr
(iranville Carleton, bompiet and nit Mow er- Marv

Town

a

late years

fhe Bureau of Statistics report that the on
imports over exports during the month
Iti’i. but lor the y ear end
ranks among the foremost line engravers of the
August were S1
dl the balance -f trade m <»ur lav..r
w rid, his well known portrait ot Lincoln, the first j August
I -si lo-jnr.o
martyred President, giving him a wide celebrity
Mrs. Lincoln received ^J.'>.ooii. the then pie-, t
Mr Marshall spent a summer in Belfast some years
rial salary for one year, with deductions ot w
ago, and is pleasantly remembered by all win* met
had already been paid the family, and lias mi,
is'dhad a pension of >.d 000 a year besides
him then, as a gentleman ot eharmii g social q :a!i

Harem, <*il painting; Mi- Man Morse, .1 oil
painting-; Mrs. c. M. Kniglit, painling in water
colors; olive \. Five, oil painting; Willis D.
Knowlton, crayon picture; Fdward F. Kniglit,

pairs.

tonnerly

President Duibeld w as the first Knight fen
who tilled the office ot chief magistrate <■!
I ited States. Some ot the other presidents
Masons, but none had advanced to the dignity

<

and

.hkeiiesses. they merit the highest praise. The
graver ot these portraits. William IMgar M.uM

»

Washington correspondents estimate the
penst* of President Darlield's illness at SD"'.*""1
whn li the doctors’ bills arc expected to be S*
Dr. Bliss is accredited with a modest clau.>
y

Two very tine steel engraved portraits ot Pivsi
dent tbirin. Id one a lull taco and the other a pr
tile, have been published by Oscar Marshall.

A
Durant,
lenite, and ot

distinguished
the t..under and patron of Wellesley College. \\
at
Boston
e>iey. died last Week
Km’.us

...

a

t.

uiis

the Sacrann-mo ILv.-i ahum

season on

Sn.

i;i

■

Sell. Vuiry .lane

Fismsti

\ni»

lull fare

fishing

1*.

Jerseys.

motiiei. \raboila M&son
Vermont. ill the town of Hartford.
-ulieeticiit family
scion of ail obi
i,u licliiL

for Cap*. James Woolbury and was to have been
call'd tbe ti ;u* Woodbury. but it has bc-m de

rived at II ineiiek from the Banks. »>•

haven, exhibited a lot of rare lur -ami -kin-; the
Podwell Dranite Co. a lot of poli-he«l granite, and
Mrs. Fow ler a silk bed <|iii!t. Tiie line art arlielcincluded tin* following—lame- W. stimp- m, let

been a very good year tor the <ra.
California, and some ot them have
\tlaoriiinarv prolits.

rs "I
*

ikes A

| ally owned by the Woo Ibarv \s
Bre wet*

graded Jersey stock. Pc-ide- these were many additional entries by those whose names were gi\on
last week. In the upper hall F. P. Walker,of \ iual-

;

Marvin, the bigamist and forger, has been
tem-cd to ten years' lmpiisonment by the R;< hue
Va court
ile pleaded guilt)

cide 1 t

Melvin, hall bulbr. Mr.-. T. I! 1
nahl, jar of butter; Mr-. \. Ihove, ;ar ami nail b it
ter: Wm. Powers, plain and .-age cheese, an-1 iar
and hall butter, Mr- I mil;. Manning, iar ami hall
hulter; Wm. Kussell, luitler Mr « *. ».arduer, ball
Jersey hulter ; Mrs. Osgood Fdake, -age and plain
cheese, and jar and hall butter; Deo. A. llosmer,
hall butter. Mrs. N F. Jos.selyn, ;5 lirkins butter, 1
ease and 1 jar hulter; John Dunn, hall butter from

•*

II.is has

dent

J. 15.

Bliss upon the Presides
nothing that isn't cov*u,

contains

he autopsy report.

uis*a

bed

i.mm

have returned to W.b-.ams
u, r well enough to resume

I’lie B h ode Island Legislature has elected
\\
\ iili ich to t he I
S. Senate to sneer* 1
late Senator Burnsim

Son's sliipyard in Brewer, it el- 'Ui
o‘clot k Saturday forenoon. This v« s-el v i- built

from

repori of Dr

<•

S"ii

and beautifui three

new

masted schooner James A. (iarlmM

stoves

F.

f

«

tons

<

printed, but

is

and New York... .(’apt. Adams, late of sell Kate
M. Hilton, is to have a three masted
b ot 7oo

cut last

tering sketches;

he

1

College,

and her, and Ado;! O Biiei; ot

cornu

<

The ling < f the rebel piiate Alabama is on
bition in B> ston Ds possessor says that he val
.1 at *10.000.

>

7-S.iiOo

harrow;

Car!".' is ming to engage iu the spoil.*,
It
is about to buy a number of r«i«

Kugland

owned by the builders ('apt Isaiah Hart, (who is
to command her) and parties in St (Jeorge. Boston

week, are the following 11. Knight A n-hs,
and furnace; II (
Vina!, plows and mow
ing machine; Kohinson A Marriner. Pclfa-t. wa-d
ing machines; ( has. Drake, minted pulverizing

from all parts of New Kngland say the
col l sn ip has dot c much damage to U*.

recent

Now York-Launched at \Vabb*boro oth msa
A Welt A Co. sehr Fannie L Child. i • tons

The

Hawks, tutor ot the (iartield l>o>
assistant surgeon in the arm

It is reckoned that the cotton States pay tl e
Nd-rtli *1.>0,000,000 annually tor wheat, corn and
oats.

by

Kno\ County Agricultural Fair
closed Friday, tin* gross receipts bring s7oo, which
•show s a large altcndance. Among (he articles in
the lower hall, not mentioned hy v our conv poml
C v.MDl.N.

n

appointed

seven tons measurement
She is a very
tine model, thoroughly built an l finished, and wiH
be commanded by ('apt. Albert F. (irecii-The
annual report ot the lighthouse board will show

ton.

<

l.t-ne

ers.

and In.s gone to Boat >n The City of
Bangor was built in I''1!’.', by ('apt S I! Bubmr.
making her first trip July iili of that \<hi\...
Launched Saturday from the \ardol J 11; Fuse;;!
at Boekport, a tine bark of 1 I lb t
s.
opper b-t
tomed. named Ado.f O’Brien, owned by Carleloi,
A Norwood ami paitly b\ (’apt Staples o! Stork

was particularly noticeable.' The
om
niittee awarded F. A Dre\ the ::d premium, Wm.
( reasv 2d and C. I. Whitcomb, l-t.
F
A. Drey
took the Hr-1 premium on exhibit ion of -tallions, W
Ldmini-ter 2d. On fat cattle, Wm. IC < oeper l-t,
N. I*. Cross, 2d Wm. Flanders, :>d
on farm team,
F. A. Dray, l-t, Israel Woodbury, 2d; Wm. Cooper
best yoke working oxen. Ma-ter- dame-ami Frank
Wood bun exhibited 2 <»ke of t mine I -t<< r ealvewliich can’t be beat.
I-rael Woodbury be-t trained
yoke of oxen. Willi- Far-on- a trained cal ling
colt whose performance on the teelrr board and
chair elicited much applause.
Four young men entered for the foot race, L.
Wilson, W. Aeliorn, N. IC Smith ami I '-pauldinn.
Tliev did some smart running.
Wil-on l-t. \ehorn
2« 1.
Lhe baby -how attracted much attention. Com
niittee awarded Ferley Derry I d, Herlha'I'lioinp-on
2d, Harak 11. l.ittlelield ’»d.
The exhibition of draft cattle w a- the im»-t excit
ing part of the day’s programme. The eoute-t at
last was between the oxen of Wm. Fdander and N.
IC Cro-s, the latter driven by i -rael Woodbury.
They piled a little less than a r<<d of -tone wall upon
Committee
drag and Id men on top of that.
awarded 1st premium t<* Flander-. 2d t<* N. IC ( i-o-after which they tried it again, when tin* oxen of
( rossdrew the largest loa'l of rock ■uir «*rr* sp
dent ever aw drawn by one yoke of oxen.

1.380 trees,
diameter.

are
m

the

iu

break in tie coin market is reported, and
of corn, w heat and oats have receded

A

(too net cash,

<

to (iartield

of the wraith

Helen Montague,

hot- Line, has been sold to Boston

chenbaeh, squashcIn the main ball wt* noticed entries :i- followMrs. A s. Jaeks**n, quilt. ;iml a-ample of nice hall
buttei : Mrs. L. II. Jackson, pi ill ; Mr-. \ IC Fan I,
quilt; Miss Annie ( urrier. quilt: Mrs. J. ll.Cro--,
quill ; Mrs. H. L. May hew tidie- Mr-. I.. Hiirgin-,
set of cardboard and worsted : Mr
(dlman IC*i»ert-,
feather wreath and bouquet; Du--ie Hobiuson,
basket.
Ada
1
t.
exhibited a line
Morev, age.l
fancy
-ample of ball butter and a watch a-e Mr-, l-rae!
Woodbury. 7 lbs. stocking yarn Mr-. < diver Hlaek.
hose and mittens; Mrs. s. I*. Hlake. carpeting; J.
H. Cross,2 ehrwnto-frame- baud carved by himself.
2 brackets and bron/.e -tatue; Mi-- Maud M* ar-,
worsted picture and ink.-taml. Mr- Dracie Howm.
Crayon painting of “Magic < a\e," painted plaque,
band painted neckin' e, and p.iinte l lambrequins;
(icorgia Drey, tidy: Li/./.ie Woodbm v, lace work:
Mis- Medt»ra Fa\-<*n, s varietie.* ince; Mr-. IC(..
Weymouth, 2 rug-; Mr-. Ida Cro-s, rug; Mr-. < airier, rug; Mrs. Celia C shihle-, rug: Mr- Kmilv
Mears, 2 varieties preserve-, piekle-; Mr-. i-. \.
<*iev, prepared bor-eradi-b.
Tlu exbibitionof carriage lmr-e- was good and
prodm-ed some line -tappers. F. A.Dre\-( lyde-

changed

horses

the western

L. Wm

Washington and

prices

8:1,000,000... .Steamer City of Bangor, of Bar liar

weight ds12 lbs: >. W. Kendall, pumpkin, Is lbs.;
1
T. Itowe, M varielies apple-: II
1C Thoma-, ap
pit*-; J. W. Hanks, apples; A. 11 H miter, 11; -11 e
and apples; Nathaniel Jack-on, basket apple-. .1.

grove in California
less than six teei

a

measuring

vessels at

of link! ml,

>:i

in

third

over a

The bail of Brady and Brow n, defendants
Star route eases was fixed at $70,000.

in New Brunswirk, is dead....
launched Thursday forenoon fYom the

A

little

a

The pas'orsof the churches iu Washington vist
ed the President in a body Thursday.

owners

was

^m»

The “Fool’s Krrand" lias been dramatized and
will be on the stage in a few weeks.

7«H) not

bury, corn: \ (C Morey■, corn, -'piasbe-. turnips,
eabbages, onions an I t»**et-; (<. L. Frye, pumpkin,

dale stallion

M. 1*. 1*. and

ex

has been rearrested

The name of Klberon is to be
i;i honor of the dead President.

number *27-1.

September

11

The fund of Mrs (iarfield is
a million dollar?.

Howgate

dred and

potatoes, corn, beet.-, turnip-, F. \. Pavsou,
pumpkins, beets and par-nips, I*. <». ILwrn :» \a
rieties apples, ;> varieties beet-, turnips,carrot-, po
tatoes and corn ; 1'. W. Itobin-on.s varietie- apple-,
beets, pumpkin-, cabbages, oats and grape-; Wm.
Cooper, corn, beet-, onions, potatoes, pumpkin-,
and apples; Dilman Huberts,2 \ arietiesapple-, am!
•sample of white Australian oat-; Austin Went
worth,.» varieties apples; Tolmau Howen, 7 \arie
ties apples and grapes; Israel Woodbury, beets,
turnips, pumpkins, Citron and .on, J. li. Wood

;

The arrivals of

the month of

masted schooner.

eties

grapes and cranberries

ship

yard of

vegetable, root ami fruit department the
following entries were made—< I. Whitcomb,corn
and turnips; F. A. (irey, 10 varieties apples, t vari

Mears, apples,

(lining

St John. N. B
iost

In the

1C

Items.

11

recognized in *20.000 bonds.

tonnage, (>0,01*2, men employed, H>8| ; clearances.
-80, tonnage. 7d,(HO. men employed. 17(10... .The
ship Lorctia Fish, ( apt. liodgman. of Thomaston.
Me., from Antwerp. June 17, for Manzanillo, put
into Bio Janeiro on tlie Ad inst. leaking. She will
discharge her cargo for repairs.1 F Troop of

»

|

of

fair.

fancy steers, notably a pair exhibited by Wm. 1C
Cooper, 1 year old, girth
ft., 2 in., and a pair by
Anson Leonard, 2 years old, girth ♦; ft.,.» in. The
following comprises tin* stock entered—
Jsrael Woodlmry, 1 yoke oxen, 1 years old, girth
•'* ft., 10 in., 1
yoke 0 years old, girth' 7 ft.. I yoke 4
years old, girth *5 ft. S in.. I yoke •'» years old', r ft,,
J in., 2 yoke steer calves,.» months old, girth I ft..
4L in., 1 heifer
years old; F. A. (.ray, 1 yoke

>

1 t.
bur year old Heifers- T. 15. Plummer, Winter1st
port,
prem. ;J. W. I .ow e, Winterport, 2d ;< ’. A.

I.A8S.

<

Mouuiu,. The Morrill <? range and town fair was
held at this place last Saturday. Owing to the
threatening weather in tin* morning there was not
so good exhibit of stock or display in tin* ball as
last year. The most of the stock exhibited was very
good. There were several pairs of well matched

Hoiistes, Monroe, :5d.

Winterport,

2.40

■

Generalities.

Allen. Jes*ie V.,
mo*., |s*4 lbs.; Mrs. Jerome
smith, Lulu May, lr» inos.,211, lb.
Lincolnville—
F rank Josselyn, Sewell N.,."» weeks, 17-17 lh-. Tim
awards were as follows—Hcaviot child, over !
year, Fimma S. Alden, Camden; heaviest under 1
year, Sewell M. Josselyn, Lincolnville; handsomest
over 1 year, Crace Mabel Tiffany. Camden; handsomest under 1 year, T. Atwlck Allen, Camden.
In the boat race Friday afternoon, the first premium, $20, for two oars, was awarded to F oss Day
and Daniel Donigan, Camden, who madeone and a
half miles in 1:5 minutes and II seconds; second
premium to iialph F’. Hewett and John II. Meser
vey, Koeklaml; third to Deerow IJrothcr*, Cam
den. The race was a very close one and was witnessed by a large and enthusiastic crowd.
The great success of this fair is due to the united
efforts of the officers, trustees, and the several com
mittecs on awards and of arrangements.
Particular credit should be given to the president Joshua
Adams, of Camden, and the secretary, Freeman W.
Smith, of Koeklaml, who were untiring in their efforts for a long period prior to the opening of the

SWKKKSTAKKS RAPK.

prem.
Four years old < Ken—E. C. Fenderson, Jackson,
1st prom.; A. F. Kendall, Jackson, 2d.
Three years old steers—I. II. Cates, Jackson, 1st
prem.; A. Conant. Winterport, 2d.
Two years old steers—Willard Ellis, Monroe, 1st
prem.; Charles Conant, Winterport, 2d ; II. C. Marden, Monrrte, Jd.
One year old Steers
\. K. Fletcher, Monroe, 1st
prem.. 11. C. Marden, Monroe, 2d; Hiram A.

Snow, Winterport, 1st prem;
John Coodw'in, Monroe, 2d.
Trained steers under 2 years old—Chester J. Wallace, 1st prem.
Town Team—lackson, 1-t prem.; Monroe, 2d.
Farm Stock
Herd -John (ioodwin, Monroe, 1st
prem.: Willard Ellis, Monroe, 2* 1; 15. W. Harding,
Hampden, :>d.
Milch Cows,:) years old—Willard Ellis, Monroe,
1st prem.: (ieorge Sweetser, Newburgh, 2*1.
Stock ( o\\ s, with (’alf—Willard Ellis, Monroe, 1st
prem.; J. W. Lowe, Winterport, 2d.
Two year old Heifer—C. A. MeKennev, Monroe,
:;d prem.; John (e*odwin, Monroe, 2d: A. Conant.

IN

Walter G. Morrell, Dexter, b.

1st

—

The

TROTTING

Shaw, Hartland, It. g. elevator.1
H. M. Plaisted, h. g. It. B. Leonard, Monroe..2
A. .J. Mudgett, Frankfort, Penobscot Boy..1
Thos. Morton, Unity, b. m. Dart..I
C. B. Wellington, Albion, b. in. Baby.0
1{. A. Roberson, Carmel, b. g. Carmel Bov-.*»
Time, 2.37, *2.30, 2.30.
G. .1.

than last year, and although
the weather was not so pleasant, the showing of stock
mi the grounds was
good, and that of produce much
hotter than that of last year. The following are the
stock entries and premiums—
Fat Cattle— Willard Ellis, Monroe, 1st prem.; A.
15. Clark, Winterport, 2d; .1. II. Cates, Jackson, lid.
Draft Oxen, any size—(5. M. Hasty, Jackson, 1st
prem.; ( has. Marden, Swanville, 2d*: Silas Pierce,
Jackson.
Draft Oxen, 7 ft. or upwards—Charles Marden,
w ere more

—

lic, which will

a

The annual

-,

in New York last

doubt evoke

iTMHi.sroi

\m

Alden, Kmma >., 12inos., 27'.. II'-.; Mrs. simoon
Tyler. .Josephine, 20 inos., 19 Ihs.; Mrs. Frank Fast
on, Florence, !) inos., 22'4 lb*.; Mrs. Lyman liar
wood, Arthur S., I t im»s.. 22 lb*. Koeklaml -Mrs
( has. Thomas, Wm. N., 7 mo*., i:*1. Ihs.; < harles

MINI IKS CKA>S.
TROTTING,
J. Benjamin, Carmel, b. s. Black Crook.1 I 1
C. B. Wellington, Milk Maid.2 2 3
Ira Bowden, b. m. Bess.3 3 i
Time, 2.4S, 2.44, 2.44.

Aokiculti'kai, So
fair of the above society was
held at the Park and Halls, in Monroe, on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. r»th and Oth. The exhibits

ciety.

mittecs
Where prizes were given, they were
awarded for certain named merits, but without re
Heeling upon the merits of other similar exhibits
It is hard to step directly out from long traveled
ruts, and it may be necessary, for some time yet.
to go through some sort of form of nwi-.rdmg lion
ors to goods exhibited at public, shows, but for our
own part wo are fully in favor of dispensing with
money awards,and with all reports of judges which
merely name the order of merit, as first, second,
without giving the exhibitor or the
third, etc
public any clew whatever to the reasons the com
mittce had for making the awards as they did An
award made by a board of judges at an industrial
exhibition, should be some guide to the public in
helping to decide what animals or merchandise it
would be advisable to purchase
It is not enough
to know, that. 111 the judgment of certain men who
had in some way got upon a committee to pro
nounce upon a collection of cows, that Mr A
had
the best cow on exhibition. The public want t<*
know what Air A s cow is good for, whether for
Winterport.
beef, milk to cell, butter, cheese, or t" sell and
Braided Bag Bug- -.Mrs. Mar\ 12. Cilmore; Mr-.
cheat somebody else with. Air. 15. who fails to
D. \. Nye. Monroe.
get the prize for his cow, also wants to know
Drawn Bag Bugs- Mr.-. T. Durham, Monroe;
wherein his exhibit was inferior to that of Mr A
Mr.-. >aran 11 tiding, Troy ; Mrs. Kcnislon, l>ixwhether it was merely a fancy of the judges, or
Mr-. Cum Robinson, Carmel; Mrs. Alar\
n ion t
whether there is a real diilerenco in the actual
( n»\lord, < armel; Mr-. .1. II. York, Monroe.
Mi-s Bertha Clark, Winter
value of the two cows
Colton Batch (>uilt
Perhaps there are no exhibits upon which there port; Mr- sinem staples, Monroe; Bertie Curtis,
Monroe; Mrs. Keniston, Dixmont.
is so little satisfaction given to all parties concern
Knit ( ottou spreads—Mrs M. A. Lcavctt, New
ed, as that of butter. We claim that there is not,
Mr-. Sarah Nealley, Monroe.
and never can be, any standard for good butter, so j burgh
Ladies Knit Hose -Mrs. B. W. Harding: Hamplong as blitter is made by so many different lneth ! den Mrs. |. ,J. DollotV, Monroe; Stella Littlefield,
ods. and by so many different people. People, af- : Winterport Mrs. 1 A. Biper, Monroe.
ter a time, become attached to the kind of butter
Double Mittens -Mrs. li. W. Harding, Hampden;
they are most likely to got We have never yet Miss Julia (Irani, Monroe.
Hose--Miss Bertha Webster, Hampden;
Cents
seen two samples of farm dairy butter exhibited at
Miss Lllen M. Wot, Frankfort ; Mrs. \V. B. Crox
a fair, that were so near alike in all respects as to
(
armel;
Mrs. F. A. Biper, Monroe; Mrs. J.
lord,
be undistinguishablc, nor is it common to find two
Lewi-. Monroe.
who
in
their
taste
and
agree
judges
exactly
judgSingle Mitten- Miss Louise Plummer, Winter
ment.
For a period of ten years, the writer had
port; Miss Val/ona West, Frankfort.
the experience of a competitor for butter prizes of
Domestic Yarn—Aliss Abbie White, Winterport;
fered by one of the most popular agricultural soci
Mr-. B. W. Harding, Hampden; Mrs. Mary Cm\.
lord, Carmel; Mr-. FUen M. West, Frankfort.
eties in New England, and during those toil years
Preserves—Mrs. L. II. Nealley, Monroe; Miss
the reports of the judges merely named the order
Loui-o Plummer, Winterport.
of awards, but gave little or no clow to the reasons
del ley
Miss Loui-e Plummer, Winterport; Mrs.
why the awards were made as they were. What J. N. Harris, Freedom.
good influence in the art, did such awards exert
Cratuilics— Beekey M. Rich, Jackson, rug, tidy;
What
Air.-. > a rail Buggies, Carmel, stand coyer, table
upon the dairy interests of the locality
.hist cushion, chair cushion, ladies hose, double mittens,
lesson did the unlucky competitors learn
none.
But if those butter makers had been put
patch work; Miss Bertha Wallace, .Jackson, patch
nice; Mi--Clara L. Clark, Winterport,
upon the committee to judge upon the different I work, very
rug: Aliss Clara (Iron!, Alonroe, knit lace.
exhibits, would not there have been a good deal of worsted
Mr-. >. Mitchell. Dixmont, basket rug; Willis P.
valuable interchange of experience, that would be
Band Monroe, serowl work; Mr.-. Z. N. Harris,
of value to them, it to no one else
Certainly Freedom, picture-; Mrs. David Richards, Frankthere must : and if it were understood that exhibfort. Mr-. Mary (roxford, Frankfort, lambrequin;
itors were to be the judges, what an inducement
Mr-. W. B. ( roxford, Frankfort, tidy; Airs. Cora
is offered for new competitors to come in, compare
Robinson, Frankfort, Tidy; -J. AI. Robinson, Frankfort,
spread: Airs. Corn L. Robinson, Carmel, card
goods and methods, and learn from each other
receiver: Mrs. Thomas Snow, Winterport, tidy,
This method would necessarily entail a ottoman cover, handkerchief bag; Aliss Louise
Blummer, Winterport, brush cast's, painted photogood deal of work on the judges, but by graph : Mrs. (.iIlii'it Curtis, Winterport, sampler;
Mrs.
Betsey Clark, Winterport, specimen of cloth,
adopting certain figures to represent f.o yearold; Mrs. Levi Rich, Jackson, worsted
-caif;
Monroe, scollop rug; Airs.
grades of excellence, and the use of D. \. Lddie Webber,
Monroe, scroll work; Aliss Lida Clements,
be
it
might
printed forms,
satisfactorily Alonroe. scollop rug; Aliss AL J. AleKeen, Swanville,
sofa pillow cover: Miss Cora Cole, Winterport,
done; and would, we are confident, give worsted rug.

Society of Natural History is desirous of increasing its membership, that its usefulness maybe extended, and has issued an appeal to the pubno

Waldo

Festivals

Bangor, lumber laden, sailed from that port for
Boston, having on hoard t lie Captain, lhivnl Daw es.
of'Fremont, and a crew of three men
Wednesday
morning it blew a gale, and considerable dillr.Mtliy
After
schooner
was experienced in managing the
a hard struggle tile jibs wore bio vu entirely clear

'Hu* Governor of Pennsylvania has rnditied «
Porbin. master <-t cere-monies ot He* ^ orktou
ccb bration that 7dim militia in addition to ilc
I
alrealy reported will atic*n.lthe celebration
« Hiruil
programme c-t the* commission liow read
give s a e.>uipi* te description ot Hie ceremonies
be observed at New York. Baltimore. Washing!"
and Vorktown

the ropes and the wind still increased in tons*
After the jibs were gore it was dillieult to keep tlie
schooner on her course, but she was kept in baud
*
>
I>r. Hliss, ill his report of'the treat men t ot I
At length a terrible lui neane t<><.!;
tor some time.
• lent
liurliohl. confesses that, tin* diagnosis h>otl'the mainsail with a crash, and > *11 alter the
lie sa\vessel begun to leak 'Fins occurred about twenty
wrong, though the prognosis was light
it was impossible to trace the course ot the ha
In spite o! all the el
live mib s otF Boone island
and to excise it. and that during the whole ea.-»
torts of the crew, who were Severn! times n. daiigei
oflosingtheii lives, the schooner tilled and s-. ttbd thero was scarcely any symptom ot peritonitis
'l’he President, lie adds declared himself at a
t<i tin* water’s edge, the lumber keeping hei
p
Previous to this
tain stage ot the treatment to he perfectly autism*
and sav ing the lives of the crew
with his physicians.
she had lost h«*r entire deck load Here th** captain
and his men remained during two days .rid two
(ien «■ runt now has six living grundclnldiv
nights In the cabin were apples and cabbages since the birth ot a daughter to Mr and Min
but they could not get at them, as the vessel was
.les.se 1 iran’ last month. The latter couple ha\full of water. They had nothing t<» eat hut dry
taken a flat in an apartment house in New York
Hour. Occasionally an apple would tloat to the
Mr and Mitor the winter, and are now there
top and this would be eagerly devoured The wind I l
ly-ses (Jrant. .1* are with her father Mr t’ha
was cold and biting and the position id the men was
Col Fred
house in New York
fee. at lii.s
getting serious They had fully made up their tirant will elegant
spend most of the winter in Texas H
minds that there was no other way than to per
will
his
children
remain
with
and
wife
parents
ish of exposure. They became tboron !i!y be
numbed and some of them lost the us. of their
l lie National Farmers’ Alliance, m session
hands by reason of the freezing spray
Thursday Chicago for two days, adjourned Friday after pass
they were in a desperate condition, when the I ing resolutions opposing all monopolies, favoring a
and
Kobinsou
them
K
schooner
bearing just income tax. condemning free railroad passes
sighted
down upon them took them on board and brought
demanding impartial laws for regulating the trails
The schooner was abandoned
them to Portland
pmtation of freight and passengers and declaring
about forty miles oil* Cape Klizabeth.
that the adulteration of food is as dishonest and
tons
burden
Fh»* schooner was about eighty
! more injurious than the counterfeiting of moiiei
She was owned I y the cap
and was a new vessel
and should be punished as severely. Oilict ia
lie
is
states
that
He
David
Dawes
poor
tain,
were elected for the ensuing year
He had scrap
man and has a family in 'Fremont.
f! •* estate of the late President will soon !><•
ed together all he was worth and purchased the
All expenses incur
tinned over to the trustees.
Hoy ill Oak. expecting to make enough to keep him
self and family in easy circumstances
By this red during the sickness of the President will hi* n
disaster he has lost nearly everything he nw nod in ga riled as debts of tin* estate, and be bills will he
If Congress so desirethe world and the poor fellow can not he blamed lor called for by the trustees
ai"
being discouraged. The crew lost the very clot lies a schedule of the bills will be furnished for
If an uppropria
action they may see tit to tak**
on their backs which were torn to pieces in their
iT
who
incurred,
The
men
the
tiou is made covering
exertions to save the schooner.
expense
1
estate will be relieved from the payment.
rescued them were obliged to furnish them with
1
The names of the crew
trustees will proceed on tho theory, which i*
new garments throughout
are John Stearns, Perry Davis and Arther Dawes,
perfectly correct one, that these expenses are pn
a
nephew of the captain The wreck has been vate debts, and not an indebtedness of the govern
men’
towed into kittery
of

■

|

|

Nows

of

s*ii. M<s(S

Belfast

Kddy,

ami

Belfast,

of

Vicinity.

Tlie Bcll.i*t lu.miTi railroad will enter
upon its
winter arrangement on
next.

H.-mver*, put into Fd^artowu
*'l jih and jihboom.

>,'l*

company of Belfast Odd Fellows left yesterday
nion, w here a new encampment was formed,
branch from the order in this city.

Woodcock’* window are displayed a snipe,
woodcock and a ruffed grouse, stuffed and mounted, by Mr. Castle, who is a skillful taxidermist.
In

Beni. By dor, ot Islcshoro, one of the
pronii.
of the town, and proprietor of the Ocean
li -use at Byder's Cove, died last week.
lit men

"Surprise” of E.

oldest house in Belfast, the one on Miller
ivet below the Methodist
church, is tenantless.
1'he house was built in
and is so
as to

I he art is useful to any one,

\v

isfon

last week

to

ew

A
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Aistonan l

11.

Fooler, Kso.,

look after
suit

Tin

went

between

suit

a

to

for$240. pauper

was

taken lrom court.
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P-eeeded to
.>t

th.- «lisa-

«.f the twents t'-mr p*.
u~ mi hoard
ip were It wind (apt. I lenniu^.-en was the
-‘veil

man

l'-'i

The

ned, after heina in the water nitu

following

( hronieh-

a

i- the

captain*- -lory

a-

p-lat*

reporter

*1L N<n \ <uk mi tin- 7tii «fi la.-t April,
'in.* e.jiiator at the other side tw<*nt\aii'i'
tin <‘«juat"r mi the Cal'\'ig I Hi». *>n \ugu-t 2"fh a hurricane
tin' -hip tn Pi north, mid tried her -> badly
-•began l«- leak. After that we had only
'• r 11*■
gaie-, but the -hip !<ublet| her water, and
t;
'..r alter that u**pui v-r up
u >an Frann i.etween to and 41 north. >hc eontinued
ak.and we had to work the pumps without
There were sixt* <-n men on board of
.-mg.
><•.-ide.- the oilieer- and
•ok- twenty four in
ur of ; 1..-m were d-»w n with
ir y. Put not
-'i J'» prevent their v
rking. \\ e had to
k the pumps every minute, and even then the
atei e lined on :
The water made two feet eight
mur tow ards the last.
I w a
up
\vi lieadn i for San
ai ! ! wa
ii.-i about blind for
!
>i
u
iock i*. •!. >ept. 27th, l made
mad supposed irom it that 1 was
v 1
1
fiV -lior- .and 1 made my course out, the
u.-t nortln a.-t. by my -leering
I v ent lown to-leep for a little while.
a
r
|o-ei in shore than I Supposed
nation. The next thing I knew they
n
all me, and we \\ere in tile surf. We
.i -trong Preezi all
day, but it -uddenly fell
i aim. and ue
began drifting in shore. We had
•:
''ails and upper ami lower top-ail- all set,
barometer wa going- down, and I did not
in
more sail-.
It Would have been no use any1 ••■•"tiise tiler.- u as imi a
breath of wind. We
•all we could to save the -hip, but it was no
"he was helple-s in tin heavy -well that wand drifted fast toward- -Imre.
At midnight
■truck bows on, and remained in that posin.e t ow
being the la-t part to break up.
lid not -com to strike very hard, and she
'here, creaking and -training in the swell
me
I couldn’t say how far from
time.
a
-he wa-, because there wa- a thick bank
"ver the line.
1 got out a
marlinspike
•i
-mall line, and sounded as well as 1 could
-In
-truck, and as near as 1 could get
t there was about 4
fathoms of water there,
■iddn't stand the -train long, and within half
ii after she -truck -he began to break
up.
ma-t- stood till nearly everything of the hull
me to
pieces. The -i'll run very high, breakall over the ship a- she lay, so that the only
we could get was in tin* forward
rigging oh
-larboard side. The crew got it a panic almost
first thing after she struck. There were four
at- on board, plenty to
arry everybody <>IV. Two
diem were light ones, easily handled. The first
1 second mate and one man jumped into tin* first
■at, and lowered her away. 1 shouted and ordered
in back, and to wait till more got in, but
they
ml no attention. Tin* boat was smashed in lovverand they were all drowned. Four men got into
-eeond boat, which upset iu-l aft* r sin* left the
--cl.
I’wo of them swam back to tin* wreck and
others were drowned. The other boat- were
•iglo launch or make any u.-e of. \Ve tried one,
i it -mashed again.-t tin* vessel in lowering. Tlie
we did not
try. The other- lashed themselves
I suppose It was
-par.- or jumped overboard.
"Ml 2 o’clock when 1 saw the cabin
boy, 14 years
: age,
put on life buoys and jump overboard. \Ve
> '•
a
-vvimining little while when one of the deck
1 -es • aim*
floating by. I -wain with the boy over
and lie climbed
on it.
He said it was better
spar, and lie would stick to it. Soon four of
men came along and got up on it with him.
1
‘v ,m
along beside them for a while, not caring to
ip on the house. Then the current took them
"• i'
in shore. Ccorge. tin* boy, asked me if I was
'id, and I said no. He said, “All right, as long
m keep up and along with me I'm all
right.”
they drifted oil' I sang out “good-bve,” and he
" red
me cheerfully.
Before they reached
>• the undertow
capsized them and they were
drowned but one man. 11 e said that (ieorgie
!■' up a stout heart to the last. He was a brave
:
lad, and 1 am more sorry about him than any
■-else about it. Only live men in all readied
•"
alive, .six
the bow of the wreck
“"H the
capstan until morning, when Captain
"itli came along in the Salinas and took them otl'
before the last part broke tip. After <ieorgie
'• those
fellows drifted away on the deckhouse I
lu’i sec* anybody. J swam around in the dark,
on a spar, but for the most
"ionally
111 the
pieces wen* too small to be of use, and they
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'fit hitting against me and bruising me badly
">ut the hack.
At s.iio o’clock in the morning I
"
-till trying to make my
way ashore, but the
" lit was
drifting me out In spite of all I could
and 1 am a pretty strongswinimer.
My strength
giving out, but J kept on doing the best I could,
u
came Captain Smith and picked me up,
along
1|"‘ last
living man in the way.
I he brave little
boy, Ceorge Barker, who met his
1

■

till

so

heroically, belonged

in

NViuterport.

The

Mr. Hurlburt Berry, of Stockton, was the
"tlier person on board belonging in thisvicini-

'!|at«\

I’lie

captain’s .story of Mr. Berry’s unseamanconduct in rushing away from the ship should
taken with a grain of allowance. \o one is left to
*' 1 **d Mr.
Berry, but those who know him do not
edit the captain's story in this particular. There
'•as an insurance of $30,000 on the
ship and $1.?,000
on

the

cargo.

A contract has been made with Capt. 3. J. Mer
fit, of the Merritt Wrecking (Jo. of New York, to
ave the iron cargo of ship Alice Buck. Divers and
"reeking material will be sent from New York
overland.
1
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of
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Will,

of mi

Wm.

i.\te

the

Pooi:.

< >.

will of

«>. Poo,, of t hi
«Tty, has been lile*l in
Probate Court. The propert\ is devi.-ed to his
immediate family. To hi- -on Clarence <)., lie bequeaths hi- entire interest in the stock and bii-incs.ot the linn of Wm. o. poor-Sm.
\ legacy to his

the late \Y.
the

daughter Isabella C. for her -wpporl. The remain
‘l**r of his property, including tin* honn -lead, he
bequeath- to his w idow. I pon the decease *>f M r-.
property to he equally divided between
ami 1 -abeila <
children, < larenee <

Poor the
the two

Pelfa-t Choral •society w ill meet again next
ruesda> veiling at 7..)o .••jork. Mr. tiro. p. Plake,
Hireetor. K\ery member is requested lobe present
and all tho-e desirous of
joining the -oeietymu-t
The

make

application
society i.- t*>

1 he

to the

Secretary

evening.
be under the instruction of Mr.
on

that

tteorge p. Plake. of Chelsea. M;ta gentleman
thoroughly educated in iim-i •, and who make- thiwork of in-tructio.i a matter of love. The
society
is umler many

obligation*: t<> the gentleman, whose
ctlbrt
should be appreciated by a large ami earnest attendance.
When the society is prepared it
will give a concert a-si-ic 1 by prominent --»loi-ifr«»m abroa'l
stkamiii: N"n;*.
Steamer ( it\ ol Pichmond habeen pumped out and lloated. ami i- m-w -m the
marine railway at Poeklaml w here -In- w ill be tern

porarily repaired-( apt-

Wm. 1C

lC»i\, of -teamin this my last week

ilahdin. stoppe 1 over
while hi.-boat w nt t-- PangK

er

puny’s

steamer,

m*w

lie

r.

ready

now

for

-ay.-the com
launching at

Po-ton. w iil be a very line boat, built of the
very best material. The new -i earner will he espe
eialiy udapo-'l t** r*mg!i w eat her-The Po-t-*n boatdtiring excursion week, carried large numbers ol
t-i

l.

.steamer
pa.—lgers t• ilie we-l
a: !.’ »ek!and on Thursday

ambridge was
evening of last
week until |u p. m. w aiting for steamer Few’Mon.
ami alii.- I al P'-ton the next forenoon at In
<

delaine-.

O’clock.
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y the way ha- a
with tin- former’s
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request.

heeame

enraged and a.-r
.-auhed tla* o’ lier. -triking him in the laee. The foreman "f ;he foundry enu'.d n«*t stand and -ee a erip'.n

a-sault'-d,

|o
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man

;old liis

t>» give the

crew

pinked up and

man

the

tired

through a
the yard.
He was ii«* mo-t di-eouraged looking man imaginable and the last -••on of him lie wu- making a hee

g.

The
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paii-"!

line f*

man was

»ldiiig door- and kicked all

1

Itostou boat, which

the

w a-

over

wharf.

at the

Vi: 11.u \ s' l- \k.m! i:. Unfit- West, of Frankfort,
in hi- -J I year, lia- lived 7a year- within sis
rods "f where he wa- born; nev^r ai -ent from his
liouir over i
lays al any one lime; never chewed
any tobacco, nor .-mokcd a pipr <>r cigar, n<>r plaved a game ot card-.
I I s taken the Belfast Journal
lift v > ears and paid for it. Hi* has built three mileof -tone wall on hi- tarm. clearing the land so that
lie now does his mowing by a machine. The pleasant tiling left to be -aid i- that .Mr. Wc-t would be
taken on tie* -trect
not over 7«i > ear- of age, and
ha.- something handsome to how lor his life of pr::
leii' c and labor.
Bangor Whig, Oct. loth.
\

n

>w

read the above paragraph w e
remarkable one, but when
we Famed ;hnt Mr. We-t had taken the .Journal
tilt y year- ait paid for it, everything became clear.
Theca-.- v .add havi been miprccedented had Mr.
W< -t been '•[he1 than the good, moral man he i- at
ter perusing the Journal 1'or lifty years.
We send
th> moral and religious educator to any address,
post paid, for i?1 per year, cash in advance.
When

wo

began

th- aghi the

a

a

lo

ver

Attention i- called to
stock of fall and winter dress
large
goods now on exhibition at the store of H. H.
Johnson 4v < o. The recent "Id weather obliges
all to prepare for it, and no -tor. in Belfast offers
superior advantage- to thi-. < all and examine
Nfclw

Ai»\

the

i.Ki i-i.mi;n t-.

and

new

stock and learn

prices-(.reat bargains in

over-

and winter -nils are offered by the Andrews*
Bros, at their new Boston clothing store.... Mi-- A
F. Soiitliworth calls the attention of the ladies to
her millinery opi ning on Wednesday and Thursday
<M
J'Jth and goth, on which occasion will be displayed a full line of millinery and trimmed hats and

to

very excellent concrete sidewalks have
laid Inthiseity, under the supervision of bom
missioncr Faunoe. The stone w alk from Moody's
corner to the Angier store, on High street, has been
Some

been

and concrete put in its place. A new
walk has been laid in front of F. II. Knowlton’s and
M. \Y. Frost’s on High street. The walks on Main
and on -everal other streets have been patched up
of

the lower bridge.

street to

.-object of Rev. Mr. b’o--'
Sunday morning sermon at the North church. will
be “The Goodness of God.” Prayer meeting in the
evening.\ county conference of the t ongrega
tionalist churches, was held at Frankfort on 'rueThe

Tin; Cnritc iiKs.

day and Wednesday.V series of revival meet
ing are in progress at the M K. ehureh in this city.
Much interest is being manifested andmembersarc
being admitted to the church. The pastor i- as.-isted by the Kev. Mr. Cunningham-The meetingat the M. E. church are continuing through thiweek.
Rev. Mr. Gerri-h, of Buck-port, preached
Fast
a very interesting sermon Tuesday evening.
sabbath at this church, there was a baptism and re
•option into the church. Subject of next Sabbath"
■

di-course, “The Future Condition of the Wicked."
Tkansfkks in Rkai. Estati:. The following anthe real estate transfers in Waldo countv for the
week ending o.-t. 11th—Harvey and Jane Aehorn,

Fincolnvillc. to George IF French, same town. Inhabitant-of Burnham to Henry s. I )ore. same town.
Reuben and Jaue Brainard, Nortliport, t*> Wm. IF
Hall, Belfast. Heirs of Rebecca Beau, Montville,
Marion
to John E. McDonald A. al., Washington.
Beverage, North Haven, to Henry T. >anborn, Win-

Mary

terport.

Blanchard, Burnham,

K.

to I-aacC.

Cahina A. Bowen. Belfast, to
Thomas storer, Morrill. IF J. Drake, Benton, one
lot, and Wm. B. Davi-, Freedom, one lot, to Ellen
R. Pinkham, Freedom. Walter F. Kldridge, Brewer, t" Sarah A. Hurd, Winterport. Joshua Farrow
Belfast, to Lizzie T. Thayer, Belfast. John P.

Filiby,

town.

same

Farrow, Isles boro, to Joseph Williamson. Belta-t.
IF I* Farrow, Belmont, two lots, to J. M. Fh tehcr.
Belfast, Parris Gilkey, Jslesboro, to Lincoln N.

Gilkey.

P.

Gilkey,

Kldridge,

Haley, Winterport,

James

Waiter

Wm. IF Hall, Belta-t, to
Fletcher, Belfast. Henry <. Finph. r,
New 'i ork « ity, to Few is and Isabel Mudgett, "took
ton. Sewell Farrabee. Winterport, to Ange la A
Alley, Frankfort. Ora E. Mardon, .V al., Montville.
F.

John

same

town.

M.

McDonald, A al., Wa-nington. Ellen IF
to Wm. B. Foster, same town.
1 G. Ricker, Waldo, to John s. Morrill, Knox.
William Trask, JeiV* r-on, to Nancy W\ man, Freedom.
Horatio Thur-ton, Belmont, to IF P. Far
to John E.

town.

-ame

row

Poi.n

i:

Notes.

Thomas

Fcllcsv,

of Primv L l-

ward Island, on complaint of Milford Weed, wa>
before Judge Boanlman la-t week for drimkennesand list nr bailee.
He was found guilty, lined $•'»
ami costs, amounting to $l(i.t»8. In default of payment he went to

jail.

Tin*

-ame

party

\va>

up
in

on

the
using obscene language
street, the complaint being made by the city marshal. Felle&y was fined $10 and costs, in all Slb.Jb.
He was committed—Lewis Wentworth, of Km*x,
\
<m complaint of C.
I'i.sLury, of Belfast, for

another warrant for

drunkenness and disturbance, was hefon Judge
Boardman on Thursday. Wentworth recently, in
company with another drove recklessly through
our streets, colliding with the
carriage of Mrs.
Abbie ami Mrs. c. A. Pilsbury. The ladies were

slightly injure<l. Wentworth was lined $f» ami
amounting to $i:>.fiu, from which he ap1‘ealed.John Hurley of Belfast, was before
Jmlge Boardman last week for drunkenness and
fined $ : and co-ts. Appeale<l.On Monday on
complaint <d ollicer P. s. Staples, of Bel fa-t, Ueverh staples, of Monroe, was before Judge Hoardman on a warrant for search and seizure.
Liquor
■" a- foil ml in the/woodshed of Staples, whose
premises are near the fair grounds. Staple- pleaded
ignorance of the liquor being on his possessions.
Fined $10o ami costs, from which lie appealed.
j
John Shaw on complaint of same officer was up for j
drunkenness and disorderly conduct and lined $.”>
and costs. Committed to jail-Charles McIntosh
costs

...

drunkenness in the street, in violation of the
«
ily ordinance, on complaint of ollicer (F. Mureh,
wa> lined $-'»and costs.
Committed to jail.
Nelson P. Noyes has been appointed
postmaster at this village, in the place of ( harh
li< *gers.

bonnet-.

Mrs.

B. F.

Well-

that

announces

she

this w eek from Boston w ii a a full lin(*
of fall and winter millinery-Kubbcr circulars of
all sizes at B. F. Weils.. A good second hand furnace for -ale at John B. WadlinV- store, Main street
ill return

family to unite on to a good
I Lincoln Blanchard.
Pupiir

....Wanted
Belmont.
!.«>>>

a

nr

A

Nul J11.It

liKU

As r

\

farm in

KSSKI..

Sell.

Malabar, «*f inis < ity, \\ u> totally wrecked on Thurs>f la-t w- ck, il Nantuckel.
Tin* vessel was
coal laden from 11 'Jmken to swan A: siblev Bros.
Belfa-t. When on tin* shoals she took a heavy

day

gale which split sails, obliging the captain !•* anchor. The vessel dragged ashore and bilged. The
< apt. Kd. Curtis, the
crew were -aved.
master,
telegraph" that the vo.-sd has been stripped, and
that

portion

a

of tin- cargo

can

In* .saved.

The

ves-

owned in thi" city, J. W. Frederick & Co.
being the agents, and was uninsured, but the cargo
wa." covered.
The Malabar was 12b tons, built hy
sel

was

Carter A: (

o.

being

in

one

>1

tin* oldest coast

vessels owned in this city.
She was built for
<.'apt. James Gilchrist and has been a very profitable vessel. This k the third Belfast vessel lost

ing

within a month. The sell. M. \V. Drew was abandoned Sept. ‘.Mli, off Cape Halter.!", and the ship
Alice Buck was lost. Sept. 27th, off the California
coast.

<

John Porter is

preparing to enlarge his
bouse by adding another story, French roof ami
an addition to the west side preparatory to taking
hoarders next season.\n old time cusrevived last Monday r. m. <>n the farm •!'
I>. Knowlton about lb. miles out <»l our village in

-tuniner

tom

was

having

husking party.

and dancing
Supper at
the table. Most <»f tinparty were conveyed home in a hay rick. A general
good time was had.
until 7.

a

There

were

at

Theotlicers of ljuantebacook Lodge
of Masons were publicly installed on Thursday
evening <»f last week, by Pa-t Master Charles M.
Cunningham. Much interest was manifested b\ all
present. After the installation ceremonie-an <-\<*ellent supper was furuished by Bro. (ico. B. Hycr.
-First snow on Tuesday of last week-Mi-s
Mary McFarland, who for a number of years has
been suffering from a spinal trouble, is fast improvska us.mont.

ing, ami her many Inends
<>nce more on

are

pleased

the street-One of

our

to

see

young

her
men

who attended the circus at Belfast, on Tuesday ••!'
la.-t week, returned so fatigued that he could not
get home fr< m the village, a distance of about half
a mile.
His strength was so far gone that his teeth
dropped out of his mouth-The first corn husking
of the

season was on

Monday evening last,

extensively....L.

Pkuson\i..

Dyer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David \V. Dyer, of this city, is on the
editorial staff of the Boston ('ongrcgationalisl. Her
department is “News from the Churche>,” in which
Miss Franck .1.

church matters from all parts of the country are
admirably gotten up. The missionary work is also
under the management of Miss Dyer. The lady is
well adapted for the work,
thoroughly familiar with
the subject, and a very vivid and
interesting writer
-.Miss M. A. Pillsbury, the faithful Western ITiion telegraph operator in this city, is away on a vacation, her place being supplied by Mi>" Field, of
Farmington.... Bcv. Theodore Gerrish, of Bucks,
port, made liis many Belfast friends a brief call the
lirst of tin* week-Dr. R. F. Paine and Fred Lewis
of Camden, made the Journal office a pleasant call

Monday afternoon.Mr. Leslie Kellar, of this
city, is express messenger on ."learner Falmouth,
on

the Bo.sion and st. John route_Mr. Robert V.
Collins, son of the late I. G. Collins, of this city,
after a thirteen years residence on the Paeiiie coast,
has returned to Belfast fora vi.-it, and will pass the
winter here. .Je resides in San Francisco.

on

TkmI’I.aits. The semi-annual session of
Grand Lodge 1.0. of G. T. of Maine, is held at
Rockland, this week, Oct. 12-13. The report of the
Grand Sec’y, Geo. Ik Brackett, shows the Order to
Good

the

be

in

good condition. Whole number
Lodges, *2'.M ; total membership about 20,000.
Thirty lodges organized since April, and the work
will be vigorously pushed during autumn and winter. The finances are in a healthy condition. The
Juvenile Temple department numbers nearly .'>.000.
The annual session will be held at Augusta next
April-Belfast Lodge Xo. 30 has changed its night
of meeting to Monday evenings; ITiiversalist Vestry-The regular quarterly session of Waldo District Lodge will be held with Progressive Lodge No
20, at Sandy Point, Stockton, on Thursday, Oct. 13.
—Secretary Brackett and wife and others of Belfast Lodge arc attending the Grand Lodge at Rockland-M. J. Dow, of Brooks, State Deputy, has
returned from his lecturing and organizing tour in
Piscataquis County, having instituted seven new
lodges. He will soon \isit Knox county on the
same business-Belfast Lodge lias
passed resolutions of respect to the memory of Win. O. Poor,
its usual

of

who

its oldest members_Several
lodges will be organized in Waldo county during
this autumn and early winter.
was

one

of

J,. Bean is selling goods for live
discount for cash— Itev. Mr. simonton ivisiting friends in China for a few days.
per cent,

Pknobscot.

Amazon, ( apt. Bowden, in
coming up the Bagaduee river on the 3oth ult. ran
"ii the middle ground
ledge, and stove a hole in her
bow, causing a bail leak. The captain saved his
load of flour by hoisting it on deck. Damage to the
schooner about fifty dollars. Why has the general
government neglected to have this river buoyed
out ? The yearly value of merchandise transported
on this river is upwards of $100,000 at the smallest
valuation. And above Negro Island, near Castine
village, never a thing has been done to facilitate
Hie navigation of this dangerous and much used
Sell.

channel of commerce-The brick-makers have
closed the year’s labor. The following number
have been manufactured since May 1st—-'W. >•
Hutchings * Son, 300,000; M. & T. Leach, 31X1,000:
i>. Grindle & Son, 378,000; Wardwell, Leach * Sellers, 570,000; Bowden* Grindle, 054,000; Total, 1,004,000. To burn these one thousand cords of wood
have been i.sed, and forty men have been employed.
-Dr. E. A. Sprague of Swan’s Island, homeopathic physician, has settled with us. You are
welcome Doctor, but this is such a lmrrid healthy
place you will not be able either to die or liveKev. <7. G. Winslow of Castine, will lecture in the
M. E. Church at the Head of the Bay, 14th insr.
Subject, “Influence of Industry, Wealth and Social
Custom on Society.”-The Farmers * Mechanics
Club held its annual show and fair on the nth inst.
< )wing to the severe cold that prevailed many of
the members did not attend, and as a natural consequence, the show was inferior to that of former
years. There was a good exhibition of oxen and
cows, equal to the best that can be shown in any
town. But what was remarkable was the fact that
not a horse, sheep or hog was entered. George
Leach took the premium for the best trained oxen.
The most noteworthy was the fruit table. Mrs.
I'rsula Devereaux, thirty-six varieties of apples.
Frank Perkins made a fair show of peanuts of this
year’s growth. Mrs. Alonzo Snow, of West Brooksville, made a very tempting show of peaches raised
and ripened in the open air. We know that they
Arrived
were good for we applied the usual test
Oct. nth, seh. Cabinet Capt. Leach, laden with flour
Oct. 7th, seh. 8t.
Leon, laden with a general variety of merchandise,
■for Wm. N. Perkins and 11. Perkins * Co.
corn

for H.

Perkins * Co.

Dress

Fall c£t Winter

The tobacco crop in
frost

iMionrci;

vkkk

m

r.

1*1*1

s.

*'KS

1

Paisley & Woolen Shawls,

Silks, Satins, CARPETINGS, Oil
-—A N D-

bargain.

KODl CKKS.

Mattings, Bookings, &c.

We have a very line assortment of
.*b».oi)a I tu>o
/j40 Hay |r ton,
(>«, 7
4<j Hiilos-jP lt».
I.amli t'- tt».
7as
Bean-,pea,i»ush :;.im
M* limn
$2..’>o ,< a.no Lamb Skin-,
7.">aTm
for business ami -ire--, whir are <ellimr at
Ve|lo\v-ev(*' 2 2'>.r2..'*0 Mutton tr’ it,,
7'as
fmm Jjis.00 to $1(1.00 per suit.
Butler !•-' lb,
|s,r20 bit-^ bush,
l.'ujjii
Beef }:• lb,
7 £* !♦ I’ot ators,
7-» a so
:»Uu7>o Koiunl Hoy tr tl>
o«o
Barley \r Ini -li,
C!un‘>e
Inn 12 st raw tr' ton,
tt-.
$r..nn <j s.T)<i
( lliekeii [:• fl>,
12 a I I Turkey tr1 tt>,
no aim ! A line assortment of H.*v's suits in lmur ami short,
n-o> t to n; years.
A!-" a eomplete' .t„-k of
Calf ^kin- I !!•,
\ oal ^ It),
12
•;a*,L

All-Wool Sack & Frock Suits !

In all the desirable shades and
binations.

.an-

0o

2.J
ln<i 12

Wool, waslinl,
Wool, iinwaslifil,

a ;
tr It,, _*7
£t.ooao.iMi
i,_, a.<m

Wooil, banl,
lino Woo'l, soft,

KKTVIL

MAUKKT.

\

Beef, Corned, C tb,
.mi
#|•.» Oat Meal P lb,
salt, tf box,
*_»o Onion.*#’lb,
a■, a4
('orn # bu.-h,
1 hi Oil, Kerosene P'_:al.,i 1<i Jo
(.'orn Meal tr bush,
so Pollock p’
:{n 7;
tt,,
Cheese#’lb.
l.'ialo Pork P tt.,
iin if;
< odiish,
D«6 Plaster P !>1*1.,
ilry, # it,,
*f.oi.
( ran berries # qt.,
d live Meal, p tli,
I
lover Seed. # If.,

IJo1
£7.7d«i lo.oo

short.-;

p c".r.t
Flour # bl»l.,
sujrar P' n.,
H. <seed C bush, $;>.-2d ■'•ill, T. I., p 11ii-h,
Card# It).
IP.-jlii S. Potatoes p tb,
Lime#
a i.Jd Wheat Meal, P lb,

lim

Ira'k*.

Boston
-I

CALL

ojll
40
till1
1 ‘z <i.‘»

■

ii-toin

Any one in want will tind it to their adThe prices
vantage to examine them.
are diic., <>5e., 70c., 7oc.,
S5c.,Otic., si.on,
si.Td and si.o.').
The tinest qualities >f
these cashmeres are very heavy, and the

AT

&c.

THE

greatest

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

bargains

t.

i ANDREWS

S.

iv-'i

BROS.

sirable shades of the

:

Ladies’

Ladies, Misses & Children,

I'iLife
THE

Because

keen

we

name, ago,

!

during that time tried various, medicines without

NEWS.

ARRIVED.
Oct. 7th, .-clirs. >. I >. Hart, Buryss, Bangor:
Fai l. Darby, B«».-t"ii: Brunette, Babbay, Portland :
Forest Oueen. Closson, Rockland; Altavela, Wells,

ONE

Oct. sth, schr-. Leo. shattuck, Hart, Banyr;
Hero, McDonohue, Boston.
Oct. 10th, schrs. Louis V. Chaples, Cliaples, New

York: F. F. .McDonald, Kane, Bo-nm.
Oct. 11th, schr. Alary Farrow, Pattershall, Bangor.
Oct. 12th, schrs. Harmona, Pattershall. Bangor;
Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
S AIDED.

for the whole
system; renews and nourishes the Nerve Tissues
and imparts lasting vital force.
It should bo at
hand in every household.
Urge your Druggist to
on receipt of
get it, or we will mail it
price, at) cts. per box, <» boxes, $‘2.50. Send for Au-

Cashmere

DIM'I.AI

r

HANDWRITING.

city.

J;{, lssl.—tltf

AND

\

■

Main Street

Immediately.

FAMILY TO MOVE ON A SMALL FARM
in Belmont, to take care of place and small

stock.
bv I i

Inquire

of
LINCOLN 1JL ASCII Alt 1J,

Belfast.

-ooo-

Dolmans!

r.leaanth tri-tuuied and perleet littina
manulaei nred

purposely

an elegant a--oftimul ol
l.auie
<.ent- and I Joy-’ ilo-ier.
in ( op on. Ca-h
A IIA\ no!. Fleered, both in -tripod and plain,
in o\ <:v\ eoneoiv tl»lo -fy!e and
dit;

for

trade. In

our

can

he

found

a

AND

And .it short notice
stvie yannent.

o|

the eelceralod Fo-Ier Kid (.love-

Hutton Ki'ls at only
r, u.ted.

pair

cvi'n

we

This

run

yet up am
i. aim

department

tilled with

wai

BrochetJndiaStriped Cashmere
A N D

Fii-'ian, L;tngm*doe, Spanish, Fron* Ii, I*r*■
I»I id -, Fiehu-, Follars, I’.ii-, an! an endlnt v of Laoo (.oods ju.-t l’eeeix od
o

>..*•

rm

Woolen Shawls.
The choicest desiy;;., and lies! value.

Trimming’s!

F:i-~amenlcri.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF

Fringes,

<

dmament

-,

*.

i

i 1 e-.

WiftGmFJGEHT L9NE OF

UNDERWEAR !
-1 N
rare

ihe Ladies’

Vests we -ell at only
bargain, worth 7V. A full line of all
on hand both in brown and scarlet.

Look at

ykky

is

Ve..
ar id*

a

Passamenteries. Fringes, Laces,
BUTTONS. GIRDLES. CORD

Flannels & Cassimeres.

i.Aian:.

-lock of All-Wool and ( -»tI• *ii Flannel-,
A- 11st* department is one «•; our special
tie- the trade will obtain -omo rare bargain-.

and all

style.'

band,

of beaded ornaments, ,Ve.

!n addition to

-plendid

on

in one

ease

extra

heavy

libbed SHUM'S AND DU WVl.KS

AT 75

•

IMMENSE STOCK

Garpelings, Oil Clotls, 4c.
Our fall Mock selling at prhvthat defy eonipetiliou.

Also

a

at

full

."V Wo open the Fall campaign of Dry
(foods and Carpetings, with a resolution
years,
this re-

special bargain

assortment at

yoods

Kf.M A ItK A l'.I.Y
as

which trill be sold

l'KlriN, We oiler
Sl’KCIAL P.AIKJAINS
LOW

150 Pair Blankets,
sliyhtiv damaged,:«> percent, tinder pi ice.

2000 YARDS

to donhlc our sales over former
hie ease a

our

s

•lust received.

CENTS.

Ladies’ Underwear!

and the- only w ay to accomplish
sult is to present the trade, not only with
nice goods hut with a large and varied

dill'erent prices,

ONE LOT OF

LIME.^

HAND

FFIIXACE, k«o<1 make ami
A-ECOM)
complete order, will be sold cheat). Applv
to
JOHN 15.

1 X

Flint-, medium

yar1.

LACES!

Shawls,

Fall Fashion &

FURNACE FOR SALE.
in

Wanted

■*

KID GLOVES.

assortment.

We shall also make

at the store that cannot fail of

prices
being at-

that

are

Regular

satisfactory to the customer.
only to see a customer once
to secure her patronage regularly,
we know the only way to
accomplish
result is to move our goods quickly
small mar,gain of profit.

We desire not
but

WllborN ( (impound of Pure Cod-Liver Oil and
The advantage of this compound over the
plain Oil is, that the nauseating taste of the oil is
entirely removed, and the whole rendered palatable.
The offensive taste of the Oil has long acted as a
great objection to its use; but in this form the
trouble is entirely obviated. A host of certificates
might be given here to testify to the excellence and
success of “Wilbur's Cud-Lirer Oil and Limed’ but
the fact that it is
prescribed b\ tin* medical faculty
is sufticienl. Sold b\ A. 15. Wn.noK, CherniM, !5oston, and all druggists.
*2w4l

NEWLLL WHITE.

WADUN,

<

per

Mixed Flannels

Gray

slightly imperfect,
per cent,
than regular ..Is.

Made

and
this
at a

extra value at sl.dg.

Bought Direct from the

less

Hosiery & Underwear

Misses Vests in all Sizes.

In 2nds.

|

Special attention given to Buying and Selling at the
BOSTON MINING & STOCK EXCHANGE.
All descriptions of Mining Stocks,
:>til
J. G. MARTIN, Stock Broker,
10 State Street,
Boston,

Agent

for the Celebrated

The

imperfection
price

and the

HOSIERY! HOSIERY!
We have and shall
very
Hosiery for

son

a

keep during

the

Domestic

sea-

large and attractive stock of
Ladies, Misses and Children’s

wear

in most all values, from the lowest

price

up to

one

dollar

a

pair.

We ask all buyers to examine
stork before

Mills

many large lets of

Limk.

subscriber is making arrangements to teach
X short hand in this city during the fall and
winter. If those interested‘in the matter will rail
on the undersigned at Wavland Knowllon's office,
or address me at hex tsl, Belfast, shall be pleased
to give them what information they may desire in
relation t<» the art. Terms moderate, (iood references as to ability furnished if desired.
Lessons
t.

Ur

received

Long

whboes compound op

L OIL

Belfast.

rill IK

Oc

i'flii

only

Ulster Cloths!

line of

CO.,

PURE COD LIVER

*2w-ll

A. F. SOUTHWORTH,
Kounis over Caldwell’s Bookstore,

easi*s (

is-e-,

AT GREAT BARGAINS

~

select assortment <>t'

bv mail t<> those out of the

our

AT 50 CENTS.

Koston.'Ma.ss.

of-

tractive and

Millinery Goods!

cordially invited.

-* »i—t

.\!

from :i?e to .*I .'Jo.

TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS.
SHORT

to make it

Shawls Dress

Long

lyeow25

H. F. THAYER &
IS Temple Place,

that

will satisfy every lady, she should avail
herself of this arand opportunity ol e
eurina a aannelit ion herself and child.

WOOLEN

Oct. 10th «nut 20th,

are

&

Square

postpaid

Address

quality

stocked with all the novelties of the sea\ look throuai! this department

of well selected

unequalled Tonic

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.

All

ready

attention is invited to

Special bargains

Sheen

thentic Proofs.

shade and

it)

HOISERY !

'permanent

MISS A. F. SOUTHWORTH

\

son.

lb‘-i. < dTuiantown, ><oteti, ( o\entry.
Andaln-ia and all Lite popular m ike-.

\

tested am! approved by more
than one hundred New England
Physicians. It is an immediate,
and infallible cure for

Millinery Opening!

'*111
v!-

Mom-on

give satisfaction, and ii

< <- F,\I.

Annie L.

New York.

■

Surpasses anything ever
fered in this city.

PRINTS, CRETONNES. &c„

CEPHALINE.

'‘■th, -flu--. Harmona, Pattershall, Banyr;
McKeen, Patterson, Bangor; <>rion,White,
do: Mary Farrow, Pattershall, do.
oct. 10th, schr.-. Alary Fli/.a, Bullock, Bo,ton;
Brunette, Babbage, Bangor: Far!. Darby, do; (ieo.
shattuck, Hart, Boston.
Oct. 11th, schr.-. Altavela, Wells, Frankfort; Hero,
AlcDonohue, Boston; Alary farrow, Patter-hall,

•

choice line of

IvriO
BOCKI1HD, HAHE
as-w.i. I)Hit;(;ists seij. it. .«*

o<t.

In

Woolen ITarnsI Cloaks &

was

itlTTBEDCiE,

Two

tier.

A full line

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

.1. W.

Blask l Faacy Dress kiis,

this well lighted room

Prices from *1. Id to sh.ihi

Elixir of Life Bool Company.

Boston.

w

I’.-i'hL color- at

hand:

indue* l to try a bottle of
your ELIXIR <>E LIFE ROUT, and it affords me
one
t<»
that
bottle of it completely
say
pleasure
cure*l me. 1 recommend it as tin* only valuable
and certain cure for l.idncy '.roubles i have ever
1 would add that before taking your mediseen.
cine I had become so weak Him 1 was about to give
Hoping that other- who have suffered
up work.
like myself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trulv vours,
T. F. McMAIN.
AS A SPRING TONIC AMO APPETIZER IT HAS NO ERI AL
obtaining relief, 1

ami Pille 1 Centre (ashmenM<>urnina V

assortment of

large

a

such as

DROPSY, GRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER, BRICK BIST DEPOSIT, KHElM AT ISM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE IKINARY ORGANS.

.1. \\ Kl t ltKlxa., Agent Elixir nt Life Hoot:
Hear sir:—Having suffered intensely for four
years with disease of the Kidneys, alter having

JUST OPENED A

Velvets & Plushes,

Cottons & Prints!

Shawls & Sacques!

ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris- Special

PORT OF BFLFAST.

a

Buy

trill be published

A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bottles.
lloi ki.wi*. Mi:., April 2.'», !>>i.
1 have -old over one thousand botLcs ol' Elixir
nt Lit*- Root, and have never found a ease where
it failed t«> give satisfaction.
WM. II. KITTKEDEE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
\\ KMTtta.r. M \ss, March 2S, 1,->1.

start oil this season with

e

the avowed purpose of making our store
headquarters lor tin choice*! goods at
the u»w!>i i-mn.s

SHAWLS !

in* tv.

ing therefrom,

profits."

SILKS, SATINS,

Best Dress Silks

BANNER

Cure for Kid-

-satisfied that

sales steadilv iVollt the

i:

o

\\

I leginning.

e ac

tick sales, small

m

OUR COMMODIOUS

''tripe.l

AN!'
her the express if nothing more.
\VK WARRANT KYKRY YARD of our

good.

s-ipt.

with

1 .no.

the best make and will sell any lady as
low as she can get it in Boston, and save

Root !

A Positive

\\

ehcape.-;

lias increased

\ I.L MIADIV AND I'liH IV.

READY MADE

age*! b\

one proves poor we are

In this city, Oct. ''th, Frank F. Trundv, ayd 21
year-, l mouth and 1.7 dav-.
In this city. >ept.
relict ..f the late
Cornelius Cunningham, ayd (is vears.
In this city, Oct. 2d. Albertie'-.. youngest child
of the late J. Howard and Sarah \V. Bean,
ayd t
years. b months and 17 days.
In this city. ^ept. 27th. VVilli- W Patterson, ayl
-1 year-. 1 month and .7 days.
In Isle.-boro, Oct. -th, Sir. Beni. Ryder, ayd '’>7
years,!» months and 27 days.
In Stockton. Oct. id, < apt. William F. Lihbv, ayl
•10 years.
In Rockland, oet. 1st. Air-. Mehitable Brown,
ayl
year- and 1.7 days.
In Rockland, Sept. 2.')d. <ardie Bentie,
only son of
frank II.and Alclvina AL Whitham, ayl »; vejtr-,
I month and
days.
In Rockland, Oct. 2d. Jo-eph II., sun of William
McNamara, ayd l'.t year-. month and 21 da> s.
in Rockland, "ept. 27th. Annie, daughter of.John
and Celia Sullivan, ayd <1 months.
In Thoma-ton, Sept.-Jlst, .JohnPaine,
ay 1 .71
years. U months and !» days.
In Fllsworth, Sept. 22 d. Arthur W. I .allin,
ayl .7
months and is days.
In Fllsworth,
22d, Mrs. C. AL Hall, ayl r,|
year.-, *» months and 2b days.
In Fllsworth, Sept. Jsth, William
Batterberrv,
ayd 7.7 Years h month- and 2b dav.-.
In Mt. Desert, Sept. 2lth, Airs; Bathsheba Richardson, ay l
years and 11 months.
In Alt. De-ert, sept. ’27(11, Flvena,
daughter of Mr.
and Airs. s. W. Ramlall,ayd h months and 1!»
days.

motto

W-

X I R

I

the

vara.

We »liall op.-n >atni'lay,
i-t. siono w nlii
of re;oly ma<le garments. They will or* -1 i-[»i:t\
cl upon our lines ami rustmners ran mam- a
~- toil
selrrlion from tin* largr a>.-orttnrn» as to
I >P \ 1.1 IT AND PICK I

41

j

increasing

our

-hall open naif -plendid Dimwii t o-.tou- al a
|
! bargain, also Hmdem Di’fs- (nod-, -lightly dam-

to wear well and

of the

•<

The Place to

_

1

buy
our

r

Cloaks & Dolmans!

F. WELLS’.

B.

doubt, by

a

Complete Assortment

I.oim- ami •'■plan* Woolen shaw l
iust reri ive.l.

FOR SALE CHEAP AT

\

beyond

season.

Cloths!

In all fall shades at

DIED.

Together

<

Satins & Plushes!

LARGE LOT OF

-FO R-

Waldo.
In M-nri U «> *L. nth, ;>v Rev. >. ..lenou-h. Mr.
Janie* P. Vnkerv of Providence, R. I., and Mi-Am
B. Ca\
.f Belfast.
In Caimlen, Oet. !0(!i, liy Rev. Mr Harwood, Mr.
Frank W. 1.imeburner and Mi-.- Adelia M. Mine
burner, both of Belfast.
In Baniror. Oet. nth. Mr. Frank A. Calmer and
Mr> Auy tista A. Bradbury, both ot Bangor.
In Frankfort. Sept, lstli, (.po. F. West and Mabel
Pendleton of Prospei t.
In Mm-olnville. Oct. I t. Mr. dame* H. Tlmmaand Mi.-.- Annie M. 'spauldiny.
In lb klami. on. nh. Mr. Charles M'lnmald ot
Roeklai d,and Mis- Mar/ >’N'eil of Thomaston.
In Surry, sept. Juth, Air. Finery a. smith of Fils,
worth, and Mi-- Rosanna <i. Mann of Snrrv.
In Castine, Od. l-t, 'ey Rev. 1.. d.
Thuma.-, Mr.
be"iy.- \. Wardwell and Mi-- I.cttie A. Maeomlier.
both of ( astinc.
s'!‘pt. JJd. a! the residence of the bride’s father,
C. Win-low, a-sisted bv Rev. d. R. t lit
by R«-v.
ford, W. A. Paul. M. !>.. of Rock Island, III., and
Mi-- Jennie C., only daughter of Rnfu- *>teven*.
I-■'do °f sheep.-eot Bridge. ...
Incorrect I v printed
-btii uit.;

A Full Line of

a

o|nn*il silks from 7 V. I. » sj.ou p,-r
in thi- 'Irpartmmt.

1\

AT 50 CENTS.

In ALL SIZES!

In this city. on. nth, l.y
s. Ilarriman,
Exp,
Robert Bray and Mr-. Belinda >'-rib:ier. both .if

We have been convinc-

inter.

O F-

wide, in line quality, and the de-

•'id inch

married.

WILL HAVE ON

"plvinlirl

l

FLANNELS!

Aj'it.K—(holer

SHIP

a

"iir mark Vrlv a \v -r!l at only si.on pvanl, ranging in < ualiiy n S-mO per vanl.

■■

(Nothing beyond the announcement
residence, <je., of deceased persons
under this heading.)

*•

1. "»k at

P*larkan

ALL-WOOL DRESS

Proprietors.

1

Belfast,

otleied.

Oni.U

In > r \ r<)t;> —Aroostook rose, >.'>.;'.»or. Maine Central. -Ma.s.V; northern, sue: proliiies. 7o«iS0r; peer
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PRICES SO LOW

Furnishing Goods, Rubber Coats,
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bid.,

Reefers,

H il'S, CATS. ,(V.
,i—nf WOOLENS

Butter,
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Ulsters,

Overcoats,
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rhm ur
Kal»ri'->, as \i. i*l a^ of 1 iu*-1i
All-Wool < onlerrttrc Pro
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• •Hies,

Boys’ Clothing!
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of all the Parisian
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believe that
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business the past year, that the publ'a
will leavi tie ir money where they ean
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It.
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CLOTHS,
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Men, Hoys, ami <'hiMivn's wear. Call ami exami*.in- H.CHMK II ()VKI!(:n\T, ,-iit ami
trimmed in the latest -tvle- from tine i»ra\« r
-■ "*'1'. "illy $10.00
This is a yenuim-

Main Street.
r V11» I
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DOLMANS, JACKETS,

North Carolina has been
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Silks, Velvets,

SATINS, PLUSHES,

B. F. WELLS.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
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Goods,

Cloaks,

—

and

FALL & WINTER

-O F

badly njured by

at Mr-.

Povie Fitzgerald’s.Fames Barker has got hisleighs well under way ami they are first-class_
The hay pressers say there is a very poor lot of hay
in the country this fall to be pressed, which is due
to the bad weather during the
haying season....
Havid B. Cobb is Improving his farm this fall-quite

Styles

NOW OPEN!

2<>th,*l-abella.

AMiiK.v.

Latest

-o r-

OVERCOATS. SUITS,
Ulsters and Reefers

for

Castisi-;.

Very

MARKET

Line

Magnificent

this week with all the

i

Astronomers predict bright meteoric showers on
the ISth. Idth. and \.M)th iusi. The beat time to
obsetvo the phenomena will be betm-eu midnight
and moon rising.
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GREAT BARGAINS

The

concrete.

new

Mrs. Wells& Milliner

Those hostile to Secretary Biaine are asserting
that lie and his friends are making special efforts
to persuade tiie President to retain him.
The report is almost too absurd to be refuted Mr Blaine
would be one of the last men to ask for a Cabinet
poMtion. or t-. permit his friends to do so if he
could prevent them from being thus foolish. | Boston Journal

smooth, Hat
-tones from the walk on High street have been taken t<> Bridge -treet and laid for a walk from Green

coating

a

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

The strongest man politically in the country today, considered in himself and apart from any of
lice lie may hold, is unquestionably James ti
Blaine. He has never belore stood higher in the
eontidence or tinner in the affections of the people.
[ Philadelphia Press.

removed

with

..James A.

of

11 the Transcript woi Id take time to go to Maine
it would find that the Republican machine there
is only the phantom of a few men who are not kept
perpetually in otliec. [ Boston Journal
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the conferring of the Koval Arch degree.
About sixty companions were present including
large delegations from Key stone Chapter, Camden,
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The foundry engine which went through the lire
1873 has been rebuilt and set up. It was started
on Saturday for the first time and worked finely.
The engine is about 3"» horse power while the one
put in when the new building was erected is over
80 horse power.
A considerable saving in fuel
will he made »>y the change.

to the proadvertisement

Woods

THK WllAUVKv

I.on< ;

Maine.

of

especially
See ids

WllEKKAliOl Is ul liEU-'AST VESSELS.
Ship
Nancy Pendleton arrive*I at Y*»kahama. sept Mil....
Hark John ( .smith cleared from Poston or. the
7th, for Port Klizabeth, < ape of flood Hope....

Ifurnished the family of Henry -Jackson.
settlement, satisfactory to all, was oflVoted and

\

a

liave loadeil with hay for Boston, sch.-. Mary Kliza and Hero.
-Beni. Hazeltine i< loading with ice seh. F. K.
McDonald, for Jacksonville-Win. Pitcher X Son
are loading seh. Nellie with
hay for Brunswick.
Da.
same firm has discharged a cargo of ,33s tons
"f coal from seh. Lois \ Chaplcs.

Woorleock. Harrison I Jay ford, keeper of
poor, ami

for

cupied by

fessions. Terms, moderate.
in another column.

Diecartfo of coal lost «>u the sell. Malabar was
owned by Swan <V Sibley Bros, of this eitv, and is
ie first r;ir;ro of coal ever lo>t eon
signed to our
I’.. !i.i>t dealers. The earico was insured,
eit\

Monroe,

mile in 2.3.‘», and

full

a

of

Mr Newell White, an experienced gentleman, is
desirous of teaching short hand w riting in this city,
it a sutlicient number of pupils can be obtained.

barrels ot insulators aud other
apparatus for
Mutual I niimTelegraph Co. arrived in this
city
tst week,
rile Mutual Cnion i- a new
company
is building lines through this Mate.
>‘ii

dav-.r

Xeallcy, Kstj.,

she has trotted
luarter in 37seconds.

decayed

uninhabitable.

H.

NOTICE!
MILLINERY!

«»f

Oarlield, and starts with twenty members ...Mr.
•Joseph Lewis, the celebrated comedian from Boston, assisted by the Searsport Dramatic Club are to
give tiie romantic French drama Robert Maeairc,
in aid of Sear' Lodge No. s2, 1. »>. o. F., Thursday
and Friday evenings, Oct. 20th and 21st-Bark
Robert Porter was spoken Aug. 20th 12 deg. north,
2*> deg. west-ship Hope, Capt. Henry Curtis, arrived at Hong Kong Oct. S....The new sch. Lackawana has just arriveil here with coal ford. H. Lane.
-The Searsport Cornet Band left on the steamer
Kaiahdin for Boston Wednesday, having been engaged by the steamboat Co. to play for the exeur>ious; they will return Saturday on steamer Cambridge-( apt. James F. Carver, while working

An old sign in front of Caldwell’s store last week
upon which was painted the name of II. O. K.Calef
brought to the mind of our older citizens the man
who more than forty years ago was an active merchant in this place, lie traded in the store now oc-

The Bangor Whig learns that Walter Ci. Merrill,
■•I Dexter, has just
bought the live-year-old mare

lie

I

joicing in

a

'h.

he

and Mrs. Alfred A. Small of this city, are rethe birth of a bouncing boy who put in
an appearance at their residence on
Monday. Allred is as proud as a new latlier can be, and lias
made all his friends happy,
small is not very
small on such occasions.
Mr.

Maine Central company will issue, excursion
tickets from Belfast to Boston on the -3d and ‘21th,
tor $ti.oo for the round
trip.

l

1

city

I lie

\

Our <try goods d< alci\j close tin ir
business .it six r. m
except -\iu r lay
evening—By desin of l\pa. ...1 ml 1 e ma• •■ r
W. b Haskell, several members of Freeman Me
Hilvery Post No. do, (i. A. K., went to Uluehill
Saturday and mustered a Post there. They are
loud in their praise of the Ulueliill comrades and
predict for them a high place in the Department of
m.au.sroui.

places

The S. ,J. Court begins its October ses .on in this
on Tuesday next, .Judge Symonds presiding.

Oil

and foretoj>ma>t.

"hip Clarissa B. ( arver, ot Marsport, from Man
f") New York, put into Batavia
Sept. JJd, leak
:ll,d is discharging l'or examination.

■

Welaka. of Belfast, arrived at Washington,
Mini.lay Iasi, with tlie usual lossof .iihliooni

111.

!

-i

The heavy frost of hist week killed the foliage
upon the trees, and the leaves are rapi lly falling.

Monday

New York for
last week with the

from

11
our

jmrehasiny.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

Paper

Fashions!

83

BURKETT,

City Block,

BELFAST,

hardly perceptible

regular price.
!-

Don’t fail to

give

will receive courteous

Catalogues Free.

GEO. W.

is

per cent, less than the

Main

St.,
MAINE.

nuiiNC Toi’.rv.

us a trial.

You

treatment.

No

No n.\nikkino ukicks

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE STORE.
1’. s.

All orders

Special jobs

promptly

executed.

for wholesale dealers.
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There

is

no

Death.

There is no death ! The stars go down
To rise upon some fairer shore ;
And bright in heaven’s jeweled crown
They shine forevermore.
There is no death ! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer shower
To gol en grain or mellow fruit,
Ur rainbow tinted llowers.
The granite rocks disorganize
To feed the hungry moss they hear
The forest leaves drink daily life
From out the viewless air.

:

There is no death ! The leaves may fall.
The llowers may fade and pass away:
Thc\ only wait through wintry hours.
The coming of the May
There is no death ! An angel form
Walks o’er the earth with silent tread ;
He bears our best loved things away,
And then we call them “dead.'*

DR.

GROSVENOR'S
IS

But

an

He leaves our hearts all desolate.
He plucks our fairest, sweetest llowers:
Transplanted into bliss, they now
Adorn immortal bowers.

LIVER-AID

The bird like voice, w hose joyous tones
Made glad these scenes of sin and strife.
Sings now ail everlasting song
Amid the tree of life.

NOT A PAD,

Internal

for

Remedy
Complaints,
Such

Liver

Vnd when he sees a smile too bright,
Ur heart too pure for taint and vice.
He bears it to that world of light,
To dwell in paradise

as

Hii.ioi svr.ss, Poor
m i<>v.
Aimumitl, 1
Da Sl'KI SI V. 1H/./1M S>. Plu s. Holl.s, ,J A1 N
1UPK, Hi. VKTIU' UN N)lli "loM.UIl,
Plli.l M VT1SM, M:i KVlAilA, Lift ITIONS, N'Ki'H
i.‘U s

suiiks, Fkmai.k Complaints,

B

unto that undying life,
They leave us but to come again :
With joy wo welcome them—the same.
Fxeepi in sin and pain.

im

1*1* It I ms AND Sali Kiucim.
l’lie Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
It is the largest because it has the mo.-1 to
•l".
It i- intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequent!v. any derange
m. nt of the Liver produces
Constipation and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions nerv
•us diseases without number;
resulting, if unise< ked, in paraly-is insanity or death.
1 >r. Dr<»venor's Liver Aid i- a wonderful medi<-ine for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of
testimonials have been received
1«> the bene lit it
has given.

f*•»«iy.

And ever near us, though unseen.
The dear immortal spirits tread
For all the boundless ITiiverse
Is life there are no dead.
i Catching

l
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Large Assortment

said that there are se vent) eight methods
of adulterating beer.
And yet liow many thou
sands of adults drink it'

\Vr

-OF-

t" be

“What

it F* “1 learned
V a a
say ‘Yes, sir,'an l ‘No, sir .'" “Did you !
However watched by loving can*.
Home has distempers lurking then*.
And human power cannot defend
From ills that constantly impend:
But Sanford's (linger lads pain cease,
And home restores to health and peace.
Jesse Janu

s

\\ liiHi
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Gotton Flannels,
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e 11 i»»_- at
are
hefi.ro unheard of
\mon<,r our I'aney (moils suttiee it
that there is every novelty in
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J.W. Ferguson & Co.,
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all .-url* ami
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warns

Iprighl Portable Steam Kngine, 3
Power, with Feed Pump attached, and
I

snor

prim's.

PAINTS,

M A X SKI 1,1,1),
TEMPLE

MASONIC

a sus

pension of public opinion, while public opinion
asks a suspension of Jesse James and his brethren.

have
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Keep in tin* stable and always at baud ill
Johnson's A i:ni« a and Oi i. Linimkn
as it
best reined) tor Hurts Bruises Strain.' A c

v:\
is

nid invito you to

Mrs. ii. ii.

For Coughs. Colds. Croup. Asthma, am; all
Lung A flections, use Dows 7 Lu\n:. which has
stood the test of fifty years, and has not been
foimd wanting

the

\amine in -to.k. consist
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Shop
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LYDIA
PII\EKHIAIWI’S
VE&ETABL3

best ft-mule population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation nml Fbera
to n, Falling and Displacements, ami the consequent
f dual Weakness, ar.d is particularly adapted to the
«
bang© of life.
It will dissolve and exp« 1 tumors frein th< uterus :n
The t> nu. rev to <:. unu early stage of development.
'iv-us humors there is tin ek» 1 v< ry speedily by if: me.
It removes faintness, flatulency destroysull craving
for stimulants, and rdi. v.-s weukncss ofthost* mad;,
it cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
Heneral Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indiho

Fine

Hals only d.23,

clo-e out.

£i.>od

Maiiiiihf!nriiip-

N. If.

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured h;. Its u
It villa! all times and under all circumstance-m-t in
harmony with, the laws that govern the female yst» in.
For the cure-of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PI N KII AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 2:2. v.Y.-t ru Avenue,
I.ynn, Muss. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address os above. Mention this Paper.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S
LIVEH PILLS. Tlu y cure constipation, biliousnora
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
HtT Sold liv nil Druggists. vitt

lyric.
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Y> .'diam Porter, General Terry's favorite scout
and guide and one of the best known and most reliable plainsmen and mountaineers that ever scout
d t!
v.c.-tern country, is known tar and wide by
’be appellation ot Comanche Bill. He has been
for
Mi
time with General Reynolds at Fort
Rci:'i. and is now ou his way to join General
Terry's command at Barton, Hakota Territory He
earn** direct trom the Ponca country here, riding
horseback the entire distance, and indeed from
Reii'>.
Comanche’' disdains all such modern conveniences as railroad cars, aud it is only when
pressed toi time that he will use them at all It is
ins favorite boast that he has been thirty one
y .11 s in tiie saddle. Tins is the lirst visit Coman
che Bill has made to the States for almost a score
1 y i!>
He is 1? years of age. but looks much
No one would take him to be over BO
younger
He wears the proverbial long hair, cropped closer
behind than some who aileet this style, and a
heavy moustache, which is allowed to run far
down on the side ot bis face
He is not over •’>
feet 1" inches in height, with a broad cdiest and
brawny arms aud an iron frame, which fatigue
cannot overcome nor exertion subdue.
He lias a
slightly aquiline nose a piercing gray or dark blue
eye. and l- in all respects the typical scout and
frontiersman of fact and fiction.
The life of William Porter reads like a border
roin luce.
It has much of the dime novel order of
sensationalism in it. Comanche Bill has already
in
.-evcral
such stories, but little was peally
ligured
known of his earlier life aud history. He is taciturn almost to a fault and loth to speak of him
self.
In the far west his reputation as a guide,
! scout and interpreter is great, aud he looks with
! -corn on such lesser luminaries as Buffalo Bill and
other would be heroes. In fact, Comanche never
did 1 ke Buffalo Bill much, and since the latter’s
It is no
stag* experience has liked him still less
tori' mis that he would take the latter's scalp on
the least provocation, and he has frequently taken
occasion to refer to him in terms which tlie latter
has never seen proper to resent.
Buffalo Bill
steers (dear of the old plainsman.
An incident illustrating his nobleness of heart
and gallantry toward women is related of Bill,
which happened in Wichita a few weeks since
P:il rode into town dressed in a complete suit of
iMick-kiu and with a gang of honest rangers at his
back
As lie went along he saw a “counter jumper." a.- In* was pleased to call him. roughly catch a
little uirl about eighteen years old, by the shoulder and solicit her attention
The girl withdrew
her arm angrily, and just then the scene fell under
<

HATS &

amt s2.00 Kadi.

<

'uinpri'iim'

every

Bill's

personal inspection
••.She v as a poor girl," says Bill, “and plainly
clad in an old dress, but 1 wan t going to see her

insulted by any darned counter hopper under my
mountain eves
I jest jumped down from my
boss and I called for that fellow to stop. Ho didn't
to
seem
want to, but 1 made him stop
I took up
the little girl in my arms and s< t her down on a
box
I took off her shoes and said to the counterNow I want you to get down and lick
jumper:
the dust olf the soles of that poor girl's feet whom
And I made him do it
He
you have insulted
looked down in the muzzle of a If) calibre Colt's
for just about half a minute, and then he came to
his milk like a little lamb
Congregationalism

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER
IH A

rURF.LT VEGETABLE REMEDY

For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.
A sure and

speedy cure for Sore
Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,
< 'h ills,Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cramps,
Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick
Headache,Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
liruises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.
lirfcctly safe to use internally or externally,and

certain to afford relief. No family can afford to
lx- without it. Sold by all druggists at :43c.,

50,-., mid St a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS A SON, Proprietors,

Providence,

R. I,

lyr25

SEAMEN WANTED.
IlrVIlItET) SEAMEN WANTED IN ROCK

ONEland JOHN
coasting. Apply
KANI.EfT,
for

to

S.

Rockland, Aug. 3n,

1**1.—

Shipping Agent.

in

Maine.

Tin* following statistics of Congregationalism in
Maine are gathered from the minutes of the (tenoral Conference for I8XI. just published: The
number of <Jongregaiionalist churches in the State
is 213. the fame as last year
The number lias
varied little in the past ten years
There are 196
ministers, of whom 63 are pastors. 82 are acting
pastors and 51 are without charge. This is a do
crease of 10 in the number of pastors and an in
crease of 1 in the number of acting pastors. Seven
pastors have been dismissed, live were installed
and there were six ordinations The total number
of additions to the churches for the year was 633,
of which number 395 were admitted on profession
of faith.
The removals numbered 759. of which
390 were by death and 28 by discipline.
The
memberships of the churches is 21,338, or 126
less than for the pt^ceding year. There have
not been so few additions to the churches since
1861, when they were about one hundred less.
Of the total number of churches 63 have been
given during the year nothing to home missions :
110 have given nothing to foreign missions; 145
have given nothing to the work of the American
Missionary Association in the South, and 45 report
no gifts to any object.
The number of baptisms
reported is of adults, 256; of infants. Ill The
observance of infant baptism is declining in the
churches
The membership of the Sunday School

<

OVERCOATS !

LONG

Tin* l;n*ir«•'-! assortment of Overcoats, risters am!
UcctVr.-i for men, boys and children's wear to be
found in the eitv, at bottom prices.
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JUNK, PAPER STOCK,

IRON & METALS
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y-r.: ^.’ W barf.
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DR. j. C. AYER 6c CO., Lowe!!, Mass
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Pluenix Ih-w

Entirely harmless; is not a austi<-.
it removes Corns, Warts, Bunion*
without leaving a hi. mi-li.
Brush for applying in ea< h bottle.

CURED ANNUALLY.
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Agent* wanted for Lie ol Pro—
ident < .artield. A complete.inilhfill history from rradle b» grave.
by the eminent biographer, ( o|. ( onwell. Books all
ready for delivery. An elegantly illustrated volume. Endorsed edition. Liberal term*. Ayent-take
orders for from *20 !•» •'«» eopie* daily. < Mitsells any
other book ten to one. Agents never made money
*u fast. 'Phe book sells itself.
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MAS. MASON,
onunissiom r *i Patents.”
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Poston, October 15#, 1*70.
Yon procured for
U. II. KDDY.Kso. Dear Sir
sinee then sou have
me, in 1*10, m\ lir-t patent,
acted for and advised me in hundreds of ea -«-s, ami
procured many patents, ivi--ues ami extension -. I
iiave occasional!) employed the bt -1 aavmh- in
New York, Philadelphia and \Ya-hue.-ton. out I -I ill
jfive you almost the whole of m\ bn im -.in \our
line, ami advise others to emphw von.
C Polio K 1>U \ PI !.*,
Yours truly,
Poston, Ian. I, lssi
lyri
GRAVES’ PATENT

$500 REWARD !
\\ I. will ]>n\ tin* above reward for am ea-e id
Li\.
Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache. Indi
ye-I ton, ('i'ii<i ipation or ( o-ti\ eness we cannot rurc
with \\ si'.— \ eye table l.i\ er Bill-, w hen the dire<
tion- are strictly complied w ith. They an purely
\
-'' table, and ne\er fail to
yi\ e -uti-faetion. Suyar
<
a ted.
La rye boxes, eontaiuiny Mu Bills,
rents
For sail 1 >y IL II. Moom Belfast, Me. Beware of
counterfeit and imitationThe ymiiinc mannfac
Hired
:t
b\ JOHN <
\V l>T A (<>., ••The Bill
l*d
Makeris.*, \\\ Madison Sf., ('hieayo. Free
trial package setit by mail prepaid on receipt ot t :!
cent tamp
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IMPROVED

STARTLING
DISCOVERY !

AGENTS WANTED for MAKY CLEM Mil IPS
“Ten Yeum In Washington,” ineluding a hi-t.-ry of
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J'. mini a, and Sjiccuil T:rms yni n. £ '></,,/ for ( imilur- V
A. 1*. 4VOUT!ll\t<TOX «V I’O., Hartford, Conn.
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U. H. LDDY, Solicitor oi Patent
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Cure Your Corns !
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Fine, Frown, Adi, Spruce and liireh Lumber.
Should it be a dry year and a fleet our water power,
we shad add steam power t<» our mill, and .shall alway he ready !«* do all jobs that come along.
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MOTILE.

knobs. Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts.
Boor Springs, Blind Hangings, Castors. Picture
knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain broumi Double Thick Door Blass and
Window (Hass.
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PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

BOOK BINDING
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t<> do

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, ex-

informs friends and
from New
of the finest stocks of hats, bonnets
and millinery goods ever offered here.
Searsport, Oct. •», lsH.—40
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of the skin

Nash Printed and blazed.

every description.

H. H. CORBETT.

one

plra.-rall

Door anil Window Frames, Door and Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash Extension Tables. Pumps, (•niters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand. Job Work of
XV,- shall
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York with
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i-lie- I i 111 "l-III tier in 111
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..parilla.

In Itrook- "i mi aero.-, d«-.-ira!de,
well located, aoo 1 soil, pa-turina
and water.
Handy to mills, markets, -rpools, \ illaae, -t- >iv- a nd li.
It. station.
Will
-old at area!
stock and tools with n if desired. \ppl\
W
i.ANi
JOHN
Itrook-, M«

SOUTH WORTH,

F.

LARGE STOCK OF MATERIAL !

JOST,

lir.-t

1i PHCENIX ROW.

lyre.

OCT. 2d, on the road between
Poor’s .Mills and the Morrill woods, a reverJ
salde overcoat, dark gray on tin* outside and blue
checked inside. A suitable reward will be paid if
the coat is returned to

w*.

i*i the trimminy deparlm.-ut, -he hop.-- t<*
w ho may favor her with their patronage.

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

etc.

3nios‘>0

Fancy Ribbons,

ded t«* make **r trim
bonnet or hat.

Y«-i

\

Tlii'

MAINE.

PHiLO HERSEY,
Aitv. §l Counsellor ai Law,

BUNION PLASTER.
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\.i>. t base’s Store,! usloni House s<ji<are
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for Sale!

Farm

BOSTON & NEW YORK,
-electin*; In
piod.-with cn-ate-i rare and edueati*m hei*-eli' in all 1 la-new idea-of trimmim;.
And
with a Iona' experience in milliner;, and with her
-tylisli and popular milliner,

1.00, $10.00, $ 1 S.tmi.

Fall and see our immense stuck before purebasInii. liemember Be keep any tlilni; jou ttant in
the elothlni! line for men and hoy's wear.

tli.* only 1 ion I
IRON BlTTIi 1JS
Preparation that vi'l t ihu-Lr/i the t><lh
or (fire h <oLnlic.
Sold hy .ill druggists.
"Write for the A i> t! Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

cessive heat and the.thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
the head,
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves
a
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates
new life to th*
and
intoxicants
for
imparts
craving
and
sleeplanguid, careworn, overworked,nervous
Ask
less. lieo are of imitation* said to be as good.
lor Sanford's Ginger and take no other.
Weeks
&
Potter,
Poston,
Sold everywhere.

of

im.

Tl 1 -fc * ha- -p< nt the p.a-t
whole-ah- an I r.-lail -tore- o|

Shirts, Coiiars, Neck Ties, dc.

IRON BITTERS
-7t the blood,
strengthen the 'muscles, and giro 'new life to
Ike nerves.
IRON BITTERS act like a charm
on the digestive organs,
moving all
dyspeptic symptom.-, sa. h as tasting the
fund, belching, heat in ll.<
,;ineh, heart-

thinir

even

suit.

Ion# and short p.ti t at $
$7.oii, $s.oo, $'.i.oo per -nit.

v

nil.
I
W

a-h, stork m
II AN^ON,
-| •Sea r port.
pre--es in tin '"iml;
:v.»
I

tin -Imre
road hetwv. n Searspori and Bel
fast, two mile- from Sear-pert villaac, four mile- from B !f.i -i «• it\.
luu acres of a<»"d land, partiv under <• n111 alion.
.aood pasture and plenty of w:ond. aood voiina'or
ehard, splendid l»uildinu>, a"'"l
|>ply of u ate'r, an
excellent cellar. Will be sold with tarmina iniplement- and stock at a bargain.
l\n«|Uiiv n the
11.1/ \ J. t I PT|s.
premises.
Sear-port, Ana- Is, DM.

FEATHERS,

Ha-

Boys’ Clothing!

etc.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Balliniore, Md.

$lo.uo, $12.oo, $1 l.oti, $li;.ou p

Ami

A Full Lins of Dress Suits,

IRON
BITTERS are highly
recommended for all diseases repairing a
certain and efficient tonic.

burn,

I'rork Sail.*,

ami

your linn
Perm t

Plea-antly

and hi. \< k.

Plushes &

Fancy

••

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Ol!Lu-

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

FARM FOR SALE.

AND

x.i.uo Suits, Former Price, $ 7.1*0
••
«•
s.00
10.00
"
10.00
12.00

W. C. FRYE,

a r-

-.

PLUMES !

<n.■ n;-

I

STREET, BELFAST.

MAIN

SARSAPARILLA,

The suh.-erd >a idVer- for
hi
ln>u-e on Main tree!, near Wil-■•!)
Hill, late ihe re-idenee of A-a \
Howe-.
The lions,- i- in aood re
pair, piped throwah'Uit for an- and
furnace, cemented cellar, and command- one of
tin* finest view-in liella-t. Rond lot for a aarden,
aid has apple trees that ia-t year produced lift
h isliels of tine fruit.
Will he -old :;! a haraaiu, athe owner i- aoina to
If not -old -oon will be
a.
rented.
to
DA\ ID I’i.HD K.
Apply
1 tell;.-1, sept.
1-1. -P.l 1

OSTRICH TIPS

SUITS !
See

-pm-iulity ma«le

>reat

.%•

AM
MEAD’S Medicated CORN d:ul

FOR SALE.

BONNETS,

.hi;11 iIy and prim
-hapes in

'in'iiii.-i-.
I A^T.

I.Mi’lr-

BEAVERS* FRENCH FRAMES.

Al 25c., 50c., 75c. and Jtl .00 cadi.

••

rade.

:d

One of tin- It.*-1
or rent.

for sale

Ti ii ml- tin*! -Im ha- re opened her
i'1
’;*111 -. " I• i*‘ 1 ha\»- been miai'anl ami ret'urn
1 -h<'*l i*» -ail an im-rca.-ina ira*le, ami \\ hi eh
a'.« now tilled u ill; a -to<k *d'

A LARGE ASTORTMEHT OF CAPS

Bill

Now ia

Ik

-took

<

AT

FIELD,

Olllcf Hill, healing A Held, over National lt«nk.

SEABURY &, JOHNSOd,
lil

P.

r

Counsellor at Law,

remedies will not even reiiete
Price 25 cents.
Beware of cheap Piasters made
with lead poisons.

j

Law,

at

MAINE.

BOHAN

Porous Plasters

SIIKI.V KS.

R. W. ROGERS

BELFAST.

Arc !ho only imp!-ovemcnt ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
W ill positively euro w hero oil

!

JOHNSON.

Attorneys

Sanson’s Capcine

remaiiiina pari <•!
I haranin-,
i.. buy
lir-t 'da--

I

paper taken.

common to our

Comanche

1

..

JOHNSON & ROGERS,

having

Successor to Richards A Southward).

hirye

GEO. F

similar soundt
anes.
See that the word
A iJ C I N is is correctly spelled.

1

CARRIAGES AT BARGAINS.
■1

Manila) .Jill"

r

L-

*«•

against buy-

■-S i-tasters

Wid.tlis,

all

''S'HIP sCBs< BlBKU ll"«
his -tm*k of earriaa*
1

Miss A. F. South worth

her

"" 1,11,11,1,1
,->7. ! ^ ^ I,

I-

'Aid t’’.' ir excellent reputation iniurcd by worthless imitations,
i:e
f nblic are cautioned

r. WEILS'.

e:\rria.an at

t*i

*•

i;,
'A a!* 1
11,
M
k
Knox 7. ::, Tii«*»rPiu« 7 ?7. 1'i.ir. -...7, j,,-,,
1
—in17. arriv iuir at Hum bam ,t; < :;u ;i. m.
U'-ll.i ~t at;
m., » it.;, l*Mnt iL Hi, \\ ai :•
k-••**7. 1
17. K;."\
rin’.ni i• k.•
i'.:it•
la- manVv -in- ».!7, am ;-u
l Itur
at 4 .P) p. ia.
IP t nrsiiiiLeave i’.uniltani a!
a
m.. j
»
(
17, I ally ;■
Tln-no like, a. I
a
l;n..,k« In.:;. W
a., |(>
, j,
1"..*»«», arriving at Kelta-t at li.no a. i-,.
L'-ave llnriiliam at I *m• p. ru., p. ,, ,pl
« .•-j,..
1
i
o, 5.30, K
|ii
>
♦i.tH), Wall!u ti.14, rii l1
:
IMlsov n < KKK, SuoerlntemH
P in.
: -V'
IM
liellaM. L,

AYER'S

MILLINERY!

ntiim

QUEBEC.

v

Wm
B.

l*

e

■

d' the be-t 11 alia u and A Herman mar bit
cm urn s 77:/-■/ /. u/:/ r.\.s r.

•

h. H. JOHNSON & CO.

a!

t

-Mi.in
fi-.,ni I.iviTi.1 ;iml
Baltimore.
Klinl treatment to st.e-oaye
passenger- m i.
ia 11\ ami guarantee..
1
For pa--aL;e ami information npp’.v t«- 1i
< 'IP >W
a ire nt
at.
Belfast. Me.. ..'r I I \
\ I DF \, A Lien t s, _M7 BreaMw a. N. V. *2o: \X
inyton street, B->-i--n; |n7 ^oia’li .'dt Mre-r,
•
»;nr2(lelpliia.

HAVE BEEN IMITATED,

HOWARD,

M AIMJU.

Our Slock oi Millinery Goods is Complete.

>})•• im, He

amt Lirrrjmol.

BOSTON ARID

Jr

Manul'aciurer and dealei in
i Ml NTS. TABLKTS, l.K VVKsTONKS,

RICH OSTRICH FEATHERS.

I

Caps

I.ontlomlerri/.

K.irtni^litlj

Work

our

\N l»

Floras,Plains Shaded Plumes

>1111-

KliO.M

t-ovii to

as

l.imi/iriirUnj llnihiihi/.

I

In!

Steamships.

sKItVK'KS

r®klJ_..LlS2S:
I"-. < it;, i' ii. t

STOCK !

Heaver New Garble
In

ROW.

Mail

TIME-TABLE.

OF 300 SFTS TABLE CU TT FRY
at J"» per c-iit under priei
Shovels, Pieks, Lanterns, Traps, l ow Ties, Powder,
shot. Cartridges, bun Caps, Wrapping and
sheathing Papers. Paper Hags and Twine.
Win ’!•■ -ale and retail, special prices lo large I*u\ er
E. J. MORISON & CO 52 Main St.

FANCY RIBBONS!
LINE

LINE

Glasgow, Galway, Queenstown.

■

■

PHCENIX

ing

a-e-, aei

power- of nature

For sale h> all Druggists.

JO 5 1 O

Come and Look at Our Goods.

re-t niim

ALLAN

ll never injure-, bui always bm.eiiid eureatlioii-and- of volimf u
1"jli• *:11.■
i'
-I
fi
u
authorities testify.
p,.lar.l:;7

large -lock ol
Hardware, Nall*, (daw. Locks, knobs. Iron, steel
Hub*. Spokes, Kims, shafts, Horse Shoes
and Nails at extremelj low prices.

AND

GOODS,

in all

nfO!l,

n

will Im- made a specialty.
1 >11p 1 i«.-»I.• parts or lull
sets ol' nearh all agricultural implement- in u-e in
this vicinity in stock or made
» m-lt r
Price- w ill
he made lew. and we hope and i»\pert p» uu-rit and
obtain a liberal patronage.

Styles

FIRST-CLASS

LW.,

d<> \v->rk prnmpliv and iu-1
east'>iiier- direct.

prepared

We oiler

1

P1NKH&M.

to take and saf'•

A

l

,.

WKKKe

52 Main St.. Belfast.

REDUCING

CORSETS, TIES, 4c.

-••

plea-ant
harmony with tin

lli>

-•

Royal

FEMALE DISEASES,
-,
Irregularity. »>b-t ruetion.-,

POWKK WITH KOOM TO UK NT.
C. J, HALL, Leasee
Hellast, March i, Is*!, -'.i

FULL

uie

Weakne

V-

in

Il i- unrivaled in tin

r\«•-.

1. K %%

for Blue!.ill.
1 1»\i n -; W
\ U-.eklam I M- onlay an-I I urw V iie
| s_ -s_
lian^- r an*I Ki
Fan-liny for I’ -rtlaiel.
F.
I si 11 N<
««enera! Ma eurei
I.
D A ^ < ouei ai imket Ayent, i’ortlam)

simp

we are

McDonald,

■

-o

STRENGTHENING AND QUiETING THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM,
rim- alia', ing Nervous Irritation, and miring all

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,

iila-

-.

■

Painful I d-eases.

steamer

.7xnrn.jrnyixal

corner

Latest Fall

a

e\er\

REGULATING THE SECRETORY ORGANS.
Vnd, by enabling them to perforin then proper
tu net ion
preventing and euring Hi lion- and ..j her

di-ea-es of (he N«
of all

Tin*

Castine.Millbritlgc i Macliias

l' \s. dkkkino, .Master, will leav
Wliarl, I’ortlaml, every Tuesday and Friday evenings at 11.1a o'clock, or on arrival
l*tillman express train from Boston, f..T Koeklami,
< astine, Deer Mr, >i «Iltxv i< k, s,,. West
Harbor, I’.ai'
Harbor, Ml. Desert,, Millbrhl^e, .lonrsport, an l
Maebiasport.
Keturninir, will leave Maebiasport ev erv Morula v
and Tiiursda> morning, at 4.30 o’clock,’ tom-bin.'
a- above, arriving in I’ortlaml same
evening, «
ne- iiiu; with tie I’ullman niirlit train for Boston.
t'onm' ts at Koeklami with Saiift.nl S. s. <
.-learner-' onet, trip l-r Belfast. Bangor ami Kivei
l.amlinu- : al-o with steamer on Mmnla\. We.lnel:ty ami Fri-lav trips for t.r-en'- l.antlin^, Blm
itill ami hilMvorth.
At Bar Harbor with -teaiuei
f-e- L'tnioim* ami xilliv an. At
Se.lgw irk vv Hit -lam

IIKI.IAsT KIl'MlHV AND MAt lllM.
Is now lair!1, running, and heinar equipped

eplIK
1

of Main and lliyyh streets,
Belfast, and have just put in the

at

I.

Maine Central R. R.

PLUSHES, VELVETS,

—

A

the

.•

1

Kiilroa-t

OUR

NEW FALL GOODS

Establishment

Millineiy

Dr Baxtkk's M yndkaki; Bn : Kits an* a upr
ior combination ot Harks. Boots and Herbs nut
attained by any other inanubH-tui eis .if Bitters

RECEIVED

Lewiston for

.-learner

IL LANK, Agent.

Mt. Desert, Korklaml,

o

—

JUST

THE DIGESTIVE

Thus eau-ing Hie food to nourish and -upporl
part.

VARNISHES,

OILS,

F. J. Morison & Co
«»

has a log horn which can be ln ani
twenty two miles, but a boy plaj.iug marble-:* Ji>o
feet away wouldn't hear the first note* from it

a

ostivene

(

ORGANS,

Railroad mines. V \v r-h;nlt‘- iuM lviriv,'].
I’hu-nlx and Atlantic strictly Pure White Lead
Linseed (III, Colgates Pure Unit and Hailed.
Best ,*i 1 in the market.
Fugle Head) Mixed Paints tn asst, eans, all enlnrs.
Artists Colors and llrushes. .Iu|>nn and Oil
Colors, hold Leal. Lubricating tills. Ac.,
Paint and Varnish llrushes. Chamois
Shins, Ar..Ac.
Kxtrmm'Iy lnu yriecs i" reduce nur large stark.
Whalesuh'and retail.
_'m.‘i'i

;

i>.

ouds

England

STRENGTHENING

Horse
copper

II O W A III).

A

-pepsin, Indigestion.

>v

1-2

ix nines r.i //./>/ve,
prsasaa y
•s'tiisi:t. ysa n sues r.ic■ tor y

F

/'

:

rile subscribers beiy leave to inform
the citizens of Belfast ami vicinity that

Thus it cures 1
Piles, A e

e

A

‘■Just as Coon." One ot my friends who had
been using Fellows' Compound Syrup of 11) pi
phosphites for Consumption, was induced by die
of our druggists to take another preparation of
II) pophosphites, which, lit* said, was "just as
go* it. ;t'not bitter." The use of halt a bottle
taught him that, it he would consult Ins s.it’etv,
he inns* return to .our Syrup again.
(«KOK». K ('. Fool.
Mansion House Hotel. Baltimore. Md.

REGULATING AND CLEANSING THE
STOMACH AND BOWELS,

coll heater.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
are as good as new
and can he seen in motion if
desired.
1 I!untoon hovrrnor new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Kngine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine new, cylinder s\IO, connections f r I 3-1 Inch pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder. In good condition, and with
over $100 worth of Moulding Cullers.
1 am also prepared to cut on carriage a\!es, t<>
take up end play in ho\. and will guarantee -:itifaction
in all eases.
I
lotf

thank our friend- ami eti.-h»mer- for their
patronage in tin* pn-t ami hope to deserve a eon
tinnanee of ilieir I tvor in the future.
}<»tf

s

And Hum euring Humors, Sore-, fleer-,! utaneoiis
Eruptions, ( anker, seal.I Head, Sir., A..

heater.

HAIR ORNAMENTS, EAR JEWELS,
ami small

with

Mouda) and Thursda'

r^ITLJV

PURIFYING THE BLOOD,

For Sale at a llaryain.
f lAl IK
following machinery can lx; seen at F. A.
1
HOWARD'S Machine Shop, Pleasant Street,
Kelfast, Maine, win;re. In* keeps on hand, or will
furnish t<> order, all kinds of eastings at manufacturers prices, and will do all kinds of machine
work in a style and at prices that cannot fail to
please.
i Horizontal Stationary Steam Kngine, 15 Horse
Power, with If untoon Governor and feed water

litI’TION.

l>KS<

Lieu, ill's, Silk llilkfs., Collars, Hack Combs,

MASONIC TEMPLE.

and his brothers in crime ask

Kit V

Shseiings, Cambrics,

at
t..

was

This Purely Vegetable Compound iscieiitilieally
prepared from the best Roots and lferbs of the
Materia Medina, and has gained an unrivaled reputation for the following efteels viz. :

found in the state, and would call special attention to a large lot of

Remnants of

Lydia F. I'iukham's Vegetable Compound revives the drooping spirits : invigorates and liaruio
nizes the organic functions: gives elasticity and
tirmness to the step, restores tlie natural lustre to
the eye, and plants on ’In* pale cheek ot beauty the
fresh roses ot life's spring and early summer time
today."

KV

on

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

line of

prepared t,, offer to the people
('nunty, the best bargain- in

arc

as

new

OK

DOMESTIC

directed, will convince any person troubled with
Kidney Complaint or Dyspepsia that they <•»/„ he
entirely cured ot their troubles.

father, 1 learned something

AMK.NTS

\\l> <>|,\\

is

y,

fk'^ant

Portland

Belfast, Sept. 1!»,

Stripes.

-ALSO-

prepara^n

a

GOODS,

SILKS,
\n

at

at
I*. M.
onnretions made

<

Just Received at

this line will

-'trainer-' of

hut 1 oi l; trips per week,
leaving- Belfast, every Morula).
Wednesday, Thursday and Nit
1\ M.
Leaving I.ineolu's wharf,
Monday, Tuesday, Tlmrsdav, and

Boston, (‘very

\ full assortment of

The best
known in market for re
storing gray hair to its original color is Hall's
Vegetable Sieillian Hair Kenewer. Try it

“S-a
school

unlay

nice

a

BLACK VELVETS!

An Indiana woman is the proud owner of a
washboard over one hundred years old.
Wash
boards never wear out in Indiana.

Lin.; Hoot,” taken

Tin
make

Friday,

Xoretties in I’taids and

CKl’ii ai.ink is superior to alcohol or acid phos
phatos tor nourishing the brain and nerves.

oi-

have

we

FALL & WINTER DRESS

“Air. Smith." said a lady at a fair,
.v :. t pm
bility.
j a reporter.
As you see." said the inventor, "it looks as any
Whooping Cough,
plea e buy this bo.juet to present t<< the lady \ou
< onge-ti»n of'the I .tings, 1 of the iron
Twonld;. : he light, -aid Mr. Smith,
loveT
piers at t’ouey Island does when hall
I il pi tat ioi 1 of II, Heart. 1
te\er and Aar
■I'm .1 married man
completed, excepting that ii has but one story.
I .eiieorrlio-a,
O F——
Melancholy,
From where
; and has a swelling at the outer end.
Mental 1 *• p:v.--ion,
Malaria,
Rescued From Death
l we stand at the shore end you cannot see the
N el”. '• I -11 e -.
I ■'hade of the pound: it is just a thousand feet dis
William .1 Coughlin, of Somerville, Mas- -av<
MALARIA.
J 'ant. nearly a quarter of a mile. The iron spiles In the fall of 1st; | was taken with iu.kkui v. <>i
are i_ inches diameter, outside measurement, and
;
iri
a.
urt
1
UK
i.i’Mis followed by a severe cough
l*er-ons Inina' in Mai
i.-tivt1 :o>• m\
}»r.>t♦
The tirst
tliem-ei e- from attack- : liaer b\ tin ti-e ot Fel- | ihey are f wrought iron and hollow
and tlcsh, and was confined to my he-.. In
appetite
<•
was
driven
on
-A
last; the last on July
; spi
itlows (oinpoumt Sjnip of llypophosphites.
April
1*77 I was admiCci: to the Hosjiital
Tic-doctors
W e also keep a fall line of
-tent enable- us to ward oil' !
The Reading Iron Works made them an l said 1 had a hole in
feet- in foiling up the
my lung as big as a hall dollar
At
contagion- di-or ler-. an I -ue.v--! 1 illy combat «lithey were brought here by water last spring
At one time a report went around that 1 was dead
the shore end of the pier they are s ink 11 feet in
j gave n: hope, hut a friend told me of DK WIL
the sand : at the other end. w here water is deep
Li AM 11 ALL'S BALSAM Full i ll L LI'N(is
I
est. of course. *J0 feet in the sand
The spiles arc
a able pho-pliite.- aw tue oti|, r life -astaingot a bottle, when to my surprise. I «*• <;nm-*!• ■<d
The
from ‘-HP to H7 feet in length, with a cast iron disc
!*•
to
feel
better,
and
I
Fellow
11\
feel
better
for
than
ing principles eninposiug
poph usphit.es at each end
day
The method * ! .sinking the spiles
ue
car. filly,
iudiei< ui-iy
three years pas
proportion-! and
was the same as that us d by the contractor. Lien
’tiina ie i, that their action upon the nen «■-, mu-ia,
“l write thH i.'-pingevei'»■ one alllieted w ith dis
\\ e shall he plea soil
\\ e iconic ill the
and in. nibraiie-, in impartina il.dit; -treiigth .aid
ry Case, in building the new iron pier at Coney Is
eased Lungs will take DK. WILLIAM llAU/.s
land.
It is well Known as the hydraulic process
health;. lion i- genera lb. apuareul u it bin twi n?
B A LS A M. and h eon vir.ced that CONSTM DTD »N old irirnds of the establishment and as
tour hour-, and the good effect ex permnei d .a-, of
The girders tor bracing were made by Cooper. CAN BK
CCKKD.
! can positively s-iy it has
a pi. rmaneiit character.
iyr47
new o.,es as will favor us with their
Hewitt A Co. Two rows of spile* were driven
done more
than ail the medicines I i uve many
For sale by W.'tl. 0. i'OOll A so\.
The tows are lo feet apart, and the spiles in the taken since good
sickness."
my
patlona ye. W'e shall keep only
Cinders are Listened
, same row are go feet apart.
Some men arc always actuated by good motives.
j both lengthwise and across the pier, and the whole j
! structure is braced diagonally w ith three quarter
m. LYDIA E.
OF
MU.
When they run to a "dog tight, it i.s to see it they
inch rods.”
can't do Something to stop the combat
But they
and shall sell as low as any similar es"The
usual
size
for
a pound is forty feet along
never
can.
c
shore and titty feet offshore, it is placed with the
o
c
tablishment in the city.
The good a man does lives long after him so
cs
C5
longest sides off shore, because the lish are less
the
virtues
of
a
really
me
1
-me
wdl
last
for
Si
good
likely to escape by swimming out at the place
E
ages, and although Dr. Craves* Balsam of Wild
iu
where they came in. 'They try to get to deep wao
j
s:
ter all he time.
Cherry and Tar may be new to you, its heaiuig Mrs.
This pound is eighty feet along
ADELAIDE GILMORE.
*>
shore by sixty feet off shore, and is set therefore properties have long been known and appreciated,
■*and when we recommend you to give Dr. (iraves*
c
o
in the Jerse) Style.
Mrs,. MARTHA BABCOCK.
Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial for the t «*r
■The pound net has upright sides and a bottom
Uelhi-l, s,11. yy, |»|. >
6
tain
cure
of
Sore
Throat.
that rests Hat on the sand. At each spile the top
Coughs Colds, Whoop
£
o
f the side is fastened by means of an iron ring
ing Cough. Hoarseness, Ac we only ask you to
o
X
H
use and be beuetitted by the same medicine tint
around the spiie, and held taut by a lanyard faso
The Materia
tened to the top of the spile. At the bottom of the has given so much relief to others
.c
vJ
4-*
spile is another iron ring that not only holds the Aledica dor s not furnish better iciucdies for tieC3
diseases
of
the
than
Wild ( berry
w
bottom in its place but keeps it down Hat to the
pulmonary organs
a
and Tar
'Their virtues have long been known
sand.
Each ring weighs ten pounds. A lanyard
c
£
and appreciated, and you earned tail < f relief if
reaches from this ring to the tup of the* spile, and
>v
w
when we want to take up the net and anything you give Dr. Craves Balsam atrial when all!ict*-d
c
00
II
c
that's in it, we pull the low er rings up little by lit
Sample bottle, 10 ets : large bottle, only ho ets.
o
c
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia. Constipation, or
tie. one at a time
"in i:> i.wiat mutc.AiNs in
>
P3
Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathartic
Jt s the intention ot the company to run a car
o
Vfrom the head of the pier to the land, and continue Dills, made by Dr Craves : price -h ets per box
o
iZ
For sale by Wm <>. Door A Son.
hvl!
.1 Hen:ss the narrow neck where the sloop lies. At
c
X
the end of the pier over the pound there is to be* a
F
crane c irr\ ing a basket, so that the men in boats
Havin'/ bought :i wtioloalf -took at bankrupt
n
o
(' S
below can scoop tiie li.-n into the basket. Other
/
>alc at
rents on tin.* dollar.
o
sz-z
—TrA.'rc C'&Z (^s,
$
X
labor-saving appliances are daily suggesting them
100 dozen Hats, 50 cents* each.
selves.
The pier and the land adjacent cost *BO,000.
100
75
Eu
The majority of the stockholders ot the company
100
$1.00
are New York business men.
The President is
COMPOUND.
Herbert M Rogers, of the Fulton Market FishI iiv
si.all
Is a Positive Cure
Association
:
Superintendent, A. C. Rug
mongers’
Jeasaa
A i.liK \T II Alii; \ I N
S' on t try and Treasurer, Herbert C Plass.
ei s
l'or all those Painful Complaints and M cnlineMen
\

counters, but among them

our

line of

Lesson for young housekeepers- ‘How cau you
tell a young fowl from an old one f’ “By the
teeth!"
By the teeth ! But fowls have no teeth!"
‘‘I know they liavn’t, but 1 have."

One bottle of “Elixir
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new

choice goods, we are prepared to oiler special
bargains to customers in all departments of our
trade, both in quality and prices. Our stock was
never before so complete and varied.
It is useless
to enumerate all the different goods to be found up-

A young lady who is doing tin* Alps reports
“1 tried ti> climb the
progress to her guardian
Matterhorn: didn’t reach tin* top. Its absurdly
high—everything is high in this country. Please
send me some money

It

Sanford Steamship Co.

and

we

$3,437.

of

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Temple.

just returned from New York
HANINi.
Uoston, where
have selected many
and

When Henderson said he was at his wit's <nd*
Fogg remarked that it wouldn't take him long to
get back: a very short journey indeed

iron pier on the Atlantic coast at Napeague.
L. I
sixteen miles from Montauk Point, was recently set to work fishing, and it will be kept at
work night and day until the frozen spray of December makes the nets useless. The pier is in
principle a gigantic pound net As to the name
pound applied to a tish net. it describes the way in
which tish are imprisoned.
The scheme of tishiug with an iron pier was
tirst broached by Mr. A. < Rogers of New York,
and he has lived at Napeague since the building
of the pier was begun. The money to buy lands
and build the pier was furnished by the Long
Island Pish Com pan)', a stock corporation formed
hr the purpose last year
The object of the com
imlv wa.s to send food tish to the New York market. but it is now thought that not only this will
!
brought about, but also that uneatable tish will
:
caught in such quantities that tish rendering
u
irks will be built, and that another large profit
wol be made by selling oil and scrap
The land
Rnight by the company is ou a neck half a mile
wide, with the ocean on the south and Little Recoup* Bay on the north.
This spot wits pitched upon in the tirst place as
♦ he
great natural fishing station of the Atlantic
const
Pish, in migrating up or down the coast,
touch tiie eastern end ol Long Island. Just at
this spot, too, there are lower sand bars than at
any other point on the southern shore, and the
tish can and do run closer in shore than elsewhere.
'! he lish processiou there is almost continuous
For a lew weeks one species will predominate, and
suddenly will move off the stage and another will
n.<- "ii
Only m the coldest weather does the
march of lish tall off
Sometimes the tish travel
eiii'iiiioiis schools.
Oil the shore near wheio
tie* pier stands as many as 17.000 pounds ot blue;ish were taken not long ago in a single seine net
at one haul.
In high water this trap has a capacity ot 7’J non
.-quare loot, and it can he pulled up at any time
and the tish taken out.
In what fashion is the pier constructed f’asked

>t., New V-
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Liver- Aid has been a blessing to m\ poor, atllict<‘d mother. She tried main many things for her
-iek headache, but never found any relief until she
took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed*, been invaluable
t
her. she is now u-ing her fourth bottle. I told
•nir druggist how excellent it was, ami assured him
that he might safely reeommenil it a- the lu -t known
He -ays it i- not adver
remedy for -i«-k h. u.ia.-h
''.sed half *•:. ugh.
I hope v.iu w .11 let it become
..-iter known.
'Ik’s m. \. <m\*i K1L
Ub A\

r:i

is 00,0.»8, a gain of 755. The number of families in
the congregations is I 1.030, a gain of KK7. The
contributions to foreign missions have been $10,
011. a loss of $875 ; to the College and Education
Society. $1067, a decrease of $70: to the Congregational l nion, $617, a decrease of $073; to homo
missions, $10,165. an increase of $564 ; to American
missionary associations, $3303, a decrease of $568;
to other objects, $16,078, an increase of $3,340.
The total contributions to benevolent objects were
$11,096, an increase of >770. The total amount of
home expenditures reported is $183,170, an in-
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LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

< mill fill
ml im of
imprudenee eausiny Bren; a
Decay. Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
haviuy tried in vain every know n remedy, has di-
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\
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TO
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A. B. MATHEWS,

Belfast. Me.

ro\ered a -imple -elf cure, which he
to hi- fellow -utb rer
addre
.1.

(haHiuin St., \. \.
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